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Abstract

We focus on the efficient numerical simulation of Cahn–Hilliard-type phase-field models
for phase separation and large deformations in electrode particles of lithium-ion batteries.
The main contribution of this thesis is the development and implementation of a space and
time adaptive finite element solver for these Cahn–Hilliard-type models. In particular, for
the pure phase separation problem we propose a preconditioner, which enables the matrix-
free simulation.

In the most general form, accounting for anisotropic material properties, we start with the
review and discussion of the phase-field model equations for phase separation in electrode
particles during lithium insertion. The resulting initial boundary value problem is based on
the fourth-order, nonlinear, time-dependent Cahn–Hilliard equation.

For the numerical simulation of the phase separation model we develop an adaptive
matrix-free finite element solver. Thereby we employ an isoparametric C0-continuous La-
grangian finite element method for the mixed formulation of the Cahn–Hilliard equation.
We combine an error controlled variable-step, variable-order algorithm based on linear
multistep methods for the time integration and a gradient recovery estimator for the adap-
tive mesh refinement in a space and time adaptive solution algorithm. The nonlinear sys-
tems in each time step are linearized with the Newton–Raphson method and solved with
a preconditioned GMRES method. Especially for the matrix-free implementation we pro-
pose a block preconditioner respecting the nonlinearity of the Cahn–Hilliard model equa-
tion.

With the method of manufactured solutions we show the numerical efficiency and op-
timal order convergence of the matrix-free finite element solver. Based on the example
of spinodal decomposition we demonstrate the capabilities of our solver and the mesh-
independent preconditioning with our preconditioner for the Cahn–Hilliard equation with
degenerated mobility.

We perform numerical experiments for phase separation in electrode particles of lithium
iron phosphate under different symmetry assumptions. In the spherical symmetric case,
we show the importance of adaptive methods and confirm the mesh-independent precon-
ditioning, even for locally refined meshes. Based on an azimuthal symmetry assumption
we observe phase transition morphologies for isotropic and anisotropic material properties
different to the core-shell scenario.

Finally, we couple the phase separation model with a thermodynamically consistent de-
veloped mechanical theory for large deformations in a common Cahn–Hilliard-type phase-
field model. For the multi-physical problem we present a finite element discretization and
extend our space and time adaptive algorithm for the matrix-based solution. With numer-
ical simulations of lithium iron phosphate electrode particles we investigate physical and
numerical aspects, like the influence of the interfacial energy coefficient on the arising
stress and the superior efficiency over classical implementations.
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1. Introduction
In the past decades lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have become a dominating energy storage
technology. Their applications range from everyday mobile power devices such as laptops
or cell phones to electrical vehicles and the stabilization of power grids [6, 139, 140]. Cur-
rently being the state-of-the-art technology for electrical energy storage systems, lithium-
ion batteries outperformed other available battery systems already twenty years ago due to
their high energy density and flexible design [140]. Nowadays the research still focuses on
the improvement of the battery lifetime and performance [108].

In its generality the term lithium-ion battery covers the whole range of batteries where
the exchanging species are lithium ions [84, Sect. 1.1]. For example the choice of the elec-
trode materials influence the battery performance and is an active research topic [109,119].
A particular category of cathode materials are phase separating materials like for example
lithium iron phosphate LixFePO4 (LFP) [59, 134, 162, 169, 170] or lithium manganese ox-
ide LixMn2O4 (LMO) [85,124,149,167,169]. These materials allow the coexistence of two
separated phases of low and rich lithium concentration during lithium insertion (lithiation)
or extraction (delithiation) in single electrode particles and thus influence the overall bat-
tery performance. In particular, LFP for example shows strongly anisotropic material prop-
erties [134].

Especially coupled to large deformations the concentration gradients induced by phase
transformations cause large stresses and therefore induce particle degradation due to frac-
ture [170]. In order to predict the evolution of phase transitions and the arising stresses
in electrode particles several mathematical models have been used. The models for phase
separation are mainly divided into two classes, the sharp-interface models such as the core-
shell scenario [57,135,165] and diffusive interface models represented by phase-field mod-
els [77, 162, 170]. However, an experimental study [101] revealed that the core-shell sce-
nario cannot capture the structure in strongly anisotropic materials like LFP [56]. The range
of mechanical models is much wider, for example, we differ between linear [85, 113, 171]
and nonlinear [59, 149, 170, 173] solid mechanics theories, whereas this obviously covers
only a small range of models.

In this thesis we follow the phase-field model for phase separation in electrode particles
during lithium insertion presented in [84], which can be traced back to Han et al. [77]
and is currently a widely used approach, see [59, 84, 124, 150, 155, 162, 163, 170, 173]
among others. Later we will also couple a thermodynamically consistent theory for large
deformations.

The resulting model equation for phase separation is know as the Cahn–Hilliard equa-
tion [37, 38], which is a time-dependent, fourth-order partial differential equation (PDE).
Among phase-field models the Cahn–Hilliard equation is probably the most prominent
one, which was developed to model phase separation in binary alloys [32]. In the past
the Cahn–Hilliard equation found its application for example in two-phase flow [9, 99],
wound healing and tumor growth [69, 92, 114], image inpainting [27], multicomponent
systems [28, 65] and many other applications.
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1. Introduction

Hence also from the mathematical point of view the Cahn–Hilliard equation is widely
studied. Global existence and uniqueness of a solution was proven for different versions of
the Cahn–Hilliard equation, with constant or concentration dependent mobility, with quar-
tic or logarithmic free energy density, see for example [62, 65, 66, 142]. For the numerical
solution a vast literature is available covering spatial and temporal discretization schemes,
solvers and preconditioners, adaptive algorithms, see for example [31, 32, 145, 154, 164]
and the reference cited therein.

The investigation of phase transforming electrode materials for batteries is primarily
carried out in the engineering literature. There, numerical experiments were performed
for example with commercial software packages like COMSOL [84, 149, 155, 163, 169],
ABAQUS [59], FEAP [173, 174], open source codes like FEniCS [150], MOOSE [170] or
even more sophisticated implementations [51, 80].

Challenges Large effort was spent to develop numerical methods for the Cahn–Hilliard
equation, compare [31] and the references cited therein. The main difference to the battery
application lies in the boundary conditions. Numerical methods mostly have been devel-
oped for the Cahn–Hilliard equation with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions
(no-flux), which we denote in the following as the classical case. However, the lithiation
of electrode particles is modeled with inhomogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. In
the simplest case these are constant, uniform fluxes [84, 170] but can also be replaced
by nonlinear Neumann conditions such as the Butler–Volmer kinetics for surface reac-
tions [59,162]. However, the conservation of mass is violated and thus also the monotonous
energy decay, which is an important element in the proof of global existence and unique-
ness of a solution for the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation. Furthermore, the numerical
methods have to be reviewed. For example methods inheriting the monotone energy de-
cay [74] may fail.

Integrating later on also the mechanics, the simulation of such complex multi-physical
problems is computationally demanding. Main challenges of the Cahn–Hilliard-type model
equations are the strongly varying spatial and temporal scales during lithiation. Like in the
classical case, phase separation takes place on a much faster time scale than coarsening
and migration of phase transitions. Thus, during lithiation the time scale varies over several
orders of magnitudes. Additionally, crucial parameters for the interfacial energy generate
an almost sharp phase transition in space. Moreover, the almost sharp phase transitions
between lithium poor and rich phases travel through the whole particle domain, which
thus need a fine mesh resolution. In sum, when using an implicit time integration method
together with a fully resolved mesh, a big number of large, badly conditioned linear systems
need to be solved, typically with iterative methods. Hence, also preconditioning the Cahn–
Hilliard equation becomes important, which is already a research topic itself, see [8,28,29,
31, 32].

With its numerical challenges, the accurate and efficient simulation of Cahn–Hilliard-
type phase-field models for phase transforming electrode materials is often limited to
spheroidal particles under symmetry assumptions [170, 173] or with adapted model pa-
rameters [150, 155, 173]. Due to its high computational costs the embedding of phase sep-
aration in multiscale models is only possible with efficient numerical methods, as likewise
done in [50]. On the level of parallel high performance computing the limiting factor of
linear algebra operations might also be due to the access to main memory. Especially, the
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open source finite element library deal.II [5,13] provides a matrix-free framework [96,98],
which efficiently implements the finite element operator application without storing ma-
trices. It is worth noting, that the Cahn–Hilliard equation was already solved with the
functionalities of the matrix-free framework in [97, 99]. Although the internal dependency
on the matrix-based AMG preconditioner of the used block preconditioner may be re-
solved, only a constant mobility was considered. To overcome all these difficulties and
workarounds leads to the research objective of this thesis.

Aim of the Thesis The main contribution of this thesis is the development and im-
plementation of an efficient, matrix-free, space and time adaptive numerical solution algo-
rithm for Cahn–Hilliard-type phase-field models in battery active particles under lithium
insertion.

Methods As governing model equations for phase separation we consider the mixed
formulation of the Cahn–Hilliard equation resulting in a set of two coupled second-order
partial differential equations.

For the discretization of the mixed formulation of the Cahn–Hilliard equation [63] we
employ the C0-continuous Lagrangian finite element method of order p ≥ 1 in space and
a numerical differentiation formula (NDF) linear multistep method family from order one
to five [129] in time. In an error controlled variable-step, variable-order time integration
scheme [129, 130, 143] we incorporate an adaptive mesh refinement criterion based on a
gradient recovery estimator [3, Chap. 4] measuring the regularity of the solution. In com-
bination we obtain a space and time adaptive solution algorithm.

The arising nonlinear systems in each time step are linearized with the Newton–Raphson
method. The linear system are solved with a preconditioned GMRES method. Hereby at the
heart of our solver we propose an extended preconditioner for the mixed formulation of the
Cahn–Hilliard equation, based on [31], respecting the nonlinearity of the model equations.
In particular, this preconditioner is suited for matrix-free computations. Thus the Cahn–
Hilliard solver is implemented in a completely matrix-free way, avoiding the storage of
matrices at each level of the algorithm.

For the later incorporation of the chemical-mechanical coupling we extend this numer-
ical solution algorithm in a straightforward way, but solve the linearized systems of the
coupled problem with the LU-decomposition [52] instead.

We focused on a modular and flexible design of the solver and its components, which
we implemented in C++ based on the functionalities of the deal.II finite element library [5,
13, 98].

Significance The developed numerical solution algorithm for the phase-field model
equations enables efficient simulations of phase separation in electrode particles during
lithium insertion beyond the assumption of spherical symmetry in crucial parameter ranges.
In particular, we recall the phase-field model in the most general form capable for aniso-
tropic diffusion and anisotropic interfacial energy penalties. For the efficient numerical so-
lution we derive an extended, matrix-free applicable preconditioner for the mixed formula-
tion of the Cahn–Hilliard equation. The preconditioner shows optimal, mesh-independent
behavior for classical Cahn–Hilliard benchmark problems and especially for the model
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1. Introduction

equations of electrode particles under lithium insertion. Additionally, the skeleton of the de-
veloped space and time adaptive solution algorithm is written in a general purpose fashion
with the ability to work under some modifications also for future applications. Moreover,
since identical models are also employed for the investigation of other electrode materi-
als, like sodium iron phosphate NaxFePO4 (NFP) [168–170] or silicon (Si) [46, 163], new
possible applications can already be seen here.

Outline The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Next in Chapter 2 we define the
basic notation used throughout this thesis. In Chapter 3 we review and discuss the Cahn–
Hilliard-type phase-field model for phase separation in electrode particles of lithium-ion
batteries. After this we present in Chapter 4 our numerical solution algorithm with the un-
derlying space and time discretization, the extended preconditioner for the Cahn–Hilliard
equation as well as the space and time adaptive solution algorithm. In Chapter 5 we briefly
discuss the matrix-free implementation available through the deal.II library. Furthermore,
we demonstrate the scalability of our nonlinear matrix-free finite element solver imple-
mentation as basic building block for our matrix-free Cahn–Hilliard solver. We validate
our developed solver and demonstrate the efficiency in the first part of Chapter 6. In the
second part of Chapter 6 we investigate with numerical experiments the performance of the
solver for the model equations and the evolution of the phase transition morphology under
different symmetry assumptions. Finally, we employ the generic space and time adaptive
solution algorithm to the coupled chemical-mechanical phase-field model and investigate
the interplay of phase separation and large deformations in Chapter 7. We conclude this
thesis by summarizing the key findings in Chapter 8.

Prepublications As of the date of submission1, parts of the results presented in this
thesis are already published or submitted for publication. The whole numerical solution al-
gorithm with underlying space and time discretization, the matrix-free preconditioner and
the adaptive algorithm presented in Chapter 4 are based on our article [43], which is ac-
cepted for publication. The strong parallel scalability of our implementation of a nonlinear
matrix-free solver in Chapter 5 was already presented in [41] in a slightly modified version.
The numerical experiments on the solution algorithm and the preconditioner during lithium
insertion into electrode particles under the spherical symmetry assumption in Chapter 6 are
based on those from [43]. Finally, Chapter 7 is an adapted version of the current state of
our submitted article [44] on the efficient simulation of phase separation and large defor-
mations in electrode particles. Note, in this joint work the theoretical part, in particular
the model development and the physical interpretation, was essentially contributed by Lars
von Kolzenberg, who is supervised by Birger Horstmann and Arnulf Latz.

Acknowledgment The author gratefully acknowledges financial support by the Ger-
man Research Foundation (DFG) through the Research Training Group 2218 SiMET –
Simulation of mechano-electro-thermal processes in lithium-ion batteries, project number
281041241.

121.12.2020
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2. Fundamentals

In the following we summarize the notation established in our previous works [41–44]
based on [40, 107] and use it throughout this thesis.

Standard Notation We denote the positive integers by N and the real numbers by R.
The spatial dimension is d ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Scalar values are written as s ∈ R and tensors as
T = (Tij)ij ∈ Rd,d. For a generic dimension n ∈ N, we write vectors as v = (vi)i ∈ Rn

and matrices as M ∈ Rn,n. Scalar, vector, matrix and tensor-valued functions are written
accordingly. For the absolute value as well as the Euclidean norm in Rn we write | · |.

For two vectors v, w ∈ Rn the dot product v · w =
∑n

i=1 viwi is the sum of the
multiplied vector entries. For the full contraction of two tensors S, T ∈ Rd,d we use the
Frobenius inner product S :T =

∑d
i,j=1 SijTij .

The spatial domain Ω is assumed to be a nonempty, open, connected and bounded subset
of Rd. The closure of Ω is denoted by Ω and for the boundary we write ∂Ω. The outer unit
normal vector is denoted by n.

Space and time-dependent functions are defined on the time-space cylinderR≥0×Ω. The
time variable is typically t ∈ R≥0 and the spatial coordinate is x ∈ Ω. Let u : R≥0 ×Ω →
R, v : R≥0×Ω → Rd and T : R≥0×Ω → Rd,d be generic smooth scalar, vector and tensor-
valued functions, respectively. We denote the partial derivatives for each spatial direction
i ∈ {1, . . . , d} by ∂iu. The temporal derivative is denoted by ∂tu. The gradient of u is the
vector of all partial derivatives ∇u = (∂iu)i. The divergence of v is denoted as the sum of
the partial derivatives ∇·v =

∑d
i=1 = ∂ivi. The Laplace operator applied to u is defined

as the sum of the second partial derivatives ∆u = ∇·∇u =
∑d

i=1 ∂
2
i u. The gradient of v is

a matrix called the Jacobian Jv = ∇v = (∂jvi)ij . Finally, the divergence of T is defined

as the vector ∇·T =
(∑d

j=1 ∂jTij

)
i
.

We denote the natural logarithm by log : (0,∞) → R.

Function Spaces The space of k ∈ N0 times continuously differentiable functions is
denoted by Ck(Ω). Functions in C(Ω) are continuous also on the boundary. For p ∈ [1,∞]
we write Lp(Ω) for the scalar-valued Lebesgue spaces. The Lebesgue norm is || · ||Lp .
Especially for p = 2 the Lebesgue norm is induced by the L2-inner product || · ||2L2 =
( · , · )L2 and when the context is clear we may omit the subscript L2. For vector and tensor-
valued functions we write Lp(Ω;Rn) and Lp(Ω;Rd,d). The Sobolev spaces are denoted by
Wm,p(Ω) and Wm,2(Ω) = Hm(Ω). In particular, the dual space of H1(Ω) is denoted by
H−1(Ω). The Sobolev norm is defined as ||f ||pWm,p =

∑
|α|1≤m ||Dαf ||pLp with the multi-

index notation α ∈ Nd
0, Dα = Dα1 . . . Dαd . Thereby the H1-norm reads as ||f ||2H1 =

||f ||2L2 + ||∇f ||2L2 .
We denote (f, g) =

∫
Ω
f g dx as L2-inner product for two functions f , g ∈ L2(Ω) as

well as (v,w) =
∫
Ω
v ·w dx for two vectors v, w ∈ L2(Ω;Rd) and (S,T) =

∫
Ω
S :T dx
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for two tensor-valued functions S, T ∈ L2(Ω;Rd,d). We indicate boundary integrals with
the subscript ∂Ω.

Electrode Particle Modeling The geometry of electrode particles is encoded in the
particle domain Ω. We denote the part of the boundary representing the particle surface by
Γext. Artificial boundaries due to symmetry assumptions are denoted by Γ0 and some pos-
sible further subscript for the unique identification. The volume of the particle is denoted
as VΩ = |Ω| and the particle surface measure as SΩ = |Γext|. Furthermore, the specific
surface is defined as AV = SΩ/VΩ. For the reference length scale we use the symbol L0.

The lithium concentration measured in molm−3 is denoted by c. For the normalized
lithium concentration we write c = c/cmax, where cmax is the maximum lithium concen-
tration of the host material. The chemical potential with unit Jmol−1 is defined as the
variational derivative of the free energy Ψ and denoted by the symbol µ. The free energy
is the integral of free energy density ψ over the particle domain. In this thesis we account
for chemical ψch, interfacial ψint and elastic ψel contributions to the free energy. Espe-
cially, the interfacial energy coefficient is denoted in the isotropic version by κ and in the
anisotropic case by the tensor K. Similar, the lithium flux N implements the isotropic m,
respective anisotropic m, mobility. During phase separation the concentration profile es-
tablishes a lithium poor and a lithium rich phase with the equilibrium concentrations cα,
respective cβ . Starting from an initial concentration c0, lithium insertion is modeled by an
applied lithium flux Next. The intercalation takes place at the operation temperature T and
for the universal gas constant we use the symbol R = 8.314 Jmol−1K−1.

The overall amount of lithium inside an electrode particle is commonly measured by the
state of charge (SOC), which is defined as the average of the normalized lithium concen-
tration SOC = 1/VΩ

∫
Ω
c dx.

All physical quantities are stated in SI units. Except for the applied lithium flux Next we
introduce a non-SI unit, the C-rate, which depends on the particle geometry and material.
In our context, the C-rate defines the reference cycle time tcycle = 1/C-rate, which it takes
for completely filling an empty particle.

Taking large deformations into account we define the particle domain without any de-
formation Ω0 as reference configuration. The deformed domain Ω is called the current
configuration. The deformation of the reference domain is described by a differentiable,
orientation-preserving diffeomorphism ϕ : [0, tf] × Ω0 → Ω mapping any point X0 ∈ Ω0

of the reference configuration at every time t ∈ [0, tf] onto the corresponding point x ∈ Ω
in the current configuration.

With the displacement u : [0, tf] × Ω0 → Rd the deformation can be expressed as
ϕ(t,X0) = X0 + u(t,X0). Thus the deformation gradient F is a tensor, given by
F = Id+∇u, with the identity tensor Id ∈ Rd,d. Further, we denote the elastic strain ten-
sor by Eel and the fourth-order elasticity tensor of the St. Venant–Kirchhoff model by C,
defined by CEel = 2GEel + λ tr(Eel)Id with the Lamé constants G, λ. For the Cauchy
stress tensor we write σ and for the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor P.

Finite Elements and Time Discretization With Ωh we denote the actual compu-
tational domain for finite element methods, which is a polygonal approximation to the
particle domain Ω. For an admissible mesh of Ωh we write Th. Motivated by the implemen-
tation with the finite element library deal.II, we assume the mesh Th to be a decomposition
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of the computational domain into intervals in 1D, quadrilaterals in 2D or hexahedra in
3D. The elements (1D: intervals, 2D: quadrilaterals, 3D: hexahedra) of a mesh are called
cells Q ∈ Th. Each cell has a diameter denoted by hQ := diam(Q), whereby the max-
imum mesh width hmax is defined as the maximum cell diameter hmax := maxQ∈Th hQ.
Simulations are performed until a final simulation time tf > 0. The time interval [0, tf] is
discretized into Nt time steps tn with the time step size τn for n = 1, . . . , Nt.

On a cell Q ∈ Th we denote the set of tensor product polynomials of order p ∈ N

by Qp(Q). For a function space V we denote a finite dimensional subspace by Vh ⊂ V .
The discrete approximation uh ∈ Vh of a continuous function u ∈ V is indicated by the
subscript h. In particular, for the polynomial degree p ∈ N, we denote the Lagrangian finite
element space by Sp(Th), which consists of continuous, piecewise p-th-order polynomial
functions. The number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) is symbolized by Nx. The basis
functions of the nodal basis Π = {φi : i = 1, . . . , Nx} satisfy for each DOF xj the
condition φi(xj) = δi,j with the Kronecker delta δi,j . For the discrete equations we identify
finite element functions uh ∈ Vh with its coefficient vectors u ∈ RNx by the relation
uh =

∑Nx

i=1 uiφi.
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3. A Phase-Field Model for Phase
Separation

In this chapter we present the Cahn–Hilliard-type phase-field model equations for phase
separation in electrode particles during lithium insertion. First, in Section 3.1 we give a
brief review on the working principle of lithium-ion battery cells including the description
of phase separation in electrode particles. Then in Section 3.2 we introduce the phase-field
model equations and conditions. Thereby, we normalize the presented model and gather the
equations and conditions in an initial boundary value problem for the further course of this
work. Finally, in Section 3.3 we point out some differences to the classical Cahn–Hilliard
equation.

The formulation of the explanation of the phase-field model in Section 3.2 is based on
our previous articles [41, 43, 44]. Thereby the first draft of the modeling section in our
collaborative work [44, Sect. 2] was written by Lars von Kolzenberg, where I was also
involved in the general conception and formulation.

3.1. Working Principle of Lithium Ion Batteries
We start with a description of the basic design and working principle of lithium-ion batter-
ies. We explain the key processes during discharge and give a description of the occurring
phenomenon of phase separation in electrode particles.

Battery Cells The following brief review is based on [84, Sect. 1.2], [107, Sect. 3.1],
[40, Sect. 3.1] [91, Sect. 2.1]. For an introduction into electrochemical systems we also
refer to [117].

Lithium ion batteries are rechargeable electrochemical energy storage systems. In a sim-
plified way, a lithium-ion battery cell consists of three major components: Two spatially
separated electrodes embedded in an electrolyte, see Figure 3.1. Thereby both electrodes
are porous solids and basically consist of the electrode particles, while the electrolyte is
typically liquid. Common materials for the negative electrode are for example graphite C
or silicon Si, whereas the positive electrode may consists of a lithium metal oxide such
as lithium manganese oxide LixMn2O4 (LMO) or lithium iron phosphate LixFePO4 (LFP).
Candidates for the liquid electrolyte are for example solutions of lithium salts in solvents
like lithium hexaflourophosphate LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate C3H4O3.

In this arrangement the two electrodes serve as host materials for the reversible inter-
calation and deintercalation of lithium. The electrolyte has the function to transport the
lithium ions between the electrodes and simultaneously force the electrons to pass through
the external circuit.

In order to operate a power device with the battery, it is connected to the two electrodes
via an external circuit. Thus the potential difference of the two electrodes discharges the
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Figure 3.1.: Schematic sketch of a battery cell during discharge according to [107].

battery and provide the energy to the power device. By convention the names of the elec-
trodes depend on the direction of the ion transfer. Hence for battery discharge the negative
electrode is denoted as anode and the positive electrode as cathode. During discharge,
lithium atoms deintercalate from the anode by oxidation at the particle surfaces, i. e., the
lithium atoms split into negative electrons and positive lithium ions (Li → Li+ + e– ). The
released lithium ions are then transported through the electrolyte towards the cathode by
diffusion and migration. Once they reached the cathode surface, the lithium ions are re-
duced and intercalate as lithium atoms into the active cathode material (Li+ + e– → Li).
Meanwhile for each released lithium ion from the anode an electron enter the external
circuit and provide energy to the power device.

As soon as the whole lithium amount is transferred from the anode to the cathode and
the electrical energy has been provided to the power device, the battery is fully discharged.
As key feature of lithium-ion batteries this process is reversible. So connecting the battery
cell to a power supply instead of a power device the battery gets charged.

Phase Separation Of particular interest is the intercalation behavior in single cath-
ode particles. For example LFP, as electrode material firstly investigated in [118], has
emerged as promising cathode material due to its low cost, high thermal and chemical sta-
bility [35, Sect. 5.1]. Thereby in contrast to other electrode materials LFP with its chemical
formula LixFePO4 only exists in pure phases with x ≈ 0 and x ≈ 1 [134]. This ability for
phase separation is also shown by experimental studies [102]. Taking LFP as an example
we describe this behavior according to [35, Sect. 5.1] and visualize the process schemati-
cally in Figure 3.2.

Starting from a particle with approximately zero lithium concentration (FePO4), lithium
insertion increases the concentration in a single-phase diffusion state. As soon as a certain
concentration is reached the separation process sets in and at the surface a second lithium
rich (LiFePO4) phase emerges. While the lithium insertion continues, the phase transition
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lithium poor

FePO4
+ Li FePO4/

LiFePO4

lithium poor / rich

+ Li LiFePO4

lithium rich

Figure 3.2.: Schematic sketch of the phase separation process during lithium insertion.

between the lithium poor (FePO4) and rich (LiFePO4) phases migrates through the particle.
Finally, the lithium rich (LiFePO4) phase occupies the whole particle, the phase transition
decays and again a single diffusion state is reached. For lithium extraction the process is
inverted.

Beside LFP, several other phase transforming electrode materials undergo the described
intercalation process, see for example [169]. However, the crucial property that charac-
terizes LFP is the strong anisotropy. Theoretical [115] and experimental [45, 101] studies
show that lithium transport and phase separation is constrained to one-dimensional tun-
nels [56, 134]. Moreover, this anisotropic behavior cannot be captured by shrinking core-
shell models [56, 101].

lithium poor

FePO4
+ Li FePO4/

LiFePO4

lithium poor / rich

+ Li LiFePO4

lithium rich

Figure 3.3.: Schematic sketch of the phase separation process during lithium insertion in
anisotropic electrode materials.

Instead, the phase separation process in anisotropic electrode materials may behave like
in Figure 3.3. If the particle is then lithiated and the concentration has reached the criti-
cal value after a single-phase diffusion state, instead of a uniform outer shell, two fronts
are formed. Under further lithium insertion these phase fronts travel towards each other
until they meet in the middle and merge. Finally, the diffusion takes place again in the sin-
gle remaining lithium rich phase. For a discussion on bulk transport and surface reaction
limitations, we refer to [134].

For this phase separation process in electrode particles with the transition from single-
phase to two-phase and back to single-phase diffusion we follow a current modeling ap-
proach and develop an efficient numerical solution algorithm in this thesis.

3.2. Model Equations for Phase Separation
First introduced by Han et al. [77], past and recent works like [59, 134, 162, 170] model
phase separation in single LFP electrode particles with a Cahn–Hilliard-type phase-field
model. Since the same underlying model is used for several materials as for example for
silicon [46, 113, 163], LMO [84, 149, 167] as well as sodium iron phosphate NaxFePO4
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(NFP) [168,170], we neglect the specific underlying material and consider a generic phase
transforming electrode material.

In the upcoming section we introduce and discuss the phase-field model for phase trans-
forming electrode materials, which we will later solve with our finite element solver from
Chapter 4. Therefore we basically adapt the modeling section from our article [44, Sect. 2].
For further details on the general phase-field modeling we follow and refer to Kamlah
and co-workers [84, 149, 166, 168–170]. Additional information to the incorporation of
anisotropy is based on the work of Singh et al. [134] as well as Zhao et al. [174].

We first explain the phase-field model and describe the governing partial differential
equations for two-phase diffusion. In particular, we discuss the most general including
anisotropic diffusion and gradient energy penalties. Further, we state the boundary condi-
tions for lithium insertion or extraction and the initial condition. This set of equations is
normalized and summarized in an initial boundary value problem. We conclude this section
with a brief review on alternative modeling approaches for phase separation in electrode
particles.

3.2.1. Phase-Field Model

Here we introduce the phase-field model for phase transforming electrode materials under
lithium insertion. The resulting well-known Cahn–Hilliard equation [37, 38] determines
the evolution of the unknown lithium concentration distribution c : [0, tf] × Ω → [0, cmax]
measured in molm−3.

Geometry Electrode particles are three-dimensional objects (d = 3), however, from
a mathematical point of view the model equations are also valid in lower spatial dimen-
sions (d ≤ 3). For the higher generality we write the model equations in a dimension-
independent way using d ∈ {1, 2, 3}, where we give the units, however, only for the real-
istic three-dimensional case. So let Ω ⊂ Rd describe the domain and geometry of an elec-
trode particle with boundary ∂Ω and outer unit normal vector n. Assuming an idealized
particle with sufficiently smooth boundary, we define the specific surface AV := |Ω|/|∂Ω|
as the surface to volume ratio with the unit m3m−2.

Free Energy The phase-field model for two-phase diffusion is based on a free energy
density function ψ : [0, 1] × Rd → R with the unit Jm−3, which consists of a chemi-
cal ψch : [0, 1] → R and an interfacial part ψint : R

d → R

ψ(z,p) = ψch(z) + ψint(p). (3.1)

With formal argument z ∈ [0, 1] representing the normalized lithium concentration
c : [0, tf] × Ω → [0, 1], with c := c/cmax, the homogeneous chemical free energy density
ψch : [0, 1] → R has the form

ψch(z) = RTcmax

[
α1z +

α2

2
z2 + z log(z) + (1− z) log(1− z)

]
, (3.2)

scaled by the maximum lithium concentration of the host material cmax ∈ R>0, the univer-
sal gas constant R and the operation temperature T in Kelvin. The first two terms account
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Figure 3.4.: Normalized homogeneous chemical free energy density over constant average
concentration. (a) Double well shape for LFP parameters α1 = 4.5, α2 =
−9 with normalized equilibrium concentrations cα, cβ . (b) Single and double
well shaped potentials controlled by the material parameters α1, α2 under the
assumption α2 = −2α1.

for the energetic contributions from the interaction of lithium ions with the host mate-
rial (α1 > 0) and other lithium ions (α2 < 0) [77, 84, 168]. The third and fourth term de-
scribe the entropic contributions of mixing [134,168]. For phase separating materials these
interactions lead to a double well potential as illustrated for LFP parameters [168] in Fig-
ure 3.4a, whereby the normalized equilibrium concentrations of the two stable phases cα,
cβ are determined by the local minima [84, 149, 168].

Note, that we assume a constant operation temperature T equal to the reference temper-
ature Tref used in [84, Sect. 3.2.2] for the introduction of the two parameters α1 and α2.
Thus, the homogeneous chemical free energy density ψch is a double well if it has a zone
of concavity, i. e., the set

{
z ∈ [0, 1] : ∂2zψch(z) < 0

}
is nonempty. We determine an upper

bound for α2, which guarantees the double well shape of ψch, by a simple calculation{
z ∈ [0, 1] : ∂2zψch(z) < 0

}
̸= ∅ ⇐⇒ ∃z ∈ [0, 1] : ∂2zψch(z) < 0 (3.3)

⇐⇒ ∃z ∈ [0, 1] : α2 +
1

z(1− z)
< 0, (3.4)

where (3.4) is satisfied if α2 < −4. Under the assumption α2 = −2α1, valid for LFP [134,
162], we see in Figure 3.4b that the double well (α1 > 2) turns into a single well (α1 ≤ 2) at
α1 = 2. For further details particularly regarding the connection to the critical temperature
for phase separation, we refer to [84, Sect. 3.2.2].

The interfacial energy density ψint : R
d → R

ψint(p) =
1

2
RTcmax p ·Kp (3.5)

with the formal argument p ∈ Rd representing the gradient of the normalized lithium con-
centration ∇c : [0, tf]×Ω → Rd gives rise to a separation of these phases. In a more general
fashion a symmetric, positive definite tensorial interfacial energy coefficient K ∈ Rd,d de-
termines the possibly anisotropic energy penalties for the concentration gradient [134].
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With the scalar interfacial energy coefficient κ > 0 and the specialization K = κId the
isotropic case is recovered

ψint(p) =
1

2
RTcmaxκ|p|2. (3.6)

In particular, the scalar interfacial energy coefficient κ determines the interface thickness s
[38] according to

s = (cβ − cα)

√
κ

2△ψch
, (3.7)

with the normalized equilibrium concentrations of the lithium poor cα and lithium rich
phase cβ . The excess free energy density △ψch is defined as the difference of the nor-
malized chemical free energy density ψ = ψ/RTcmax at (cα + cβ)/2 and the normalized
chemical free energy density obtained as mixture of the α and β phases [173]

△ψch = ψch

(
cα + cβ

2

)
− 1

2

(
ψch(cα) + ψch(cβ)

)
. (3.8)

The total free energy of the system Ψ: [0, tf] → R measured in Joule depends on the
normalized lithium concentration and is defined as

Ψ(t) = Ψ
(
c(t, · )

)
=

∫
Ω

ψ
(
c(t,x),∇c(t,x)

)
dx. (3.9)

Based on this free energy formulation, we proceed to derive constitutive equations de-
scribing the chemistry of the model.

Chemistry The diffusion of lithium concentration in the host material is based on the
conservation of mass [149]

∂tc = −∇·N in (0, tf)× Ω. (3.10)

Inside the material a gradient in the chemical potential µ : [0, tf]×Ω → R drives the lithium
flux N according to the constitutive relation

N = −m(c)∇µ, (3.11)

with a symmetric, positive definite, tensor-valued mobility m : [0, 1] → Rd,d depending on
the normalized lithium concentration. According to [59, 149, 168] the mobility is defined
by the expression

m(c) = D
cmax

RT
c(1− c), (3.12)

with the symmetric, positive definite tensorial diffusion coefficient D ∈ Rd,d. In this form
the concentration dependence of the mobility reflects the vanishing diffusion for pure
phases [59]. Analogously to the possibly anisotropic interfacial energy coefficient K, the
isotropic mobility m : [0, 1] → R is recovered with a scalar diffusion coefficient D > 0
and the assumption D = D Id.
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Finally, the chemical potential with the unit Jmol−1 is defined as variational derivative
of the system’s free energy Ψ (3.9) with respect to the lithium concentration c [79, 134]

µ = ∂zψ
(
c,∇c

)
−∇·∂pψ

(
c,∇c

)
= ∂zψch(c)−∇·∂pψint

(
∇c
)

= RT
[
α1 + α2c+ log

(
c
)
− log

(
1− c

)
−∇c ·K∇c

]
in (0, tf)× Ω.

(3.13)

3.2.2. Boundary and Initial Conditions
So far the resulting set of partial differential equations (3.10) and (3.13) for the two-phase
diffusion of lithium in electrode particles coincides with the usually studied Cahn–Hilliard
equation like in [64, 74, 154]. However, with the following boundary conditions modeling
lithium insertion or extraction we deviate from the standard Cahn–Hilliard modeling.

Boundary Conditions At the particle surface, we assume over time a vanishing nor-
mal derivative of the concentration

∇c · n = 0 on (0, tf)× ∂Ω. (3.14)

This condition neglects surface wetting and ensures that the phase transition stays always
orthogonal on the particle surface. An inhomogeneous Neumann condition instead influ-
ences the concentration distribution and thus the location of nucleation and the initiation
of phase separation, see [162].

To model lithium insertion or extraction we actual deviate from the classical, mass con-
serving Cahn–Hilliard model and apply a uniform and constant external lithium flux Next ∈
R over time

N · n = Next on (0, tf)× ∂Ω. (3.15)

Thereby a negative value corresponds to lithium insertion, a positive sign for lithium ex-
traction respectively. We measure this applied flux in terms of the C-rate, which defines
the cycle time tcycle = 1/C-rate describing the hours it takes to fully charge or discharge
the particle. The applied lithium flux in C is transformed to SI units by

|Next|
[
molm−2 s−1

]
=

1h

3600 s

cmax

AV
Next [C] (3.16)

with the specific surface AV.
Note, that the mathematical problem formulation is not limited to uniform and constant

applied lithium fluxes. In general, the problem formulation is capable for space and time-
dependent as well as even nonlinear concentration and chemical potential dependent fluxes.
Alternatives are studied previously in [59, 134, 162].

Initial Condition At initial time we assume a constant concentration c0 ∈ (0, cmax) in
the whole particle

c(0, · ) = c0 in Ω. (3.17)

Thereby for lithium insertion the particle should be approximately empty c0 ≳ 0 and for
lithium extraction approximately full c0 ≲ 1.
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Temporal Dependence of the State of Charge Using the C-rate and the con-
stant normalized initial concentration c0, we link the State of Charge (SOC) of the par-
ticle SOC : [0, tf] → [0, 1] to the simulation time by

SOC(t) =
1

|Ω|

∫
Ω

c(t,x) dx = c0 +Next [C] · t[h]. (3.18)

3.2.3. Problem Statement
Next we summarize the model equations in an initial boundary value problem. Thereby, we
refer to Appendix A.2 for the normalization and assume in the following the dimensionless
form of the model equations. The material parameters specifying the LFP electrode ma-
terial are given in Table A.1. However, at this point we highlight, that the here presented
model was recently also used for other phase transforming materials, like LMO [84, 149],
silicon [46, 163] or NFP [168, 170].

For the problem formulation we introduce the chemical potential µ as additional solution
variable and consider the mixed formulation of the Cahn–Hilliard equation. Thus we split
the fourth-order diffusion equation into two second-order equations [46, 49, 63, 150, 154].
The dimensionless initial boundary value problem reads as:

Problem 1. Let tf > 0 be the final simulation time and Ω ⊂ Rd be a bounded domain
representing an electrode particle. Find the normalized lithium concentration c : [0, tf] ×
Ω → [0, 1] and the chemical potential µ : [0, tf]× Ω → R satisfying

∂tc = ∇·
(
m(c)∇µ

)
in (0, tf)× Ω,

µ = ψ′
ch(c)−∇c ·K∇c in (0, tf)× Ω,

∇c · n = 0 on (0, tf)× ∂Ω,

m(c)∇µ · n = −Next on (0, tf)× ∂Ω,

c(0, · ) = c0 in Ω.

(3.19)

In dimensionless form the tensor-valued mobility is given by

m(c) = Dc(1− c), (3.20)

and we obtain for the derivative of the homogeneous chemical free energy density

ψ′
ch(z) := ∂zψch(z) = α1 + α2c+ log(c)− log(1− c). (3.21)

Note, since the concentration dependent mobility vanishes and the derivative of the ho-
mogeneous chemical free energy density blows up for c ∈ {0, 1}, the initial concentration
must be bounded away from the complete full and empty state, i. e., we assume c0(x) ∈
(0, 1) for all x ∈ Ω. For the application case this is in general not restrictive, since com-
pletely full or empty particles might not exists in reality.

3.2.4. Alternative Phase Separation Models
Finally, we shortly note some alternative model approaches for phase separation in elec-
trode particles of lithium-ion batteries with possible connections to the here presented
phase-field model.
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3.3. Mathematical Issues

In general, we distinguish between sharp and diffusive interface models. The difference
is explained by their name. For sharp interface models the phase transition is represented
by a discontinuity in the concentration profile. Instead, in diffusive interface models the
concentration smoothly changes from one to the other phase in a small transition zone.

Sharp interface models can further be separated into shrinking core [57, 135, 137] and
core-shell [132, 133, 165] scenarios. Mathematically, these models are one-phase or two-
phase Stefan problems, see for example [86]. While in shrinking core models the con-
centration in the inner core is held constant, core-shell scenarios allow actual two-phase
diffusion in both phases. For these models, tracking the sharp interface and the singularity
arising due to the discontinuous jump is numerically challenging. For example, in [40, 42]
we implemented and presented a finite element solver for a regularized two-phase Stefan
problem as part of a microscale model of a battery half cell.

The Cahn–Hilliard-type phase-field model discussed in this thesis is in literature a well-
established diffusive interface model, see for example [46,77,81,84,85,149,150,162,163,
166, 168–170] and the references cited therein. The concentration as order parameter of
the phase-field allows two-phase diffusion and an interfacial energy coefficient controls
the width of the diffusive interface zone. The strongly varying time scale between phase
separation and phase migration makes the numerical simulation difficult.

A recent generalization of this model in the context of lithium-ion batteries is the the-
ory of nonlocal species concentration [167], which has been similarly investigated in [59].
In this theory a nonlocal or micromorphic concentration is defined as the weighted av-
erage concentration. Depending on the new variable, penalty and variance energies with
additional parameters are then introduced and replace the standard interfacial energy func-
tional ψint. Thus the fourth-order character of the Cahn–Hilliard equation is avoided and a
set of two coupled second-order equations remain. However, the Cahn–Hilliard model can
be recovered from the nonlocal species concentration theory [167].

Another variant of the Cahn–Hilliard-type model for lithium-ion battery electrode par-
ticles includes viscosity, see [112, 113]. There a diffusion equation of the form ∂tc =
M∆(µ + γ∂tc) with the viscosity parameter γ is used for the evolution of the concen-
tration.

If there is a parameter that controls the with of the phase transition for Cahn–Hilliard-
type phase-field models, the question about the limiting case arises when the width tends
to zero. According to Dreyer and Guhlke [61] the viscosity term is in fact necessary to
ensure the thermodynamic consistency of the sharp limit. A matched asymptotic analysis
for a model coupling phase transformation and linear elasticity was presented in [113].

3.3. Mathematical Issues
Finally, we discuss some mathematical aspects of the resulting initial boundary value prob-
lem (3.19), including existence and uniqueness of a solution. For simplicity, we assume in
the following the purely isotropic case, i. e., K = κ Id with κ > 0 in (3.5) and D = D Id
with D > 0 in (3.12).

The Classical Cahn–Hilliard Equation So far in literature [31,64,66,74] many dif-
ferent variants of the Cahn–Hilliard equation have been considered, which differ essentially
in the choice of the free energy density ψch (quartic or logarithmic) and the mobility m
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(constant or concentration dependent). Common to all of them is that they are posed with
either homogeneous Neumann or periodic boundary conditions. Therefore we denote in
this thesis especially the case with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions as the
classical Cahn–Hilliard equation.

Key properties of the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation are the conservation of mass and
the monotone decrease of the energy (3.9). The major difference to the phase-field model
introduced in the previous Section 3.2 is the boundary condition that models lithium inser-
tion (3.15). Due to this condition the mass conservation and energy decay become invalid,
as we can see from two simple calculations.

Firstly, for a constant and uniform external lithium flux Next < 0 we get

d

dt

∫
Ω

c dx =

∫
Ω

∂tc dx

= −
∫
Ω

∇·N dx

= −
∫
∂Ω

N · n dσ(x) =

∫
∂Ω

|Next| dσ(x) = |Next||∂Ω| > 0,

(3.22)

which yields an increase of lithium concentration over time and thus implies the correlation
between time and SOC (3.18).

Secondly, with Next ̸= 0 the monotone decrease of energy is no longer guaranteed

d

dt
Ψ(t) =

∫
Ω

∂zψ
(
c,∇c

)
∂tc+ ∂pψ

(
c,∇c

)
∇∂tc dx

=

∫
Ω

(
ψ′

ch(c)− κ∆c
)
∂tc dx

=

∫
Ω

µ
(
∇·
(
m(c)∇µ

))
dx

= −
∫
Ω

m(c)∇µ · ∇µ dx−
∫
∂Ω

µNext dσ(x) ≰ 0.

(3.23)

As we will see later in the numerical experiments, the energy actually increases during
lithiation.

Existence of a Solution The monotone energy decrease plays a central role in ex-
isting proofs for a priori estimates for solution of the Cahn–Hilliard equation, see for ex-
ample [54, 62, 65, 66], and is therefore necessary for the proof of the global existence and
uniqueness of solutions. For the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation with degenerated mobil-
ity and logarithmic free energy, however, Elliott and Garcke [64] only proved the global
existence of a weak solution. The uniqueness in the nondegenerated case was later proven
in [15].

Theorem 3.1 (Compare Thm. 1 of [64]). If either ∂Ω ∈ C1,1 or Ω is convex, c0 ∈ H1(Ω)
with |c0| ≤ 1 almost everywhere and further assumptions are fulfilled, there exists a
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3.3. Mathematical Issues

pair (c,N ) with

c ∈ L2
(
0, tf ;H

2(Ω)
)
∩ L∞(0, tf ;H1(Ω)

)
∩ C

(
[0, tf];L

2(Ω)
)
,

∂tc ∈ L2
(
0, tf ;H

−1(Ω)
)
,

c(0) = c0 and ∇c · n = 0 on (0, tf)× ∂Ω,

|c| ≤ 1 almost everywhere in (0, tf)× Ω,

N ∈ L2
(
(0, tf)× Ω,Rd

)
,

satisfying ∂tc = −∇·N in L2
(
0, tf;H

−1(Ω)
)
, i. e.,∫ tf

0

〈
χ(t), ∂tc(t)

〉
H1,H−1 dt =

∫
(0,tf)×Ω

N · ∇χ d(t,x),

for all χ ∈ L2
(
0, tf;H

1(Ω)
)

and

N = −m(c)∇
(
ψ′

ch(c)− κ∆c),

in the following weak sense∫
(0,tf)×Ω

N · η d(t,x) = −
∫
(0,tf)×Ω

[
κ∆c∇·

(
m(c)η

)
+m(c)ψ′′

ch(c)∇c · η
]
d(t,x),

for all η ∈ L2
(
0, tf ;H

1(Ω,Rd)
)
∩L∞((0, tf)×Ω,Rd

)
which fulfill η·n = 0 on (0, tf)×∂Ω.

The idea of the proof is to first show the existence of a solution for the nondegenerated
case [64]. This is used to show the existence of approximate solutions for the degener-
ated case [64]. Finally, energy estimates are used to pass to the limit in the approximate
solutions, which gives the existence of a weak solution [64].

Note, that in [64] a modified logarithmic free energy density is used, such that the local
minima are located in ±1. This, however, is only a matter of an appropriate scaling.

In particular, the theorem states, that the solution is always bounded in the range of
the local minima, which supports the fact that the concentration in the above phase-field
model should not exceed the physical meaningful range [0, cmax]. Instead, if one uses quartic
polynomials the solution might under or overshoots this range.

Modeling Issues Causing Mathematical Problems In the phase-field model li-
thium insertion is modeled with an inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition, for
which case the global existence and uniqueness of a solution is not covered by the above
Theorem 3.1. In fact, we cannot even expect global existence and uniqueness of a solu-
tion for a constant and uniform lithium flux. Because, as we have seen above, the lithium
concentration is increasing monotonously and without a stopping criterion the maximum
concentration capability |Ω|cmax of the particle is exceeded at some time. Hence, we can at
most expect only local existence and uniqueness of a solution.

Essentially the same issue occurred in the mathematical analysis of a microscale model
for lithium-ion batteries in [107]. There local in time existence of weak solutions and for
d ≤ 3 also uniqueness of the weak solutions were shown. In fact, from a physical point of
view, this is the most we can expect, because a constant and uniform insertion rate leads
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3. A Phase-Field Model for Phase Separation

at some point to a completely filled battery and then further insertion is no longer physical
meaningful.

It should be noted that this issue may also depend on the choice of the external lithium
flux Next, which itself depends on the modeling and the application. The constant and
uniform flux at a low rate Next = 0.001C is used for example in [149, 168,170] to observe
equilibrium states under quasi static insertion rates. Differently for example in [59, 162],
where time-dependent or Butler–Volmer-type reaction kinetics are used to model lithium
insertion.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that a strong anisotropy in (3.5) or (3.12) can lead to an
ill-posed problem [153].
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4. The Numerical Solution
Algorithm

After the introduction of the model equations for phase separation in electrode particles
under lithium insertion, we present in this chapter the main development of this thesis—an
adaptive matrix-free finite element solver for the Cahn–Hilliard equation.

In the subsequent sections we explain the three major components of the solver. First, in
Section 4.1 we derive a fully discrete problem formulation for the model equations from
Chapter 3, where we discretize the mixed formulation of the Cahn–Hilliard equation in
space with a finite element method and employ linear multistep methods for the time inte-
gration. Second, in Section 4.2, we explain the solution of the nonlinear algebraic system
with Newton’s method. In particular, for the solution of the linearized systems with the
GMRES method we propose a preconditioner, which is suitable for the matrix-free appli-
cation. Finally, in Section 4.3 we present and discuss our space and time adaptive solution
algorithm, based on a variable-step, variable-order time integration scheme and an a pos-
teriori refinement criterion for local mesh refinement.

Basically, this chapter is an extension of our article [43], where we presented a first ver-
sion of the finite element solver, the matrix-free preconditioner and the adaptive algorithm.
However, here we discuss an improved version of the methods in more detail. Although our
submitted work [44] considers the coupled chemical-mechanical problem, the basic idea of
the solver is the same and thus the collaborative writing of the manuscript also influenced
the formulation and wording of this chapter.

Before we explain the numerical methods, we give a short review on numerical methods
for the Cahn–Hilliard equation. Note, since the phase-field model from Chapter 3 gener-
alizes the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation with homogeneous Neumann boundary condi-
tions, the presented finite element solver is applicable for this case as well.

Overview on Numerical Methods For an introduction into the theory of finite ele-
ment methods we refer to the textbooks [30, 33, 95]. An introduction into time integration
algorithms can be found in [75, 76, 120, 128] and in the context of parabolic partial differ-
ential equations also in [95].

Spatial Discretization The numerical solution of the Cahn–Hilliard equation involves the
spatial discretization of a fourth-order differential operator. Established methods from lit-
erature are mainly divided into two types, which both have advantages and drawbacks. On
the one hand, direct approaches attack the Cahn–Hilliard equation as fourth-order equation

∂tc = ∆
(
f ′(c)−∆c

)
, (4.1)

while on the other hand, mixed formulations introduce an auxiliary variable µ and split the
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4. The Numerical Solution Algorithm

fourth-order equation into a set of two coupled equations{
∂tc = ∆µ,

µ = f ′(c)−∆c.
(4.2)

Considering the direct approach (4.1), we have only one solution variable and thus save
the amount of degrees of freedom (DOFs) for an additional variable. However, due to
the fourth-order differential operator, the discrete solution has to fulfill additional regu-
larity requirements. Unfortunately only a limited number of finite element methods fulfill
the regularity requirements [154], like the C1-continuous Hermite elements used in [164].
Alternatively to finite element methods, an isogeometric analysis technique based on C1-
continuous non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) was proposed by Gomez et al. [73].
Different to that a discontinuous Galerkin method was used in [151]. Especially the isoge-
ometric analysis was already used for electrode particle simulations in [173, 174].

Instead, mixed formulations have the double amount of DOFs due to the auxiliary solu-
tion variable, but can be solved without additional regularity requirements. For example the
mixed formulation was already solved with methods based on finite differences [153], finite
volumes [80], isogeometric analysis NURBS [74] or most commonly with C0-continuous
Lagrangian finite elements [16, 31, 49, 63, 154, 164]. In the battery context the phase-field
model for phase separation in electrode particles was solved for example with a finite vol-
ume scheme in [50] or finite elements [168, 169].

For a comparison of accuracy and efficiency of different methods we refer for example
to [89,90,164]. Further references on numerical methods are given for example in [31,55].

With the chemical potential (3.13) as additional solution variable we consider the Cahn–
Hilliard equation in this thesis in form of the mixed formulation (4.2) and employ a fi-
nite element method. Existence and uniqueness of finite element approximations to the
mixed formulation and convergence results were proven for different versions of the Cahn–
Hilliard equation. For example Elliott et al. [63] showed optimal error bounds of a semi-
discrete finite element method for the Cahn–Hilliard equation with quartic free energy and
constant mobility. Copetti and Elliott [49] proved the existence and uniqueness of the nu-
merical solution of a fully discrete finite element method as well as convergence for the
Cahn–Hilliard equation with logarithmic free energy and constant mobility. Later Barrett
and Blowey [15] assumed a logarithmic free energy and a nondegenerated, concentration
dependent mobility and showed the existence and uniqueness of a numerical solution for a
fully discrete piecewise linear finite element method in one and two space dimensions. In
particular, Barrett et al. [16] showed for the Cahn–Hilliard equation with degenerated mo-
bility well posedness, stability and proved convergence of a fully practical finite element
approximation in one space dimension.

Time Integration Methods The efficient time integration of the Cahn–Hilliard equation is
a difficult task due to the strongly varying time scales between the fast phase separation
and the slow coarsening process [145,154]. Thus much effort was spent to investigate time
integrators for the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation.

Generally, due to the high stiffness of the Cahn–Hilliard equation explicit methods
are infeasible [154]. Implicit methods, like the backward Euler scheme used for exam-
ple in [49], are unconditionally stable and allow larger time step sizes, however, need to
solve a nonlinear system in each step [154]. Alternatively, semi-implicit schemes use a mix
of implicitly and explicitly tracked terms, see for example [55, 145]. A well-established
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semi-implicit class of schemes traces back to Eyre [68], which splits the free energy in an
implicitly tracked convex and an explicit tracked nonconvex part [145,154]. The key prop-
erty of this method is the unconditionally energy stability, i. e., the monotonous energy
decay of the continuous problem is inherited to the discrete problem [145].

In the classical Cahn–Hilliard theory the energy stability is an important property. In
particular, considering our model equations (3.19) with logarithmic free energy and degen-
erated mobility in the classical case, Gomez and Hughes [74] presented a provably, second-
order convergent and energy stable time integrator. But, energy stable schemes may fail in
the context of our model problem (3.19), since the energy might not be monotonously
decreasing, see (3.23).

More advanced higher-order, diagonal implicit Runge–Kutta methods in an adaptive al-
gorithm are used and compared in [154]. For a review on different time integration schemes
sorted according their properties, such as convergence order, energy stability, unique solv-
ability and (non-)linearity, we refer to [145].

Discrete Solvers For the semi-implicit as well as the fully implicit time integration, the
solution of linear systems becomes necessary in the end. In order to solve the arising sys-
tems, iterative methods like GMRES are usually used, for which efficient preconditioners
are necessary, since the stiffness of the fourth-order Cahn–Hilliard equation results in a
high condition number of the resulting matrices. Preconditioners for the mixed formula-
tion of the Cahn–Hilliard equation were for example studied in [8, 28, 29, 31, 32]. In a
wider context, preconditioners for a more general class of fourth-order partial differential
equations including the Cahn–Hilliard equation are discussed for example in [14, 175].
Alternatively, multigrid methods were used so far, see [153, 176].

Adaptive Schemes The multiscale nature in time and the almost sharp, moving phase tran-
sition cause the main challenges of the Cahn–Hilliard equation. Thus adaptive methods are
inevitable for the efficient numerical solution.

In order to resolve the spatial profile accurately the mesh should clearly be refined locally
in the phase transition zone, where the concentration varies in the range between the equi-
librium concentrations. In regions away from the phase transition a locally coarsened mesh
might be sufficient. Local refinement criteria like a modified flux jump indicator based on
the biharmonic operator [136] or recovery estimators [176] were used beside a posteriori
error estimators [19, 20, 23, 24, 71, 161].

A common heuristic strategy for the adaptive change of the time step size is based on the
number of iteration steps for the internal nonlinear solver [154], see for example [81]. More
convenient is the adaption of the time step size based on hierarchical error estimation [74,
154].

For the most efficient simulation spatial and temporal adaptivity should be coupled,
see [17, 136] and as we did already in [43, 44].

4.1. The Space and Time Discretization

In this section we present the space and time discretization of the mixed formulation of the
Cahn–Hilliard-type phase-field model (3.19). For the spatial discretization we employ a p-
th-order isoparametric Lagrangian finite element method. Thereby we bring the resulting
semi-discrete problem in the form of a generic differential algebraic equation (DAE). For
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the time integration we use the linear multistep method (LMM) family of Klopfenstein–
Shampine numerical differentiation formulas (NDFs) [129]. These time integration meth-
ods are based on the well-known backward differentiation formulas (BDFs) [75, 76, 120,
128] and are particularly suited for stiff problems.

4.1.1. Discretization in Space
We start deriving the weak formulation of the initial boundary value Problem 1. Due to
physical limitations inside electrode particles, the lithium concentration must never exceed
the physical meaningful range c ∈ [0, cmax] (in dimensionless form c ∈ [0, 1]). For our
numerical experiments we control the initial concentration, the applied lithium flux, and
the final time, such that the concentration is bounded away from zero and one. Thus, by
assumption, the concentration dependent mobility never gets degenerated.

So for the weak formulation we follow [15], multiply the partial differential equations
(3.19) with test functions and integrate over the domain Ω. Integration by parts yields
the weak formulation: Find the concentration c : [0, tf] × Ω → [0, 1] and the chemical
potential µ : [0, tf]× Ω → R such that c(0, · ) = c0 and for t ∈ [0, tf] satisfying{(

v, ∂tc
)
= −

(
∇v,m(c)∇µ

)
−
(
v,Next

)
∂Ω

for all v ∈ V := H1(Ω),(
w, µ

)
=

(
w,ψ′

ch(c)
)
+
(
∇w,K∇c

)
for all w ∈ V.

(4.3)

For the application of the isoparametric Lagrangian finite element method [30, 33] we
replace the domain Ω by a computational domain Ωh, which we assume to be a polytop with
appropriate boundary approximation of curved boundaries. Next we chose an admissible
mesh Th of the computational domain Ωh and define the finite dimensional subspace Vh ⊂
V by the usual continuous piecewise p-th-order polynomial function space

Vh := Sp(Th) =
{
v ∈ C(Ωh) : v|Q ∈ Qp(Q) for all Q ∈ Th

}
, (4.4)

with its nodal basis Π :=
{
φi ∈ Vh : i = 1, . . . , Nx

}
. Now for t ∈ [0, tf] we seek

ch(t, · ) ∈ Vh ∩
{
ch ∈ [0, 1]

}
and µh(t, · ) ∈ Vh to be solutions of the spatial discrete

system{(
φi, ∂tch

)
= −

(
∇φi,m(ch)∇µh

)
−
(
φi, Next

)
∂Ω

for all i = 1, . . . , Nx,

0 = −
(
φi, µh

)
+
(
φi, ψ

′
ch(ch)

)
+
(
∇φi,K∇ch

)
for all i = 1, . . . , Nx.

(4.5)

In this set of equations we insert the basis representation for the discrete functions

ch(t, x) =
Nx∑
j=1

cj(t)φj(x), µh(t, x) =
Nx∑
j=1

µj(t)φj(x). (4.6)

Now we identify the spatially discrete function ch(t, · ) with the vector-valued function
c(t) = [cj(t)]j ∈ [0, 1]Nx and µh(t, · ) with µ(t) = [µj(t)]j ∈ RNx . Gathering the solu-
tion variables for the concentration and the chemical potential in a vector-valued solution
variable

y : [0, tf] → R2Nx , t 7→ y(t) =

(
c(t)
µ(t)

)
, (4.7)
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we arrive at the nonlinear DAE for the spatially discretized system: Find y : [0, tf] → R2Nx

satisfying:

M∂ty = f(t,y) for t ∈ (0, tf], y(0) = y0. (4.8)

The system mass matrix M ∈ R2Nx×2Nx on the left hand side of the DAE is singular and
its block entry M11 := M :=

[
(φi, φj)

]
ij

denotes the mass matrix of our finite element
space Vh. The right hand side function is defined according to the weak formulation (4.5):
If y is related to ch, µh as described, we have f : [0, tf]×R2Nx → R2Nx with

(t,y) 7→ f(t,y) :=


(
−
(
∇φi,m(ch)∇µh

)
−
(
φi, Next

)
∂Ω

)
i=1,...,Nx(

−
(
φi, µh

)
+
(
φi, ψ

′
ch(ch)

)
+
(
∇φi,K∇ch

))
i=1,...,Nx

 . (4.9)

Defining the matrices

Km(y1) :=
[(
∇φi,m(ch)∇φj

)]
ij
, KK :=

[(
∇φi,K∇φj

)]
ij
, (4.10)

the vector for the boundary condition and the nonlinearity

J :=
[(
φi, Next

)
∂Ω

]
i
, Ψch(y1) :=

[(
φi, ψ

′
ch(ch)

)]
i
, (4.11)

we can rewrite f as

f(t,y) =

(
f 1(t,y1,y2)

f 2(t,y1,y2)

)
:=

(
−Km(y1)y2 − J

−My2 +Ψch(y1) +KKy1

)
. (4.12)

Note, that an explicit dependence of f on the time t will only occur through a time-
dependent Neumann boundary condition Next : [0, tf]× ∂Ω → R.

In practice, when we use a p-th-order Lagrangian finite element method, we evaluate
the integrals through a Gauß–Legendre quadrature formula with p+1 quadrature points in
spatial direction. Note, that the assumption of a mesh consisting of quadrilaterals in 2D or
hexahedra in 3D is motivated by the implementation of the methods with deal.II.

4.1.2. Discretization in Time

The Klopfenstein–Shampine numerical differentiation formulas (NDFs) [129] are based
on the backward differentiation formulas (BDFs) [75,76,120,128]. Thereby the NDF fam-
ily was initially considered by Klopfenstein [94] in order to increase the stability of the
higher order BDF methods on the cost of reduced efficiency [129]. Later Shampine and Re-
ichelt [129] used this approach to minimize the leading term of the truncation error, while
the stability is only slightly reduced, resulting in the Klopfenstein–Shampine NDFs [129].
Writing about NDFs in the following we will always mean the Klopfenstein–Shampine
NDFs. For completeness of this thesis we briefly review the method explained in [129].

In the previous subsection, we formulated the spatially discrete problem (4.5) as generic
DAE (4.8), which can be treated similarly to a stiff ordinary differential equation. Accord-
ing to [129], the constant-step NDF(k) method for the DAE (4.8) advance the solution yn
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at time tn ∈ [0, tf − τ ] with time step size τ > 0 to yn+1 at time tn+1 = tn + τ by solving

M
k∑

m=1

1

m
△myn+1 − τf(tn+1,y

n+1)− κγkM
(
yn+1 − y(0),n+1

)
= 0. (4.13)

Here △m denotes the recursively defined m-th backward difference

△myn+1 = △m−1(yn+1 − yn), (4.14)

for m = 1, . . . , k, with △0 := Id. Furthermore, in (4.13) we use the predictor

y(0),n+1 =
k∑

m=0

△myn, (4.15)

as well as the BDF(k) coefficients γk =
∑k

j=1 1/j and the NDF(k) parameters κ [129],
both given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1.: BDF coefficients [120,129] and NDF parameters [129] for the NDF(k) method
from order one to five.

Order k BDF γk NDF κ

1 1 −0.1850

2 3/2 −1/9

3 11/6 −0.0823

4 25/12 −0.0415

5 137/60 0

In the formulation of (4.13) we identify the first two terms as in the BDF(k) method.
The third term shows its meaning if we use the identity [129]

yn+1 − y(0),n+1 = △k+1yn+1. (4.16)

As the leading term of the truncation error of BDF(k) is approximated by [129]

1

k + 1
τ k+1∂k+1

t y ≈ 1

k + 1
△k+1yn+1, (4.17)

the leading term of the truncation error for NDF(k) becomes [129](
κγk +

1

k + 1

)
τ k+1∂k+1

t y. (4.18)

Thus for negative κ, as given in Table 4.1, the error constant for the Klopfenstein–Shampine
NDFs is decreased and so the accuracy gets enhanced. Note, that for κ = 0 we recover the
BDF(k) methods. In particular, for the NDF(5) method, κ = 0 was chosen in [129] so that
it coincides with the BDF(5) method.
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4.2. Solving the Discrete Problem

Rearranging the terms according to [129, Sect. 2.3] and multiplying the mass matrix M
in the first component back to the left hand side, we obtain with the original right hand side
function f , defined in (4.12), the fully discrete system for the NDF(k) methods of order
one to five as

M

(
(1− κ)γk

(
yn+1 − y(0),n+1

)
+

k∑
m=1

γm△myn

)
− τf(tn+1,y

n+1) = 0. (4.19)

With the summarized quantity

Φn
k := y(0),n+1 − 1

(1− κ)γk

k∑
m=1

γm△myn, (4.20)

depending only on some previous time steps yn, . . . ,yn−k, and the generalized time step
size

ξk :=
τ

(1− κ)γk
, (4.21)

we simplify the general NDF formulation (4.19) and thus obtain the fully discrete system

M
(
yn+1 −Φn

k

)
− ξkf

(
tn+1,y

n+1
)
= 0. (4.22)

Note the similarity to the implicit Euler scheme of this notation.

4.2. Solving the Discrete Problem

During the time integration of the Cahn–Hilliard equation, we solve in each time step tn+1

the nonlinear system of equations (4.22) for the approximate solution yn+1 ≈ y(tn+1).
Hereby, we transform the discrete system (4.22) for the later applied preconditioner and
employ Newton’s method. The linearized systems are then solved with a preconditioned
GMRES method. In particular, based on the previous work of Brenner et al. [31], we pro-
pose our block preconditioner, which can be applied matrix-free, i. e., without assembling
and storing matrices. As an extension, our preconditioner now additionally accounts for
the nonlinear mobility (3.12) of the Cahn–Hilliard model equations (3.19).

We recall the spatially discrete problem (4.5) as the origin of the fully discrete equa-
tion (4.22). Hence, the components of solution vector yn correspond to the finite element
functions for the concentration yn

1
∼= cnh ≈ c(tn, · ) and the chemical potential yn

2
∼= µn

h ≈
µ(tn, · ) at the discrete time steps tn.

4.2.1. Transformation

The fully discrete equation (4.22) consists of the two algebraic equations

M
(
yn+1
1 −Φn

k,1

)
+ ξk

(
Km(yn+1

1 )yn+1
2 + J

)
= 0, (4.23)

Myn+1
2 −Ψch(y

n+1
1 )−KKy

n+1
1 = 0. (4.24)
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Based on the transformation used in Brenner et al. [31] we switch the ordering of vec-
tor components of yn+1 =

[
yn+1
1 ,yn+1

2

]T and rescale the blocks with a fraction of the
generalized time step size (4.21)

zn+1
1 := ξ

1/4
k yn+1

2 zn+1
2 := ξ

−1/4
k yn+1

1 Υn
k,2 := ξ

−1/4
k Φn

k,1. (4.25)

Note, that from the data vector Φn
k , we only need the first component due to the DAE

character of (4.22). Inserting these transformed variables into (4.23) and (4.24), the multi-
plication of the first equation (4.23) with ξ−1/4

k and of the second equation (4.24) with ξ1/4k

yields the transformed discrete algebraic equations

M
(
zn+1
2 −Υn

k,2

)
+ ξ

1/2
k Km

(
ξ
1/4
k zn+1

2

)
zn+1
1 + ξ

3/4
k J = 0, (4.26)

Mzn+1
1 − ξ

1/4
k Ψch

(
ξ
1/4
k zn+1

2

)
− ξ

1/2
k KKz

n+1
2 = 0. (4.27)

According to these two equations, we define for a fixed time, e. g. tn+1, the nonlinear
function F : R2Nx → R2Nx

F
(
[v1,v2]

T
)
:=

(
M
(
v2 −Υn

k,2

)
+ ξ

1/2
k Km

(
ξ
1/4
k v2

)
v1 + ξ

3/4
k J

Mv1 − ξ
1/4
k Ψch

(
ξ
1/4
k v2

)
− ξ

1/2
k KKv2

)
, (4.28)

such that the root of this function corresponds to the discrete solution yn+1 at the time
step tn+1 via the transformed variables (4.25).

4.2.2. Linearization
We employ Newton’s method for the solution of the root problem

F (v)
!
= 0. (4.29)

The residual is defined by (4.28) and the Jacobian JF (v) : R2Nx → R2Nx,2Nx is given as
follows

JF

(
[v1,v2]

T
)
=

(
ξ
1/2
k Km

(
ξ
1/4
k v2

)
M + ξ

3/4
k K ′

m

(
ξ
1/4
k v2,v1

)
M −ξ1/2k Ψ′

ch

(
ξ
1/4
k v2

)
− ξ

1/2
k KK

)
, (4.30)

where we use the abbreviations

K ′
m

(
ξ
1/4
k v2,v1

)
:=

[(
∇φi,m

(
ξ
1/4
k v

(2)
h

)
∇v(1)h φj

)]
ij

, (4.31)

Ψ′
ch

(
ξ
1/4
k v2

)
:=
[(
φi, ψ

′′
ch

(
ξ
1/4
k v

(2)
h

)
φj

)]
ij
. (4.32)

Hereby we identified the vector components with the finite element functions vi
∼= v

(i)
h for

i ∈ {1, 2} and inserted those into the arguments of the nonlinearities m, ψ′′
ch. Especially

the expression ξ1/4k v2 represents the concentration ch.
In order to solve for the root zn+1 of F , which corresponds to the approximate so-

lution yn+1, Newton’s method takes an initial guess z(0) ∈ R2Nx and iterates over the
following two steps
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4.2. Solving the Discrete Problem

1. Solve for d(i) ∈ R2Nx

JF
(
z(i)
)
d(i) = −F

(
z(i)
)
, (4.33)

2. Update

z(i+1) = z(i) + d(i), (4.34)

until either the residual
∣∣F (z(i+1)

)∣∣ ≤ TOLf or the update
∣∣d(i)

∣∣ ≤ TOLx fulfill the given
tolerances.

4.2.3. Linear Solver
For the solution of the arising linear systems (4.33) we use the GMRES method and a right
preconditioner. Based on the derivation in [31] our extended preconditioner reads as

P
(
z(i)
)
=

(
ξ
1/2
k Km

(
ξ
1/4
k z

(i)
2

)
+M 0

0 ξ
1/2
k KK +M

)
, (4.35)

and depends nonlinearly on the Newton step z
(i)
2 . The key advantages of our preconditioner

are the incorporation of nonlinear mobility and the usability for matrix-free computations.
As we will observe later in our numerical experiments in Chapter 6, the inclusion of the

nonlinear mobility has a significant impact on the maximum number of GMRES steps.
To apply the preconditioner, only the two blocks have to be inverted. As the lower block

and, if the mobility is not degenerated, e. g. by assumption c ∈ (0, 1), also the upper
block are symmetric and positive definite, the inverse application of the blocks can be
calculated by a preconditioned CG method, compare [31]. If we use a matrix-free pre-
conditioner for the inverse application of the blocks by the CG method, neither the outer
GMRES nor the inner CG methods require stored matrices. This allows us to use the
matrix-free finite element operator application framework within deal.II for the efficient
solution of the linearized problems. In practice, we use for the inner CG methods a geo-
metric multigrid preconditioner based on a Chebyshev smoother, like presented in deal.II
tutorial step-37 [5, 98] and used for nonlinear problems in Section 5.2 of this thesis.
However, especially for the upper block with the nonlinear mobility, we observe that the
CG method, preconditioned with multigrid, may exceeds 50 iteration steps. In such cases
we stop the CG solver and restart it with a damped Jacobi preconditioner, which can also
be used matrix-free. We also observe that the number of iteration steps of the multigrid
preconditioned CG method is reduced when we evaluate the mobility with the constant
concentration value 0.5.

Optimal Preconditioning Although the mathematical analysis of the Cahn-Hilliard
equation with logarithmic free energy and degenerate mobility is complicated, see for in-
stance [16, 64], we want to extend the ideas of Brenner et al. [31, 32] at least by a constant
mobility m ≥ 1. In this case we show generalized eigenvalue estimates for a variation of
our proposed preconditioner (4.35) in the sense of Brenner et al. [31, 32].

As Brenner et al. [31], we consider the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation with quartic
free energy density and extend the problem setting by a constant mobility.
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4. The Numerical Solution Algorithm

Problem 2. Let Ω ⊂ Rd be a polytop. Find c : R≥0 × Ω → R and µ : R≥0 × Ω → R

satisfying 

∂tc = m∆µ in R≥0 × Ω,

µ = f ′(c)− κ∆c in R≥0 × Ω,

∇c · n = 0 on R≥0 × ∂Ω,

∇µ · n = 0 on R≥0 × ∂Ω,

c(0, · ) = c0 in Ω,

(4.36)

with the constant mobility m ≥ 1, the quartic free energy density

f(c) =
1

4
(c2 − 1)2, f ′(c) = c3 − c, (4.37)

the interfacial parameter κ > 0 and a given initial condition c0 : Ω → R, consistent with
the boundary conditions.

We follow the course of Brenner et al. [31] for the discretization in space and time
with the linear finite element method and the convex splitting scheme based on Eyre [68].
Further, the linearization with Newton’s method, the transformation of the variables and
the workaround of the mean value constraint leads us in each Newton step of every time
step to the following system matrix, compare [31, Eq. 3.7]

S =

(
τ 1/2m

(
K + ccT

)
M

M −τ 1/2J(cmh,j)− τ 1/2κ
(
K + ccT

) ) , (4.38)

where τ is the time step size, c :=
[
(ϕi, 1)

]
i

is the vector introduced due to the mean value
constraint, M and K are the mass and stiffness matrices of the finite element space and

J(cmh,j) :=
[(
φi, 3(c

m
h,j)

2φj

)]
ij
, (4.39)

is the block matrix corresponding to the second derivative of the convex part of the free
energy density fconvex(c) = 1/4 c4 + 1, which depends on the outcome of the last Newton
step for the concentration cmh,j , here the j-th Newton step for the m-th time step.

In regions away from the narrow phase transition zone, the concentration is approxi-
mately constant and approximately equal to one of the two equilibrium values cα, cβ , which
are characterized by the local minima of the free energy density (f ′(cα) = f ′(cβ) = 0).
According to [31] we approximate the nonlinear part J(cmh,j) of the matrix (4.38), how-
ever, for axis symmetric free energy densities, we allow a more general approximation
through feq := f ′′

convex(cα) = f ′′
convex(cβ)

J(cmh,j) =
[(
φi, f

′′
convex(c

m
h,j)φj

)]
ij
≈ feqM. (4.40)

Note, that the equilibrium concentrations cα, cβ depend on the underlying free energy
density. For example for the quartic expression (4.37) these equilibrium values are given
by cα,β = ±1.

Now we can formulate a generalized version of [31, Thm. 3.2].
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4.2. Solving the Discrete Problem

Theorem 4.1. Assume 1 ≤ e ≤ feq and m ≥ 1. Further, let 0 < τ ≤ 1 and 0 < κ ≤ 1. Let
the matrices B and P be defined by

B =

(
τ 1/2m(K + ccT) M

M −τ 1/2feqM − τ 1/2κ(K + ccT)

)
, (4.41)

P =

(
τ 1/2m(K + ccT) +M 0

0 eM + τ 1/2κ(K + ccT)

)
. (4.42)

Then for any eigenvalue λ of P−1B it holds

1

2(e+ feq)
max

{ √
κ√
em

,
√
τ

}
≤ |λ| ≤ 1 +

feq
e
. (4.43)

Proof. With minor modifications, the proof essentially follows the one in [31].
With the definition K̃ = M−1(K + ccT) and Id for the Nx × Nx identity matrix, we

calculate

P−1B =

[(
M 0

0 M

)(
τ 1/2mK̃ + Id 0

0 eId+ τ 1/2κK̃

)]−1

×
[(

M 0

0 M

)(
τ 1/2mK̃ Id

Id −τ 1/2feqId− τ 1/2κK̃

)]

=

(
τ 1/2mK̃ + Id 0

0 eId+ τ 1/2κK̃

)−1

×
(
τ 1/2mK̃ Id

Id −τ 1/2feqId− τ 1/2κK̃

)
.

From the generalized eigenvalue problem (K + ccT)v = µMv we obtain Nx positive
eigenvalues µj > 0 and corresponding eigenvectors vj ∈ RNx , satisfying for all j ∈
{1, . . . , Nx}

K̃vj = µjvj,

and are orthogonal with respect to the mass matrix

vT
iMvj = δi,j.

Further, we observe that for an eigenvector vj the two-dimensional subspace spanned by
[vj, 0]

T and [0,vj]
T is invariant under P−1B. More precisely for α, β, γ, δ ∈ R it holds

B

[
α

(
vj

0

)
+ β

(
0

vj

)]
= P

[
γ

(
vj

0

)
+ δ

(
0

vj

)]
,

which leads to the relation(
τ 1/2mµj 1

1 −τ 1/2feq − τ 1/2κµj

)(
α

β

)
=

(
τ 1/2mµj + 1 0

0 τ 1/2κµj + e

)(
γ

δ

)
.
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4. The Numerical Solution Algorithm

Accordingly, the eigenvalues λ of P−1B are identical to the eigenvalues of the 2 × 2 ma-
trices(

τ 1/2mµj + 1 0

0 τ 1/2κµj + e

)−1

×
(
τ 1/2mµj 1

1 −τ 1/2feq − τ 1/2κµj

)
=

 τ1/2mµj

τ1/2mµj+1
1

τ1/2mµj+1

1
τ1/2κµj+e

− τ1/2feq+τ1/2κµj

τ1/2κµj+e

 ,

for each j ∈ {1, . . . , Nx}. For better readability we define for each eigenvalue µj of the
matrix K̃ the positive value ω := τ 1/2µj and the corresponding matrix

Cj =

(
mω

mω+1
1

mω+1

1
ωκ+e

− τ1/2feq+κω

ωκ+e

)
.

It is now sufficient to estimate the eigenvalues λj,1, λj,2 of these matrices Cj . This is
done using the following facts:

• Let wj,k ∈ R2 \ {0} be the corresponding eigenvector to the eigenvalue λj,k for
k ∈ {1, 2} in context to the matrices Cj . For each induced matrix norm || · || it holds

|λj,k|||wj,k|| = ||λj,kwj,k|| = ||Cjwj,k|| ≤ ||Cj||||wj,k||,

and hence |λj,k| ≤ ||Cj||.

• Further, it holds

| det(Cj)| = |λj,1λj,2|.

Now we start estimating: With the || · ||∞ norm we get

||Cj||∞ ≤
{

1

1+τ1/2feq+κω

ωκ+e
≤ e+feq+κω

ωκ+e
≤ feq

e
+ 1

}
≤ 1 +

feq
e
.

Thus, we directly determined the upper bound for the eigenvalues. Next, for the lower
bound, we estimate the absolute value of the determinant

| det(Cj)| =
mω(τ 1/2feq + ωκ) + 1

(1 +mω)(e+ κω)

=
1 +mωτ 1/2feq +mκω2

e+ (κ+me)ω +mκω2

≥ 1 +mωτ 1/2feq +mκω2

e+ 2meω +mκω2
. (κ < 1 ≤ me)

For this we first estimate the numerator of the fraction as follows

1 +mωτ 1/2feq +mκω2 =
τ 1/2

2e

(
2eτ−1/2 + 2emωfeq + 2eτ−1/2mκω2

)
≥ τ 1/2

2e

(
e+ 2emω +mκω2

)
, (τ−1/2, feq ≥ 1)
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4.2. Solving the Discrete Problem

which gives us | det(Cj)| ≥ τ 1/2/2e. Alternatively, we estimate the numerator of the frac-
tion as follows

1 +mωτ 1/2feq +mκω2 =
1

e

(
e+ emfeqτ

1/2 + emκω2
)

≥ 1

e

(
e+mκω2

)
≥ 1

2e

(
e+mκω2 + 2

√
emκω

)
(2ab ≤ a2 + b2)

=
1

2e

(
e+mκω2 + 2

em
√
κω√

em

)
≥ 1

2e

( √
κ√
em

e+

√
κ√
em

mκω2 + 2
em

√
κω√

em

)
(
√
κ/em < 1)

≥
√
κ

2e
√
em

(
e+ 2emω +mκω2

)
,

which leads us to | det(Cj)| ≥
√
κ/
(
2e
√
em
)
. Together, we finally estimate the absolute

value of the determinant by

| det(Cj)| ≥
1

2e
max

{ √
κ√
em

,
√
τ

}
,

and with the above upper bound for the eigenvalues we obtain for k ∈ {1, 2}

1

2e
max

{ √
κ√
em

,
√
τ

}
≤ | det(Cj)| = |λj,1λj,2| ≤ |λj,k|

(
1 +

feq
e

)
,

leading to the lower bound for the eigenvalues

1

2(e+ feq)
max

{ √
κ√
em

,
√
τ

}
≤ |λj,k|.

This brings us finally to the estimation of the eigenvalues λ of P−1B

1

2(e+ feq)
max

{ √
κ√
em

,
√
τ

}
≤ |λ| ≤ 1 +

feq
e
.

Remark 4.2. The parameter e ∈ [1, feq] gives the additional freedom to finetune the pre-
conditioner. We recover the original case of Brenner et al. [31] if we set the mobilitym = 1
and use feq = 3 and e = 1.

Remark 4.3. As noted by Brenner et al. [31], one can also replace the precondition ma-
trix P (4.42) by a spectrally equivalent matrix P∗ and obtain a similar eigenvalue estimate

C1max

{√
κ√
m
,
√
τ

}
≤ |λ| ≤ C2 , (4.44)

with two constants C1, C2 > 0 independent of τ , h, κ and m. In particular, our proposed
preconditioner (4.35) with constant mobility would be such a spectrally equivalent matrix
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4. The Numerical Solution Algorithm

in this context. In the scalar case and with time integration based on NDFs, our precondi-
tioner (4.35) simplifies to

P⋆ =

(
ξ
1/2
k mK +M 0

0 ξ
1/2
k κK +M

)
. (4.45)

Remark 4.4. When we consider the Cahn–Hilliard equation with a concentration depen-
dent mobility, like m(c) = Dc(1 − c) with D > 0 as in the scalar version of (3.12),
the incorporation of this nonlinear term in the preconditioner has a significant impact on
the maximum number of GMRES steps per time step. For this, we will compare the two
preconditioners (4.35) and (4.45) in the case of concentration dependent mobility in our
numerical experiments in Chapter 6.

4.3. The Space and Time Adaptive Solution
Algorithm

Finally, in this section, we present our space and time adaptive solution algorithm. The
core of the algorithm is based on the variable-step, variable-order time integration scheme,
which is in MATLAB known as ode15s, see [129, 130, 143]. For our problem we have
adapted this algorithm by adding the spatial adaptivity and implemented it in C++ based
on the functionalities of the open source finite element library deal.II [5, 13].

In the following we describe our adaptive Algorithm 1 and explain some details.

Description We initialize the time integration algorithm based on multistep methods by
starting from order one and computing the first three steps with the BDF(1) method (=im-
plicit Euler) without adaptivity and a small time step size. Then, for the further description
of the algorithm, we assume that the current mesh Tn, the numerical solutions at previous
time steps yn, . . . ,yn−kn and candidates for the time steps size τn and the order kn are
given.

In Line 2 we solve the nonlinear system of the fully discrete problem (4.22) with a
Newton–Raphson method, as described in Section 4.2. The solution of the linearized sys-
tems is a critical issue addressed in Subsection 4.2.3. For small problems with less than 104

DOFs we can also solve the linear systems with the LU-decomposition [52], however, for
an increasing problem size this becomes infeasible due to the large memory requirements.
Therefore we employ the GMRES method [123] with our proposed preconditioner (4.35)
and an explicitly zero start vector. Note, however, that the GMRES method includes the
restart after a certain number of iterations. This number is controlled by the size of the
Arnoldi basis. While in deal.II [5] the default value of 30 is suggested, we use 300 in-
stead. The influence of the size of the Arnoldi basis on the number of GMRES steps is
discussed later in Subsection 6.1.2. It should be mentioned here that in the matrix-free
framework, the large number of basis vectors to be stored is not critical, because we avoid
the more memory-intensive storage of matrices. Note further, that the time step size is re-
duced [129,143] if the Newton method does not converge within four steps. The tolerances
for the outer GMRES and inner CG methods are set at 10−12, while the convergence of the
Newton method is measured using the tactics from ode15s [129, 130, 143].
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4.3. The Space and Time Adaptive Solution Algorithm

Algorithm 1 Space and time adaptive solution algorithm.
1: Given Tn, τn, kn and yn, . . . , yn−kn

2: Solve for yn+1

3: Estimate time error errt and spatial regularity estx
4: if ωt errt < RelTolt and ωx estx < RelTolx then
5: Continue with Line 15
6: else
7: if ωt errt > RelTolt then
8: Adapt time step size τn and order kn
9: end if

10: if ωx estx > RelTolx then
11: Mark cells and refine mesh Tn

12: end if
13: Go to Line 2
14: end if
15: Update solution yn+1 → yn and time tn+1 = tn + τn → tn
16: if a sufficient number of time steps were accepted try coarsening then
17: Adapt time step size τn and order kn
18: Mark cells and coarsen mesh Tn

19: end if
20: Advance time step

The estimation of the temporal error in Line 3 is based on the leading term of the local
truncation error of the NDF(k) method [129, 130, 143]. According to [129] we recall the
identity

△k+1yn+1 = yn+1 − y(0),n+1, (4.46)

and together with the approximation (4.17) we obtain an approximation of the leading term
of the truncation error of the NDF(k) method (4.18)

errt :=

(
κγk +

1

k + 1

)
△k+1yn+1 ≈

(
κγk +

1

k + 1

)
τ k+1∂k+1

t y, (4.47)

which we use as temporal error estimate. As spatial refinement criterion we use a gradient
recovery estimator, which we explain in the subsequent paragraph in more detail.

Note, in the Lines 4, 7 and 10 we realize a mixed error control with relative (RelTolt,
RelTolx) and absolute (AbsTolt, AbsTolx) tolerances, compare [128, Chap. 1.4], by mul-
tiplying the temporal error and the spatial regularity estimates of Line 3 with the weights

ωt = 1/max
{
max

{
|yn|, |y(0),n+1|

}
,AbsTolt /RelTolt

}
, (4.48)

ωx = 1/max
{
max

{
|yn|, |y(0),n+1|

}
,AbsTolx /RelTolx

}
, (4.49)

according to [143, ode15s]. To illustrate the basic idea, we consider the simplified weight
ω̃t = 1/max

{
|yn|,AbsTolt /RelTolt

}
, which yields the estimate

errt <
1

ω̃t

RelTolt = max
{
RelTolt |yn|,AbsTolt

}
< RelTolt |yn|+AbsTolt, (4.50)
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for the success condition of the temporal error in Line 4.
In Line 8 and 17 we change the time step size τn and order kn adaptively according to the

variable-step, variable-order time integration algorithm from [129,130,143]. For example,
if we reject the solution computed with the current time step size τn and order kn > 1,
because the tolerance in Line 7 is not satisfied, we determine a new time step size and
order based on the temporal error estimates for the current order errknt and for the lower
order errkn−1

t . In the following we explain the key steps of the adaption of the time step
size and the order. We first compute the proposed new time step sizes of the current and
the lower order method, which are given by

τ knnew = τn max

{
0.1,

1

1.2

(
RelTolt

ωt err
kn
t

) 1
kn+1

}
, (4.51)

τ kn−1
new = τn max

{
0.1,

1

1.3

(
RelTolt

ωt err
kn−1
t

) 1
kn

}
. (4.52)

Then, if τ kn−1
new > τ knnew, i. e., the proposed time step size of the lower order method is larger

than the one of the current order method, we decrease the order kn → kn − 1 and set the
candidate of the new time step size to τnew = τ kn−1

new . Finally, if the new candidate is not
larger than the currently used time step size we decrease the time step size, i. e., τn →
min{τn, τnew}. On the other hand, if τ kn−1

new ≤ τ knnew we keep the current order kn and set
τn → τ knnew. In the case kn = 1, when no lower order method is available, we directly
set τn → τ knnew.

In a similar way, we try to enlarge time step size and adapt the order in Line 17 if the
algorithm has accepted kn + 2 time steps in a row. If the current order is kn ∈ {2, 3, 4},
we compute the proposed new time step sizes for the current kn, the lower kn − 1 and the
higher kn + 1 order method according to

τ kn+1
new = τn min

{
10,

1

1.4

(
RelTolt

ωt err
kn+1
t

) 1
kn+2

}
, (4.53)

τ knnew = τn min

{
10,

1

1.2

(
RelTolt

ωt err
kn
t

) 1
kn+1

}
, (4.54)

τ kn−1
new = τn min

{
10,

1

1.3

(
RelTolt

ωt err
kn−1
t

) 1
kn

}
. (4.55)

For more details on the adaption procedure of the time step size and the order we refer
to [143] and [4, Sect. 2], which we have followed both for the above description.

For the spatial marking in Line 11 and 18 we use a maximum strategy according to [23].
Thereby, we introduce two parameters θc and θr controlling the amount of cells that are
locally coarsened or refined. Moreover, to stabilize the adaptive algorithm we implement
an upper bound for the refinement level, the number of adaptive cycles (for space and time)
and minimal/maximal time step sizes.

Note on the Gradient Recovery Estimator The gradient recovery estimator mea-
sures the spatial regularity and yields an indicator for local refinement, see for example [3,
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Chap. 4]. For a general finite element function vh ∈ Vh (here ch, µh), which approxi-
mates an unknown exact solution v ∈ V , we recover the gradient G(vh) ∈ (Vh)

d in the
finite element space of vh approximating the exact gradient ∇v. Thus, for the error in the
H1-seminorm we can substitute the gradient of the exact solution ∇v by the recovered
gradient G(uh) ∈ (Vh)

d and obtain the approximation

|v − vh|2H1 =

∫
Ω

|∇v −∇vh|2 dx ≈
∫
Ω

|G(vh)−∇vh|2 dx. (4.56)

Accordingly we define the local estimates for each cell Q of the mesh Tn by

η2Q(vh) :=

∫
Q

|G(vh)−∇vh|2 dx, (4.57)

and for our model equations we define the global estimate

estx :=

(∑
Q∈Tn

η2Q

)1/2

with η2Q := η2Q(ch) + η2Q(µh). (4.58)

In order to obtain an asymptotically exact a posteriori error estimator according to [3,
Thm 4.4] the recovery operator has to satisfy certain conditions, see [3, Sect. 4.2], and a su-
perconvergence property has to be fulfilled, see [3, Sect. 4.3]. The deciding difficulty is the
dependence of the superconvergence property on restrictive assumptions on the mesh and
the regularity of the solution [3, Sect. 4.4]. Since we use locally refined meshes with hang-
ing nodes and higher order boundary mappings for curved boundaries we cannot expect to
obtain an asymptotically exact a posteriori error estimator. Thus we circumvent the imple-
mentation of a sophisticated recovery process, like the averaging procedure proposed by
Zienkiewicz and Zhu [177], and recover the gradient as component-wise L2-projection in-
stead. This means for each component j ∈ {1, . . . , d} we solve for (G)j :=

(
G(uh)

)
j
∈ Vh

satisfying (
φi, (G)j

)
=
(
φi, (∇uh)j

)
, (4.59)

for all basis functions φi ∈ Vh for i = 1, . . . , Nx. The resulting mass matrix is inverted
by applying the CG method together with a Jacobi preconditioner. This approach seems
computationally expensive since an additional mass matrix has to be inverted, but in the
matrix-free framework this can be done efficiently.

Finally, for an analysis of averaging techniques, which yield error estimators, we also
refer to Bartels and Carstensen [18, 39].

Implementation Details The described algorithm is implemented in C++ based on the
functionalities the library deal.II [5, 13]. Thereby, the efficiency of our implementation is
based on the usage of the matrix-free framework [98], which allows direct parallelization
with MPI, threads and CPUs vector units. We tried to implement the algorithm as general
as possible to allow individual components to be easily replaced. For example, we can
exchange the use of a different local refinement strategy, a different spatial estimator or
even the model equations to be solved. However, for a different set of model equations we
have to adapt the linear solver as well. In particular, the gradient recovery estimator, as we
discussed above, is implemented in a general way like the KellyErrorEstimator of
deal.II, so that it can be applied to a broad class of problems.
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The main workload of our finite element solver from Chapter 4 remains in the solution of
the linearized system (4.33) in each Newton step for each time step. For small problems
with less than 104 DOFs we solve it with the LU-decomposition [52]. However, for an
increasing problem size this becomes infeasible due to the large memory requirements, so
we employ the GMRES method [123] with our proposed preconditioner (4.35). In particu-
lar, for the efficient solution we use the matrix-free framework of the finite element library
deal.II—an innovative implementation of matrix-vector multiplications representing finite
element operator applications.

The aim of this chapter is to first present the matrix-free framework within the deal.II
library and and its key ideas in Section 5.1. Furthermore, in Section 5.2 we demonstrate
the efficiency and strong parallel scalability of our implementation approach for a matrix-
free Newton solver based on geometric multigrid preconditioned iterative solvers for the
linearized systems. The presented nonlinear matrix-free operator layout defines the basis
for the later application in our Cahn–Hilliard finite element solver.

5.1. The Matrix-Free Framework of the deal.II Library
In this subsection we motivate the usage of the matrix-free framework implemented in the
deal.II library [5, 13] based on the work of Kronbichler and Kormann [96, 98]. Further-
more, we describe the key idea of cell-based finite element operator application reviewing
the article [98] as well as the documentation of the deal.II library and the corresponding
tutorial steps [5].

The whole section is understood as review and summary and therefore consists partially
of literally and analogously adopted contents of the works [5, 96, 98]. For further details
we refer the reader to these references and the references cited therein.

5.1.1. Motivation

Let us consider a plain Poisson problem owing to homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions on the d-dimensional unit cube Ω = (0, 1)d: For a given smooth function f : Ω → R,
find a function u : Ω → R satisfying{

−∆u = f in Ω,

u = 0 on ∂Ω.
(5.1)

By the theory of elliptic partial differential equations [30, 33] this problem has for every
f ∈ L2(Ω) a unique weak solution u ∈ H1

0 (Ω).
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The basic steps to solve this problem with a standard Lagrangian finite element method
[30, 33] are summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Solving a boundary value problem with the finite element method.
1: Discretize the domain with a mesh Th

2: Distribute the DOFs and setup the finite element space
3: Assemble the system matrix Ah

4: Assemble the right hand side Fh

5: Solve the linear system Ah uh = Fh

6: Postprocess the solution

For simplicity we assume a uniform quadrilateral mesh in 2D or hexahedral mesh in
3D Th without hanging nodes and distribute the DOFs according to the p-th-order La-
grangian finite element space respecting the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions

Sp
0 (Th) :=

{
v ∈ C(Ω) : v|Q ∈ Qp(Q) for all Q ∈ Th

}
∩H1

0 (Ω). (5.2)

With the nodal basis Π = {φi : i = 1, . . . , Nx} we obtain the discretized problem: For
f ∈ L2(Ω) find a function uh ∈ Sp

0 (Th) satisfying

(∇φi,∇uh) = (φi, f), (5.3)

for all i = 1, . . . , Nx. According to the theory of finite elements [30, 33] this problem has
a unique solution.

Using the basis representation of the solution uh =
∑Nx

j=1 φjUj , U ∈ RNx , we translate
the discrete problem into a linear system to solve: Find U ∈ RNx satisfying(

(∇φi,∇φj)
)
ij︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ah:=

U =
(
(φi, f)

)
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fh:=

. (5.4)

In general the most time consuming parts are the assembly of the system matrix Ah and
moreover the solution of the linear system Ah uh = Fh. In addition, memory requirements
are also a limiting factor for the overall performance, even for sparse matrices that are
stored for example in compressed row storage (CRS) format. The matrix-free framework
in deal.II attacks these issues to reduce the total wall-clock time. Described in the intro-
duction of tutorial step-37 of the deal.II library, the main motivation for matrix-free
implementations is hereby the observation that on modern CPUs the access to main mem-
ory for objects that do not fit into the cache has become the bottleneck of the solvers [5].

This limitation becomes particularly prominent for example during the application of a
Krylov subspace method like CG to solve the linear system (5.4) [5,98]. Note, that Krylov
subspace methods are mainly based on matrix-vector multiplication. For large problems (≳
104) the recomputation of matrix entries may become faster than loading those entries from
main memory [5,98]. Thus the idea is to provide a function that evaluates the matrix-vector
multiplication in an efficient way [5, 98].

Generic finite element software packages like deal.II [5, 13], DUNE [21, 22], FEn-
iCS [104, 105] and others provide linear algebra implementations or interfaces to exter-
nal libraries such as PETSc [10, 11] or Trilinos [78, 141] for the solution of the discrete
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problems [98, p. 1]. However, in the context of finite element methods, matrix-vector mul-
tiplications of system matrices represent the action of the discrete differential operator on
finite element functions [98]. For pure linear algebra implementations this information on
the finite element origin of the matrices is lost [98].

The cell-based finite element operator application interface of Kronbichler and Kor-
mann [96,98] reviews this issue and provides a highly efficient implementation for matrix-
free computations within the finite element library deal.II. The matrix-free framework is
memory-efficient and able to use three levels of parallelization: MPI over nodes, threads
within nodes and CPUs vector units [98]. Moreover, for our nonlinear, time-dependent
phase-field model (3.19) we benefit from the flexible approach, since the system matrices
are updated several times in each time step and thus would need to be reassembled [98].

5.1.2. Cell-Based Finite Element Operator Application

In the following we briefly explain the key ideas for the efficient finite element operator
application Ah uh of the matrix-free framework.

Like the cell-wise assembly of the system matrix in classical finite element codes, we
first realize that the action of a global finite element operator can be split into cell-wise
operator applications [5, 98]. Neglecting hanging nodes it is

Ah uh =

ncells∑
k=1

P T
kAkPkuh, (5.5)

where the rectangular matrix Pk defines the mapping of global to local DOFs and the square
matrix Ak represents the local cell-related application of Ah [5, 98]. The operator applica-
tion is thus evaluated by looping over all cells, extracting the local vector entries uk, eval-
uating the cell operation Ak uk and finally distribute the local contributions into the global
result [98, Alg. 2.1]. Hereby the main work is the evaluation of the cell operation Ak uk.
In order to avoid the a priori computation and storage of the cell matrices Ak, the matrix-
vector product Ak uk is directly evaluated by quadrature [98].

Cell-Wise Quadrature Approach For a cell Qk ∈ Th we denote Fk : Q̂ → Qk

as the mapping from the reference cell Q̂ = (0, 1)d to the real cell Qk with its Jaco-
bian Jk = ∇Fk. We denote the cell-related basis functions of a p-th-order finite element
method with the local DOFs i = 1, . . . , (p+1)d with (φi)i and the corresponding reference
cell shape functions with (φ̂i)i. Furthermore, for the quadrature on the reference cell we
have the quadrature weights wq and the quadrature points x̂q mapped to the real cell points
via Fk(x̂q) = xq [5, 98].

With this notation the local operator application for our example (5.1) on cell Qk ∈ Th

(
Ak uk

)
i
=

∫
Qk

∇φi · ∇uh dx (5.6)

for i = 1, . . . , (p + 1)d, is approximated by the transformation to the reference cell and
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using a quadrature rule [98](
Ak uk

)
i
=

∫
Qk

∇φi · ∇uh dx (5.7)

=

∫
Q̂

((
(∇φi) ◦ Fk

)
·
(
(∇uh) ◦ Fk

))∣∣ det Jk(x̂)∣∣ dx̂ (5.8)

≈
∑
q

((
∇φ̂i(x̂q)

)T
J−1
k (x̂q)∇uh(xq)

)
wq

∣∣ det(Jk(x̂q))∣∣, (5.9)

for i = 1, . . . , (p+ 1)d. To save arithmetic operations the gradients ∇uk(xq) are evaluated
in all quadrature points on the reference cell and afterwards multiplied with the inverse
transposed Jacobian for the mapping to the real cell [98]

∇uh(xq) =
(p+1)d∑
i=1

J−T
k (x̂q)∇φ̂i(x̂q)u

(i)
k = J−T

k (x̂q)

(p+1)d∑
i=1

∇φ̂i(x̂q)u
(i)
k . (5.10)

With this formula, the whole computation of Ak uk is performed in such a way that a
significant amount of arithmetic operations is saved, see [98, Alg. 2.2]. The trick is the
ordering of the multiplications and summations of quadrature data (weights, Jacobians) as
well as the reuse of previous results (summations).

Sum-Factorization Another important technique is the sum-factorization known from
spectral element methods [34, 98].

Let us consider the three-dimensional case d = 3. For tensor-product based finite ele-
ment methods the basis functions can be expressed as tensor-product of one-dimensional
basis functions, for example

φi(x1, x2, x3) = φi1(x1)φi3(x2)φi3(x3), (5.11)

with a multi-index i ∼= (i1, i2, i3). The partial derivative in the second direction evaluated
at a quadrature point xq can be expressed as

∂2uh(xq) =

p+1∑
i3=1

φi3(xq,3)

p+1∑
i2=1

∂2φi2(xq,2)

p+1∑
i1=1

φi1(xq,1)u
(i3,i2,i1)
h . (5.12)

The partial derivative in the third direction evaluated at the same quadrature point xq is
analogously

∂3uh(xq) =

p+1∑
i3=1

∂3φi3(xq,3)

p+1∑
i2=1

φi2(xq,2)

p+1∑
i1=1

φi1(xq,1)u
(i3,i2,i1)
h . (5.13)

The key is to notice that the innermost sum
∑p+1

i1=1 φi1(xq,1)u
(i3,i2,i1)
h is equal in both cases.

Hence it can be computed once and then reused [98]. In particular, the same sum can
also be reused for the evaluation of the function value [98]. Moreover, in the matrix-free
framework the directional sums are evaluated at all quadrature points at once and then
used for the summation over the next direction [98]. For a discussion of the computational
complexity we refer the reader to [98, Sect. 2.4].
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5.1.3. Literature Review

In the wide range of finite element software packages deal.II is not the only one pro-
viding matrix-free implementations. Alternative finite element libraries are for example
NGSolve [126], Firedrake [93, 121] and others.

In particular, for phase-field models the C++ software package PRISMS-PF [58] is based
on the functionalities of the deal.II library using the matrix-free framework. However, only
explicit time integration schemes are considered in PRISMS-PF [58]. As we observe the
large computational savings due to the implicit adaptive time integration, this solution is
not suited for our application problem.

Another Cahn–Hilliard finite element solver implemented with the matrix-free frame-
work of deal.II from [99] is part of adaflo1 [97]. Although the used block preconditioner
from [8] is suitable for matrix-free computation, the implementation still relies on a matrix-
based application of an AMG preconditioner provided through the interface to the Trilinos
library [78, 141]. Furthermore, nonlinear mobility is not considered. Instead, the Cahn–
Hilliard solver discussed in this thesis completely avoids the assembly and storage of ma-
trices in the entire solution algorithm on every level.

Beside Cahn–Hilliard-type phase-field models the matrix-free framework of deal.II was
recently also used for phase-field fracture simulations [87, 88]. Among others, the matrix-
free framework was also used for problems in fluid dynamics [70,97], solid mechanics [53]
and acoustic wave propagation [127].

The development of matrix-free finite element operator application framework with dis-
continuous finite element methods is a project within the priority program SPEXXA funded
by the German Research Foundation (DFG). For an overview see the recently published
article [7] and the references cited therein.

In addition, the matrix-free implementation is a promising technique for GPU comput-
ing [100, 103, 110], because recomputing matrix elements may be even more faster com-
pared to CPUs. In particular, the deal.II tutorial step-64 shows how to solve a Helmholtz
equation with the matrix-free method on GPUs. However, GPU computing requires a dif-
ferent type of hardware and a different compiler.

5.2. A Nonlinear Problem Solved by the Matrix-Free
Method

The implicit time integration of the Cahn–Hilliard equation requires for each time step a
nonlinear problem to solve. As a first step, in this section we demonstrate the efficiency
and strong parallel scalability of a matrix-free Newton solver. For the linearized Gelfand
problem we implement a parallel matrix-free geometric multigrid solver and compare the
wall-clock times for a matrix-based and a matrix-free implementation. The design of the
nonlinear matrix-free operator is used in our Cahn–Hilliard solver as a basic building block.

We studied a previous version of this implementation for a slightly different problem
setting already in [41]. The code has been revised and, initiated by Timo Heister, it is cur-
rently under review in pull request #8229 at the GitHub repository of the deal.II library2.

1https://github.com/kronbichler/adaflo (accessed at 15.11.2020)
2https://github.com/dealii/dealii/pull/8229 (accessed at 15.11.2020)
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A final version will be part of the deal.II library as tutorial step-66. Note, the follow-
ing description of the problem, the discretization and the implementation is based on the
contributed documentation to the proposed tutorial.

5.2.1. Problem Description

On the d-dimensional unit ball Ω =
{
x ∈ Rd : |x| ≤ 1

}
we consider the following

nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem subject to a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
condition: Find a function u : Ω → R satisfying{

−∆u = exp(u) in Ω,

u = 0 on ∂Ω.
(5.14)

This problem is known as the Gelfand problem and is a typical example for problems from
combustion theory, see for example in the book of Bebernes and Eberly [26].

5.2.2. Discretization with Finite Elements

We discretize the domain with a mesh Th using an isoparametric boundary mapping and
distribute the DOFs according to the p-th-order Lagrangian finite element space Sp

0 (Th) as
for the plain Poisson problem (5.1) above. Multiplication with basis functions, integration
by parts and the rearrangement of terms yields the discrete nonlinear problem: Find uh ∈
Sp
0 (Th) satisfying

F (uh) :=
(
∇φi,∇uh

)
−
(
φi, exp(uh)

)
= 0 (5.15)

for all i = 1, . . . , Nx, with the nonlinear residual F : RNx → RNx . We solve this non-
linear problem with Newton’s method. Given an initial guess u0h ∈ Sp

0 (Th) we compute
a sequence of Newton steps

(
unh
)
n∈N ⊂ Sp

0 (Th) by successively applying the following
scheme

Solve for snh ∈ Sp
0 (Th) : F ′(unh)[s

n
h] = −F (unh), (5.16)

Update: un+1
h = unh + snh. (5.17)

We accept the current Newton step unh as solution if either |F (unh)|2 ≤ 10−12 or |snh|2 ≤
10−10 is satisfied. The implementation of the Newton method was partially inspired by the
deal.II tutorial step-15 [5] and the NGLBib [60].

5.2.3. Matrix-Free Numerical Linear Algebra

For each Newton step n ∈ N we solve the linear system F ′(unh)[s
n
h] = −F (unh), with

the Jacobian F ′(unh)[ · ] : RNx → RNx corresponding to the discrete finite element opera-
tor A(unh)

A(unh) s
n
h := F ′(unh)[s

n
h] =

(
∇φi,∇snh

)
−
(
φi, exp(u

n
h)s

n
h

)
, (5.18)

and the negative residual −F (unh) ∈ RNx as right hand side.
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Note, how the operator A depends on the previous Newton step unh. In a classical imple-
mentation with a priori computed system matrix we would gather the function values using
the member function get_function_values of the FEValues class during assem-
bly. In the matrix-free framework instead we implement a class JacobianOperator
derived from the MatrixFreeOperator::Base class. Inspired by the implementation
of the matrix-free Laplace operator with variable coefficient in deal.II tutorial step-37
[5, 98], we implement in the sense of the evaluate_coefficient function a public
member function evaluate_newton_step, which evaluates the provided vector of the
old Newton step once before the application. In this way we store the function values in the
JacobianOperator internally and access them during each application of the operator.
So we need to update the function values only once before we solve for the next Newton
step. Furthermore, we implement the evaluation of the residual with the FEEvaluation
class and the cell_loop of the MatrixFree class.

For the solution of the linear system we employ a geometric multigrid (GMG) pre-
conditioned CG method. In order to apply the operators on the different levels for the
GMG preconditioner we pass the last Newton step to all level operators. The interpo-
lation of the finite element function unh onto all levels is done by the member function
interpolate_to_mg of the MGTransferMatrixFree class. Note, that we can-
not use typical smoothers like SOR or preconditioners like ILU, since in the matrix-free
framework we have no access on matrix entries, except on the diagonal [5, 98]. Instead,
we setup the GMG preconditioned according to deal.II tutorial step-37 [5, 98]. We em-
ploy a fourth-order Chebyshev iteration based on the Jacobi preconditioner for smoothing
the eigenvalue range [1.2λmax/15, 1.2λmax]. Hereby we compute an estimate for the largest
eigenvalue λmax by ten steps of the unpreconditioned CG algorithm. On the lowest level
we employ the Chebyshev iteration as coarse grid solver with relative tolerance 10−3. For
more details on the Chebyshev iteration as smoother we refer to [1] and for details on the
algorithm implemented in deal.II we refer to [148, Sect. 5.1] [5]. The computation is accel-
erated by performing the preconditioning steps only in single precision and the CG method
reduces the residual for the Newton updates below 10−12 [5, 98].

A quite similar implementation for the evaluation of the old Newton step was already
used in the adaflo solver [97]. There the function values of the old Newton step are eval-
uated and stored internally while computing the residual. These stored values can then be
accessed during the application of the nonlinear matrix-free operator. Hence a separated
evaluation function is not necessary. However, the strategy in adaflo is not sufficient in our
case, because we use a multigrid solver and for its level operators we have to evaluate the
old Newton step on all levels.

5.2.4. Numerical Results

We show the efficiency of the matrix-free framework in the nonlinear case by comparing
it first to a matrix-based implementation with the LU-decomposition and second measure
the strong parallel scalability. The experiments were performed on the Skylake partition of
the parallel computer Horst. For the software and hardware specifications we refer to the
introduction of the following Chapter 6.
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Comparison of the Matrix-Based and Matrix-Free Method To show the effi-
ciency over matrix-based methods we compare the wall-clock times for the solution of the
three-dimensional problem (5.14) using Newton’s method. The measured times for differ-
ent finite element degrees and different refined meshes are listed in Table 5.1. Note, that
these times include the setup of the GMG preconditioner and for the matrix-based im-
plementation also the assembly the system matrices. Both cases are executed with shared
memory parallelization through eight CPUs. For the matrix-free computation we use the
partition/partition scheme [96] and take advantage of using the 256 bit AVX vector units.
The matrix-based implementation assembles the system matrices and the residuals with
shared memory parallelization through threads and solves the linear systems with the LU-
decomposition provided by UMFPACK [52].

Table 5.1.: Wall-clock times (in seconds) of the Newton solver for the three-dimensional
Gelfand problem. Comparison of matrix-free (MF) and matrix-based (MB) im-
plementation with different finite element degrees.

2 levels (448 cells) 3 levels (3584 cells)

FE degree MF time MB time MF time MB time

1 0.025 0.095 0.093 0.46

2 0.065 0.46 0.30 8.38

3 0.17 3.07 0.79 87.01

4 0.40 12.6 1.73 470.9

Over all finite element degrees and both levels the matrix-free implementation outper-
forms the matrix-based LU-decomposition. We particularly benefit from the direct appli-
cation of the nonlinear finite element operator without the necessity of reassembling the
system matrix in each Newton step. As we increase the problem size this advantage pays
off more significantly. The evaluation of the residuals is also significantly faster due to
the efficient implementation within the matrix-free framework. For a comparison of the
matrix-free and the matrix-based matrix-vector multiplication for the Laplace operator we
refer to [98]. Note also, that higher order boundary mappings influence the performance of
the matrix-free implementation [98, Sect. 5.1.1].

Parallel Scalability We solve the Gelfand problem for two different spatial discretiza-
tion with the third-order isoparametric Lagrangian finite element method in two and three
spatial dimensions. Enabling distributed memory parallelization via MPI and using the
256 bit AVX vector units we perform a strong parallel scalability analysis [106, Def. 2.4]
of the computational wall-clock time for the Newton–Raphson iteration without the ini-
tial setup. Thereby we measure indirectly the scalability of the evaluation of the non-
linearity in each Newton step, since the setup of the GMG preconditioner is part of the
compute_update function. In Figure 5.1 we plot the wall-clock times in seconds over
the number of parallel used CPUs for different problem sizes.

In both spatial dimensions we observe nearly optimal scalability if the number of cells is
sufficiently large. For the cases with less cells the offset of the reference line for ideal scal-
ing is more pronounced and indicate the beginning of scaling saturation by approximately
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Figure 5.1.: Strong parallel scalability analysis of the computational wall-clock time (in
seconds) for the solution of the (a) two- and (b) three-dimensional Gelfand
problem with the matrix-free Newton iteration.

one second. This reduction in the scalability may have its reason in the communication and
evaluation of the old Newton step for Jacobian operator.

5.2.5. Conclusion

We have analyzed the layout for an implementation of a nonlinear matrix-free finite ele-
ment operator suitable for the application of geometric multigrid based linear solvers. This
layout is especially intended for Jacobian operators that are used in the Newton–Raphson
method for solving nonlinear partial differential equations with finite element methods.

Derived from the MatrixFreeOperator::Base class, we therefore implemented
the JacobianOperator class with an additional public member function for the evalu-
ation and internally storage of the previous Newton step. In this way the nonlinearities are
evaluated only once before the linearized system is solved.

The performance of the linear solver for the Newton updates clearly depends on the
underlying problem. For symmetric and positive definite Jacobians, as for the considered
Gelfand problem, a GMG preconditioned CG method shows superior numerical efficiency
compared to the naive attempt with a matrix-based LU-decomposition. In particular we
demonstrated the nearly optimal strong parallel scalability including the communication
and evaluation of the old Newton step and the GMG preconditioner setup in each Newton
step for sufficiently large problem sizes.

As proposed in the extension of the deal.II tutorial step-48, further speedup can be
achieved by the vectorized evaluation of the nonlinearities [5]. For a comparison of the
cell-based matrix-free finite element operator application against the SpMV case we refer
to Kronbichler and Kormann [98] as well as the deal.II tutorial step-37 [5].

Together with the space and time discretization as well as the extended preconditioner
we have all ingredients for our completely matrix-free finite element solver for the Cahn–
Hilliard equation. A special key is the preconditioner (4.35) from Subsection 4.2.3, which
is applicable for matrix-free computations. The evaluation of the old Newton step is nec-
essary at two major points. First in the global Jacobian of the mixed finite element formu-
lation and second in the nonlinear preconditioner block with the concentration dependent
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mobility (3.12). We demonstrate the efficiency of our matrix-free Cahn–Hilliard solver in
the next chapter.
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6. Numerical Experiments

In this chapter we present and discuss the results of the numerical experiments performed
with our matrix-free adaptive finite element solver from Chapter 4. Preliminarily, we de-
fine the simulation setup and the default parameters of the adaptive solution algorithm.
The presentation of the results is then divided into two parts. First, in Section 6.1 we val-
idate the developed solver with the method of manufactured solutions and study its per-
formance based on the typical Cahn–Hilliard example of spinodal decomposition. Then in
Section 6.2 we switch to the application case of phase separation in electrode particles.
Based on the Cahn–Hilliard phase-field model from Chapter 3 we simulate lithium inser-
tion in phase transforming LFP electrode particles. We validate the solver numerically and
analyze its performance for the application problem. Furthermore, we show the evolution
of the phase transition morphology under different symmetry assumptions and, in particu-
lar, for anisotropic material properties.

Note, that the experiments and discussion for the spherical symmetric case, presented
in Subsection 6.2.1, are based on our article [43]. However, here we use an improved
version of the solver. Additionally, the presentation of the numerical experiments contains
formulations from our article [44].

Software and Hardware We implement the presented numerical solution algorithm
from Chapter 4 as C++ code based on the functionalities of the finite element library deal.II
in version 9.0 [5, 13] using the matrix-free framework [96, 98]. The mesh is distributed
among MPI ranks through the interface to p4est [12, 36].

All simulations are performed on one of the following three hardware architectures.
Small problems are solved on a laptop pc with 4GB RAM and an Intel i5-4200U CPU with
1.6GHz. Computationally intensive simulations are submitted to the parallel computer
Horst with two different partitions. The IvyBridge partition has 16 nodes with 64GB RAM
and 16 Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 CPUs with 2.6GHz. The more modern Skylake partition has
12 nodes with 96GB RAM and 20 Intel Xeon Silver 4114 CPUs with 2.2GHz. Matrix-free
computations are performed on the laptop with the 128 bit SSE2 register, whereas on the
parallel computer Horst the 256 bit AVX register is supported. When we solve a problem
in parallel using MPI we disable shared memory parallelization.

During the description of the numerical experiments we thus only note the architecture
and the number of MPI ranks used for solving a specific problem.

The graphical postprocessing here and in the later Section 7.4 was done with Par-
aView [2] and PGFPLOTS.

Adaptive Solution Algorithm If not stated otherwise we employ for all numerical
experiments fourth-order isoparametric Lagrangian finite elements (p = 4) and use the
variable-step, variable-order time integration scheme with the tolerances RelTolt = 10−5

and AbsTolt = 10−8. When we allow spatial adaptivity, we refine and coarsen the mesh
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locally with the maximum strategy according to [23]. Hereby we use the parameters for
refinement θr = 0.5 and coarsening θc = 0.05 as well as the tolerances RelTolx = 10−5

and AbsTolx = 10−8.
However, in general we only employ spatial adaptivity for one-dimensional electrode

particle simulations under the assumption of spherical symmetry. In the higher-dimensional
case further improvements of the spatial estimation process have to be done. A further issue
is the bounded scalability of the GMG method on locally refined meshes in the matrix-free
framework, see the remark in deal.II tutorial step-37 [5].

6.1. Classical Cahn–Hilliard Equation

In this section we validate our finite element solver, presented in Chapter 4, and study its
performance based on classical Cahn–Hilliard problem setups for spinodal decomposition
from literature. First, we numerically show the convergence and the efficiency of our finite
element solver with the method of manufactured solutions. Based on three examples of
spinodal decomposition we then analyze several numerical aspects, like the space and time
adaptivity and, in particular, the preconditioning.

Problem Formulation For the rest of this section we consider the classical Cahn–
Hilliard initial boundary value problem, which is a simplified version of Problem 1.

Problem 3. Let tf > 0 be the final simulation time and Ω ⊂ Rd, d ∈ {1, 2, 3}, an open,
bounded domain. We seek two functions c : [0, tf] × Ω → R and µ : [0, tf] × Ω → R

satisfying 

∂tc = ∇·
(
m(c)∇µ

)
in (0, tf)× Ω,

µ = f ′(c)− κ∆c in (0, tf)× Ω,

∇c · n = 0 on (0, tf)× ∂Ω,

m(c)∇µ · n = 0 on (0, tf)× ∂Ω,

c(0, · ) = c0 in Ω,

(6.1)

with the scalar mobility m : R→ R, the homogeneous free energy density f : R→ R, the
interfacial energy coefficient κ > 0 and the given initial condition c0 : Ω → R, which will
be specified below in the respective subsections.

6.1.1. Validation with the Method of Manufactured Solutions

We validate our matrix-free finite element solver with the method of manufactured solu-
tions [122] and show convergence with optimal order. Therefore we follow the quantitative
comparison of Zhang et al. [164] for C0- and C1-continuous finite elements, which was
similarly done by Kästner et al. [90] for an isogeometric analysis (IGA) and by Kaess-
mair and Steinmann [89] additionally for a natural element analysis (NEA). Moreover, we
compare the efficiency of our solver for increasing finite element degree, as in [164].

According to the method of manufactured solutions we allow an additional residual term
F : [0, 1]× [0, 1]d → R to the diffusion equation of (6.1) in the formulation of Problem 3.
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6.1. Classical Cahn–Hilliard Equation

For d ∈ {2, 3}, find c : [0, 1]× [0, 1]d → R and µ : [0, 1]× [0, 1]d → R satisfying{
∂tc = ∆µ+ F in (0, 1)× (0, 1)d,

µ = f ′(c)−∆c in (0, 1)× (0, 1)d,
(6.2)

where we assume the quartic free energy density f(z) = 1/4 z2(z2 − 2). The mobility and
the interfacial energy coefficient are set to one. In order to directly satisfy the homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions, ∇c ·n = ∇µ ·n = 0, we adapt the proposed manufactured
solution from [164] and use with α = 2 the solution

c(t, x) = (t+ 1) cos(απx1), (6.3)

which serves, evaluated at t = 0, also as initial condition. We insert this manufactured
solution in the Cahn–Hilliard equation (6.2) and compute the residual

F (t, x) = ∂tc−∆f ′(c) + ∆2c

= cos(απx1)

− 6(απ)2(t+ 1)3 sin2(απx1) cos(απx1) + 3(απ)2(t+ 1)3 cos3(απx1)

− (απ)2(t+ 1) cos(απx1) + (απ)4(t+ 1) cos(απx1).

(6.4)

Note, that this manufactured solution only depends on the x1-direction and validates the
code whether a one-dimensional solution profile is recovered in higher dimensions.

For the comparison with [164] we solve one time step (τ = 1) of the Cahn–Hilliard
equation with our matrix-free finite element solver of increasing finite element degree in
parallel with 20 MPI ranks on the Skylake partition of Horst, compute the errors

err⋄ :=
(
||c(1, · )− ch(1, · )||2⋄ + ||µ(1, · )− µh(1, · )||2⋄

)1/2
, (6.5)

for ⋄ ∈ {L2, H1}, and measure the computational time of the Newton–Raphson method
(excluding the setup time) for the efficiency analysis.

In Figure 6.1 we plot the errors in the two- and three-dimensional case for different finite
element degrees over the number of DOFs. For both spatial dimensions and both errors we
observe the optimal order of convergence according to the theory of the Lagrangian finite
element method [30, 33].

The comparison of the computational wall-clock times for solving one time step (without
the setup time) depends on whether we compare it to the number of DOFs or the number
of cells. In Figure 6.2 we plot the computational wall-clock times over the number of
DOFs. While the higher order methods (p ≥ 2) basically show the same performance, we
observe a larger computational time for linear finite elements. This observation reflects the
performance of the matrix-free framework for different finite element degrees. In contrast,
comparing the wall-clock time against the number of cells per dimension as in [164], higher
order methods are computationally more expensive. However, knowing that higher order
methods distribute more DOFs per cell, also the number of arithmetic operations increases
and thus more computational time per cell is necessary. Furthermore, the steeper increase
of the wall-clock time in the two-dimensional case between 104 and 105 DOFs may reflect
the imbalance of the parallel distribution of the cells, since we solve all cases with 20 MPI
ranks. In the three-dimensional case already a small refinement level generates enough
cells to keep all MPI ranks busy.
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Figure 6.1.: Convergence analysis for the (a,b) two- and (c,d) three-dimensional problem.
In both cases the (a,c) L2- and (b,d) H1-errors are plotted against the number
of DOFs. Dashed reference lines indicate the optimal orders.
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Figure 6.2.: Computational wall-clock time for the solution of one time step for the (a) two-
and (b) three-dimensional manufactured solution for different finite element
degrees.

We compare the numerical efficiency of the finite element methods by plotting the L2-
errors against the computational wall-clock times in Figure 6.3. Independent of the spatial
dimension, for a higher finite element degree the computational time to achieve a certain
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6.1. Classical Cahn–Hilliard Equation

error is clearly reduced and thus higher order methods are much more efficient. We observe
the same for the H1-errors not plotted here. This efficiency is mainly due to the high-
performance implementation of the matrix-free framework, which explains our choice of
higher order finite element method for the upcoming simulations.
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Figure 6.3.: Numerical efficiency of L2-error over the computational wall-clock time for
the (a) two- and (b) three-dimensional case.

Comparing this convergence and efficiency analysis with examples from literature [89,
164] the parallel matrix-free finite element solver outperforms existing implementations of
C0- and C1-continuous methods. However, the performance always depends on the used
software and hardware. In particular, only a clearly defined benchmark problem, where all
parameters are available, can serve for a concrete efficiency analysis and comparison.

6.1.2. Study on Solver Components based on Spinodal
Decomposition

Next we analyze the functionality of our matrix-free finite element solver based on the
example of spinodal decomposition. Therefore we consider in the following three different
settings of the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation.

1. Random initial data, constant mobility and quartic homogeneous free energy,

2. Random initial data, degenerated mobility and logarithmic homogeneous free en-
ergy,

3. Smooth initial data, constant mobility and quartic homogeneous free energy.

Based on these cases we validate the numerical solution, demonstrate the efficiency of the
adaptive matrix-free solver and show the discretization-independent preconditioning with
our proposed preconditioner (4.35).

Spinodal decomposition is the most commonly studied application of the classical Cahn–
Hilliard equation, see for example [17, 20, 73, 74, 153, 154]. For this application the Cahn–
Hilliard equation is considered with an initial condition of the form

c0 = c0 +X, (6.6)
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where X : Ω → [−ε, ε] introduces a small perturbation ε > 0 to the average concentra-
tion c0 ∈ R. Thus when the average concentration c0 is in the spinodal region, i. e., in
the range between the two inflection points (f ′′(c±) = 0) of the homogeneous free energy
density f , the process of phase separation is initiated, which is followed by the coarsening
process. Note, that the range of the concentration depends on the homogeneous free en-
ergy density f . While commonly used quartic double wells with local minima in 0 and 1 or
±1 allow concentration values in R, logarithmic free energies, as in our case (3.2), allow
concentration values only in the range [0, 1].

In the following we realize a random perturbation of the average concentration by a white
noise per DOF. More precisely, we define the spatially discrete random initial condition
DOF-wise by

c0,h(xi) = c0 +Xi, (6.7)

for each DOF xi, i ∈ {1, . . . , Nx}, where Xi ∼ U(−ε, ε) are uniformly distributed ran-
dom variables with values in the range [−ε, ε]. In Figure 6.4 we depict an example of such
a random initial condition with c0 = 0.3 and ε = 0.01, where the spatial domain is dis-
cretized with 4225 DOFs, which are distributed according to the fourth-order Lagrangian
finite element method on 256 cells among four MPI ranks.

0.290

0.295

0.300

0.305

0.310

C
oncentration

c

Figure 6.4.: Example of a nodal random initial condition with the average concentra-
tion c0 = 0.3 and the amplitude ε = 0.01.

Example 1: Random Initial Data

In the first part we assume a random perturbation of the average concentration c0 = 0.3
with the amplitude ε = 0.01 and solve the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation (6.1) with
constant mobility m = 1, the interfacial energy coefficient κ = 0.01 and a quartic homo-
geneous free energy density f(z) = 25(z2 − 1)2 on the unit square Ω = (0, 1)2 until the
final time tf = 1, as studied in [17].

Especially for this example an analytical expression approximating the one-dimensional
phase transition profile in the equilibrium state is given by

c̃(x) = tanh
(
100x/

√
2
)
, (6.8)
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6.1. Classical Cahn–Hilliard Equation

which satisfies the boundary condition c̃(x) → ±1 for x → ±∞ and is determined as the
minimizer of the free energy functional Ψ by solving

µ(c) = f ′(c)− κ∆c
!
= 0, (6.9)

compare [17, 154]. With this analytical expression we validate the equilibrium profile of
the numerical solution. Furthermore, we demonstrate the large computational savings due
to the variable-step, variable-order time integration. Moreover, we reveal the size of the
Arnoldi basis to be a critical parameter controlling the maximum number of iterations
for the preconditioned GMRES method. For the better visualization of the time step data
(energy, time step size, number of GMRES steps) over time we cut off the initial stage of
smoothing the random initial data by starting the time axis at 10−6.

Numerical Validation We discretize the domain with ncells = 27 × 27 = 16 384 cells,
distribute fourth-order finite elements (Nx = 526 338) and perform the time integration
with the described variable-step, variable-order algorithm for the numerical solution. Dis-
tributed over 16 MPI ranks on the IvyBridge partition, our matrix-free finite element solver
without spatial adaptivity takes less than three hours. For the reproducibility of the simu-
lation we initialize the random number generator with the default seed plus the number of
the MPI rank.

In Figure 6.5a–i we depict a series of snapshots of the concentration distribution, where
we see the evolution of the typical spinodal decomposition process, compare [17, 154].
Starting the simulation with the initial time step size τ = 10−12 the adaptive time stepping
uses 4436 steps to reach the final time. After 422 steps, the spontaneous phase separation
process has formed small droplets (Figure 6.5a), which are merged and absorbed during the
following coarsening process (Figure 6.5a–h) until the equilibrium state is reached (Fig-
ure 6.5i).

We validate the numerical approximation of the equilibrium solution (Figure 6.5i) with
the known approximation of the equilibrium profile (6.8). In Figure 6.6 we plot the concen-
tration profile over the indicated diagonal line and observe the accordance to the analytical
expression. Note, that in order to compare the equilibrium profile to the analytical expres-
sion we have to introduce a shift by the radius of the equilibrium droplet.

Additionally in Figure 6.7 we plot the free energy

Ψ(t) :=

∫
Ω

ψ
(
c(t,x),∇c(t,x)

)
dx =

∫
Ω

ψch
(
c(t,x)

)
dx︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Ψch(t)

+

∫
Ω

ψint
(
∇c(t,x)

)
dx︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Ψint(t)

,

(6.10)

over time and observe that our solver satisfies the monotonous energy decay property of
the Cahn–Hilliard equation, compare (3.23), where we obtain with Next = 0 and m(c) ≡ 1

d

dt
Ψ(t) =

∫
Ω

∂zψ
(
c,∇c

)
∂tc+ ∂pψ

(
c,∇c

)
∇∂tc dx = −

∫
Ω

|∇µ|2 dx ≤ 0. (6.11)

We also note the correlation of the drops in the energy plot (Figure 6.7) to the adaptive
change of the time step size, plotted in Figure 6.8.
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(a) t = 1× 10−4 (b) t = 5× 10−4 (c) t = 1× 10−3

(d) t = 5× 10−3 (e) t = 1× 10−2 (f) t = 5× 10−2

(g) t = 1× 10−1 (h) t = 5× 10−1 (i) t = 1× 100
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Figure 6.5.: Numerical solution of the Cahn–Hilliard equation with constant mobility and
quartic free energy density. (a–i) Snapshots of the spinodal decomposition pro-
cess at different time instances.

Moreover, our solver conserves the total mass
∫
Ω
c(t,x) dx, which is another key prop-

erty of the Cahn–Hilliard equation, compare (3.22) with Next = 0

d

dt

∫
Ω

c dx = −
∫
Ω

∇·N dx = −
∫
∂Ω

N · n dσ(x) = 0. (6.12)

Variable-Step, Variable-Order Time Integration Next we investigate the efficiency
of the variable-step, variable-order time integration scheme.

In Figure 6.8 we plot the time step size and the order of the used multistep method for
each step over time to the simulation visualized in Figure 6.5. After the fast separation
process, before t = 10−6, the time step size stabilizes but then starts to vary strongly in
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Figure 6.6.: Numerical validation of the finite element approximation. (a) Equilibrium con-
centration distribution with white diagonal line for the comparison in (b) of the
concentration profile plotted over the diagonal line to the analytical expres-
sion (6.8).
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Figure 6.7.: Monotonous decrease of the free energy Ψ over time. Additionally the chemi-
cal Ψch and the interfacial Ψint contributions are plotted.

the time interval [10−4, 5 × 10−3]. This stage is correlated to the fast merging and absorp-
tion during the coarsening process, compare Figure 6.5a–d, and each jump of the time
step size corresponds to a topological change in the solution profile. As the time further
evolves, the phase separation dynamic relaxes, however, the time step size jumps over an
increasing range of magnitudes to capture the individual phase separation events, compare
Figure 6.5e–i.

Obviously the adaptive change of the time step size dramatically reduces the number of
time steps compared to a constant-step method. A small calculation illustrates the computa-
tional saving through the adaptive time stepping: The smallest time scale of the coarsening
process is approximately 4 × 10−7. If we would solve the Cahn–Hilliard equation in the
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Figure 6.8.: Adaptive time step size and used order of the variable-step, variable-order time
integration scheme over time.

time interval [0, 1] with this constant time step, we would need to solve 2.5×106 time steps.
Instead, with the variable-step, variable-order method, we used 4436 steps only. Thus we
reduced the number of time steps at least by the factor 500.

Table 6.1.: Comparison of variable-step, variable-order BDF and NDF time integration
statistics (Number of time steps Nt, maximum time step size τmax) for different
maximum orders kmax. Wall-clock time in hours for the whole solution process
(without graphical output).

BDF(k) NDF(k)

kmax Nt τmax Wall time / h Nt τmax Wall time / h

5 4580 4.0× 10−2 2.1 4436 4.8× 10−2 2.2

4 5304 2.2× 10−2 2.6 4289 4.2× 10−2 2.1

3 5868 3.1× 10−2 2.7 4511 4.0× 10−2 2.4

2 9529 2.7× 10−2 4.4 8259 3.7× 10−2 3.9

1 39576 4.1× 10−3 20.0 28813 1.5× 10−2 14.9

The colored dots in Figure 6.8 indicate that the time integration is mainly done with
the NDF(3) and NDF(4) method. This leads us to the investigation of the influence of the
maximum order of the time integration scheme on the overall performance. In Table 6.1
we list the number of time steps, the maximum time step size as well as the wall-clock time
in hours depending on the maximum order of the variable-step, variable-order time inte-
gration scheme. Additionally we give the same data for the solution with the variable-step,
variable-order algorithm based on BDF(k) methods. Note, that these values only repre-
sent the results of a single run. Due to the random initial data the comparison of averaged
values would lead to a more reliable quantitative comparison. As above we obtain these val-
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ues by solving the Cahn–Hilliard equation with 16 MPI ranks on the IvyBridge partition.
The comparison of the time step statistics demonstrates the additional computational sav-
ings due to the variation of the order and illustrates the advantage of the NDF(k) methods
over the BDF(k) methods. In particular, the variable-step, variable-order algorithm based
on NDF(k) methods allows the usage of larger time step sizes and needs less time steps
compared to the algorithm based on BDF(k) methods. Further, the usage of higher order
methods drastically reduces the number of time steps and thus the computational time.
For example the variable-step, variable-order algorithm based on NDF(k) methods up to
order five compared to the variable-step BDF(1) method reduces the computational time
approximately by the factor ten.

We conclude that the employed variable-step, variable-order algorithm is able to capture
the phase separation dynamics. Moreover, due to the strongly varying time scales, the adap-
tive time integration is inevitable for the efficient solution of the Cahn–Hilliard equation
and, in particular, the variation of the order generates additional computational savings.

Size of the Arnoldi Basis For the solution of the linearized system (4.33) in each
Newton step we employ the GMRES method, which incorporates a restart as soon as the
number of iteration steps exceeds the size of the Arnoldi basis. For the Cahn–Hilliard
equation we observe a significant impact of the size of the Arnoldi basis on the maximum
number of GMRES steps per time step.
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Figure 6.9.: Maximum number of GMRES steps per time step over time for different sizes
of the Arnoldi basis.

In Figure 6.9 we plot the maximum number of GMRES steps per time step for two
different sizes of the Arnoldi basis over time. If we use the GMRES method with restart
after 50 iterations, the maximum number of GMRES steps exceeds the size of the Arnoldi
basis in the late coarsening stage t ≳ 10−2 and even overshoots the mark of 1000 steps
for the equilibrium state. Varying the size of the basis, we find that for approximately 300
basis vectors the GMRES method does not need to restart at all. In particular, for the final
equilibrium state the number of GMRES steps is drastically reduced.
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The storage of 300 basis vector seems to be highly inefficient in terms of memory con-
sumption. However, in fact the storage of these basis vectors is less memory consuming
compared to the storage of the sparse system matrix. In particular, with the matrix-free
framework we create computational savings on two levels. First, the evaluation of matrix-
vector products is significantly faster compared to the matrix-based approach and second
the reduced memory requirement due to the obsolete system matrix allows the usage of the
GMRES method with larger Arnoldi basis, which can reduce the number of GMRES steps
dramatically.

Note, the size 300 is a rather arbitrary choice, which might be fitted to a specific problem
setting. However, this basis size is also suited for the later electrode particle simulations in
Section 6.2. In fact, it is a compromise between the memory consumption and the history
of the GMRES method.

Example 2: Random Initial Data

In the second part of this subsection we again assume a random initial perturbation, but here
with average concentration c0 = 0.7 and amplitude ε = 0.05. With this initial condition
we solve the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation (6.1) with degenerated mobility m(c) =
600c(1− c), the interfacial energy coefficient κ = 1/600 and a logarithmic homogeneous
free energy density

f(z) = 3z(1− z) + z log(z) + (1− z) log(1− z), (6.13)

on the unit square Ω = (0, 1)2 until the final time tf = 1, as studied in [74].
With this example we analyze the performance of our proposed preconditioner (4.35)

for the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation. In particular, we investigate the influence of the
incorporation of the nonlinear mobility in our preconditioner and compare the results to
the preconditioner with constant mobility (4.45). Finally, we demonstrate the capabilities
of our parallel matrix-free solver and simulate a three-dimensional spinodal decomposition.
As above we cut off the initial stage in the visualization of the time step data (energy, time
step size, number of GMRES steps) over time by starting the time axis at 10−6.

Numerical Solution We discretize the domain with ncells = 26 × 26 = 4096 cells,
distribute quadratic (p = 2) finite elements (Nx = 33 282) and perform the time integration
with the variable-step, variable-order algorithm starting with the initial time step size τ =
10−12. Without spatial adaptivity our matrix-free finite element solver computes 1308 time
steps until the final time in less than one hour with 16 MPI ranks on the IvyBridge partition.

In Figure 6.10a–i we visualize a series of snapshots of the concentration distribution,
where we observe the spinodal decomposition process, compare [73, 74]. The basic stages
of spinodal decomposition are similar to the previous example with constant mobility and
quartic homogeneous free energy density shown in Figure 6.5a–i. However, the degener-
ated mobility limits the transport by diffusion to the phase transition zones. Further, due
to the logarithmic free energy density, the range of the concentration is bounded to the
range [0, 1].

Preconditioning As the considered Cahn–Hilliard equation of this example includes
the degenerated mobility, we can study the influence of the incorporation of the nonlinear
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(a) t = 2× 10−4 (b) t = 5× 10−4 (c) t = 1× 10−3

(d) t = 5× 10−3 (e) t = 1× 10−2 (f) t = 5× 10−2

(g) t = 1× 10−1 (h) t = 5× 10−1 (i) t = 1× 100
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Figure 6.10.: Numerical solution of the Cahn–Hilliard equation with degenerated mobility
and logarithmic free energy density. (a–i) Snapshots of the spinodal decom-
position process at different time instances.

mobility in our proposed preconditioner. Therefore we solve this example with linear finite
elements on a series of successively uniform refined meshes and for finite element methods
of increasing degree holding the number of DOFs approximately constant. Additionally, we
solve the example for all cases again but replace our proposed preconditioner (4.35) by the
preconditioner with constant mobility (4.45).

In Figure 6.11 we plot the maximum number of GMRES steps per time step over time.
For both preconditioners we observe the independence from the mesh refinement (Fig-
ure 6.11a) and the finite element degree (Figure 6.11b). Moreover, the experiment shows,
that the incorporation of the nonlinear mobility in the preconditioner significantly reduces
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Figure 6.11.: Maximum number of GMRES steps per time step over time for (a) linear
finite elements and a uniform refined mesh and (b) for an increasing finite el-
ement degree while keeping the number of DOFs equal. Solid lines represents
the proposed preconditioner (4.35) with nonlinear mobility, dashed lines the
preconditioner with constant mobility (4.45).

the number of iteration steps. Note, that we observe minor fluctuations in the number of
GMRES steps per time step, because we did not use a random initial condition, which is
unique for all meshes and distributions of DOFs according to finite element methods of
different order.

In addition, we compare the average of the maximum number of GMRES steps per time
step and the computational wall-clock times in Table 6.2. The comparison shows that our
proposed preconditioner with nonlinear mobility also reduces the overall computational
time.

Three-Dimensional Spinodal Decomposition Finally, we demonstrate the large
scale capabilities of our parallel matrix-free finite element solver for the Cahn–Hilliard
equation by simulating the three-dimensional spinodal decomposition. Therefore we con-
sider the Cahn–Hilliard equation with degenerated mobility and logarithmic free energy
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6.1. Classical Cahn–Hilliard Equation

Table 6.2.: Comparison of preconditioning with constant and nonlinear mobility (Number
of linear systems to solve nsolve, average maximum number of GMRES steps
per time step nGMRES) for different spatial discretizations. Wall-clock time in
hours for the whole solution process (without graphical output).

P⋆ (4.45) P (4.35)

h p nsolve nGMRES Wall time / h nsolve nGMRES Wall time / h

2−7 1 1092 157 0.8 1553 47 0.5

2−8 1 2031 191 3.2 1941 54 2.0

2−9 1 1510 179 7.5 1445 50 4.6

2−10 1 1677 166 33.6 1733 45 20.2

density, as above, on the unit cube Ω = (0, 1)3 and solve the equation with quadratic finite
elements on a mesh with 262 144 cells, resulting in 4 293 378 DOFs. With 40 MPI ranks
on the Skylake partition our matrix-free solver takes approximately one day for this sim-
ulation. Visualized in Figure 6.12 we observe the usual spinodal decomposition behavior,
solved with 1871 time steps starting from the initial time step size τ = 10−12.

In addition to the numerical study of our preconditioner in the previous paragraph, we
plot in Figure 6.13 the maximum number of GMRES steps per time step for the three-
dimensional example in comparison to the two-dimensional case. Up to small fluctuations,
which are due to the different initial conditions, we observe the same number of iterations
for both dimensions. This comparison supports the mesh independence of our precondi-
tioner.

Example 3: Smooth Initial Data

According to [55, Sect. 5.4] we replace in the last part of this subsection the random initial
data by a smooth perturbation of the average concentration c0 = 0.5 based on sine and
cosine terms

c0(x, y) = 0.5 + 0.17 cos(πx) cos(2.0πy) + 0.2 cos(3.0πx) cos(πy), (6.14)

and solve the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation (6.1) with constant mobility m = 0.25,
the interfacial energy coefficient κ = 10−4 and a quartic homogeneous free energy den-
sity f(z) = 1/4 z2(1− z)2 on the unit square Ω = (0, 1)2 until the final time tf = 10.

Note, that we presented the numerical solution of this example already in [41], where
we employed a uniform discretization with finite elements and used the adaptive time in-
tegration scheme from [74]. However, in this thesis we demonstrate with this example the
functionality of our coupled space and time adaptive solution algorithm presented in Sec-
tion 4.3.

Space and Time Adaptive Solution Starting from a uniform mesh with ncells =
27 × 27 = 16 384 cells and Nx = 526 338 DOFs distributed according to the fourth-order
finite element method, we solve this example with our space and time adaptive solution
algorithm with 16 MPI ranks on the IvyBridge partition. For the validation of the fully
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Figure 6.12.: Numerical solution of the Cahn–Hilliard equation with degenerated mobil-
ity and logarithmic free energy density. (a–i) Snapshots of contour plot of
the three-dimensional spinodal decomposition process at different time in-
stances.

adaptively computed solution, we solve this example also on the uniform initial mesh with
disabled spatial adaptivity. We start the algorithm in both cases with the initial time step
size τ = 10−6 and solve 264 (263) time steps in the spatially uniform (adaptive) case.

In Figure 6.14 we depict the numerical approximation of the concentration profile at the
initial and final time with the underlying locally refined mesh. The uniform initial mesh
is fine enough to distribute a sufficient number of DOFs for the accurate resolution of the
phase transition. When we enable the spatial adaptivity based on the gradient recovery
estimator as refinement criterion, we start with the uniform mesh and as time evolves the
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Figure 6.13.: Maximum number of GMRES steps per time step over time for the two-
and three-dimensional spinodal decomposition solved with the full precondi-
tioner (4.35).
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Figure 6.14.: Numerical solution of the concentration profile at (a) initial and (b/c) final
time solved on (b) a uniform and (c) a locally refined mesh based on the
gradient recovery criterion.

mesh is locally coarsened and refined. In Figure 6.14c we see that the phase transition zone
is accurately resolved with a locally refined mesh, whereas the regions of pure phases are
locally coarsened. In particular, the numerical solution of the concentration, solved with
our space and time adaptive solution algorithm in Figure 6.14c, is in accordance with the
spatially uniform solved concentration profile in Figure 6.14b.

Finally, we investigate the influence of the spatial adaptivity on the number of DOFs, the
time step size, the maximum number of GMRES steps per time step and the free energy.
Therefore we plot the temporal evolution of these quantities in Figure 6.15. As the phase
separation starts approximately at time t = 8× 10−2 we start the time axis at t = 10−2. In
Figure 6.15a we first show the number of DOFs over time. When we use a uniform mesh
the number of DOFs is obviously constant, but in the spatially adaptive case the initially
uniform mesh is immediately coarsened after some initial time steps in the early smoothing
stage. In the following phase separation and coarsening stage the number of DOFs is by a
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Figure 6.15.: (a) Number of DOFs, (b) time step size, (c) maximum number of GMRES
steps per time step and (d) free energy over time during the numerical solution
with uniform and locally refined mesh.

factor ten smaller than in the uniform case. In general, the evolution of the time step sizes
(Figure 6.15b) and the free energy (Figure 6.15d) over time is in agreement with the one
in the spatially uniform case. In contrast, the maximum number of GMRES steps per time
step (Figure 6.15c) in the adaptive case is a bit larger than in the uniform case. Further,
however, we observe a deviation of the time step size, the maximum iteration number and
the free energy around the time t = 2, which indicates that the coarsening process is tracked
differently in the adaptive case.

We have seen at this example that our space and time adaptive solution algorithm works
in principle and creates computational savings due to the reduced number of DOFs. In
general the adaptive mesh refinement criteria and their parameters and tolerances need
always to be chosen carefully, but the numerical solution of the Cahn–Hilliard equation
is extremely sensitive not only to local mesh refinement. Already small differences in the
computational setup can ultimately lead to totally different phase transition morphologies
during the coarsening stage. The robustness of our adaptive finite element solver is an
open issue and might be fixed by using more reliable a posteriori error estimators for the
Cahn–Hilliard equation, as for example studied in [19, 20, 23, 24, 71, 161].
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6.2. Phase Separation in Electrode Particles

6.2. Phase Separation in Electrode Particles

So far we have validated our developed solver and analyzed the components of the so-
lution algorithm based on examples of the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation. In the fol-
lowing section we switch from the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation (6.1) to our model
problem (3.19) and simulate the phase separation in LFP electrode particles during lithium
insertion. Firstly, in Subsection 6.2.1 we consider the model problem under the common
assumption of spherical symmetry and investigate the performance of our solver. Secondly,
in Subsection 6.2.2 we study our solver and the phase transition morphology for isotropic
and anisotropic material properties in a two-dimensional computational domain under the
azimuthal symmetry assumption, discussed in Appendix B.2.2.

Model Parameters Throughout the following experiments we use the material param-
eters for LFP electrode particles, taken from [168, 169] and listed in Table A.1. However,
we perform our numerical experiments with normalized model parameters. In particular, if
not stated otherwise, we assume at the initial time t = 0 a constant normalized concentra-
tion c0 = 0.01 and apply an external lithium flux Next corresponding to the C-rate equal to
one. Note, that the concrete value of the boundary condition depends on the particle geom-
etry according to Equation (3.16). The set of normalized model parameters for Next = 1C
is given in Table A.3.

Mesh Width For the accurate resolution of the phase transition we distribute at least ten
DOFs in the interfacial zone. According to Equation (3.7) the width of the phase transition
is proportional to

√
κ. Thus we obtain the estimate h < p

√
κ/10 for the minimal mesh

width, knowing that for a p-th-order Lagrangian finite element method the approximate
distance of two DOFs is about h/p.

6.2.1. Spherical Symmetric Solution Approach

Under the assumption of a spherical symmetric solution we solve the model problem (3.19)
for phase separation during the lithiation of a LFP electrode particle. In this subsection we
validate our solver by determining the experimental order of convergence, demonstrating
that we can efficiently solve the model equations with our space and time adaptive solution
algorithm and showing numerically the optimality of our preconditioner, even for locally
refined meshes.

Since the computational domain reduces to a one-dimensional interval, which can cur-
rently in deal.II-v9.0 not be distributed among different MPI ranks with p4est, we per-
form these experiments with a matrix-based implementation. Thereby we replace the inner
GMG preconditioners for the inverse application of the two preconditioner blocks by a Ja-
cobi preconditioner. However, we emphasize, that we do not introduce a dependence on
any matrix. In this sense the solver is still matrix-free.

Note, that the numerical study in this subsection is an improved and extended version
of our previous work [43], with discussions and formulations adopted from our submitted
article [44].
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Spherical Symmetry Assuming a spherical symmetric solution we reduce the com-
putational domain to the one-dimensional unit interval Ω = (0, 1), representing the radial
line from the particle center Γ0 = {0} to the particle surface Γext = {1}, see Figure B.1.
To preserve the symmetry we impose homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions at the
artificial boundary in the particle center

∇c · n = N · n = 0 on (0, tf)× Γ0. (6.15)

We translate the spherical symmetry into the discrete finite element formulation by using
the modified quadrature weight dx = 4πr2 dr, compare Appendix B.2.1.

Numerical Solution First, we solve the model equations numerically with fourth-order
finite elements and our space and time adaptive solution algorithm, as explained in Sec-
tion 4.3. The initial mesh consists of 128 cells and 1026 DOFs and the time integration
takes 1194 steps, beginning with the initial time step size τ = 10−6. In Figure 6.16 we
plot snapshots of the numerical solution for the concentration and the chemical potential at
three characteristic stages.

From the constant initial concentration, the inhomogeneous boundary condition model-
ing lithium insertion leads to an initially uniform increase of the concentration in the whole
particle. Once the concentration at the particle surface reaches the critical value, which is
related to the location of the inflection point of the homogeneous chemical free energy
density (ψ′′

ch(z) = 0), phase separation is initiated (Figure 6.16a). At this point a phase
transition emerges and the concentrations in the pure phases tend to their equilibrium val-
ues cα, cβ . In the next stage, further lithium insertion drives the phase transition through the
particle towards the center (Figure 6.16b). Finally, the phase transition reaches the particle
center and the phase transition decays because the amount of lithium is so high that the
lithium rich phase will occupy the complete particle (Figure 6.16c). Keeping in mind that
this is a spherical symmetric solution, we recognize the core-shell scenario during lithi-
ation. During phase separation, a lithium rich shell forms around the lithium poor core,
which is then occupied by the growing shell.

In addition, we observe that the chemical potential is initially constant with values ac-
cording to the derivative of the homogeneous chemical free energy density ψ′

ch. As phase
separation is initiated the chemical potential at the surface drops (Figure 6.16d). During the
migration of the phase transition the chemical potential is then again approximately con-
stant at a small value below zero (Figure 6.16e). Finally, the peak in the chemical potential
correlates to the decay of the phase transition in the particle center (Figure 6.16f).

The numerically solved concentration profiles and the evolution of the free energy in
Figure 6.17 are in qualitative accordance with the results reported in [169] for a slightly
different particle size. In Figure 6.17 we observe the discussed nonmonotonous energy
evolution, compare (3.23). Especially we note the energy increase in the initial stage for
single-phase diffusion until SOC ≈ 0.127, when the phase separation is initiated. Addi-
tionally, we note that the SOC of our numerical solution is linearly increasing according to
the relation (3.18).

Convergence Analysis We validate our solver for the model problem numerically
by measuring the experimental order of convergence. Because no exact solution is known
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Figure 6.16.: (a/b/c) Concentration and (d/e/f) chemical potential inside the particle at three
characteristic times for lithium insertion. (a/d) Initiation of phase separation.
(b/e) Migration of the phase transition. (c/f) Vanishing of the phase transition.
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homogeneous free energy.

for this problem, we consider the L2- and H1-errors of the solution yh = [ch, µh]
T to a

reference solution yr at time tf = 0.29 (SOC = 0.3), when a phase transition is present

err :=
(
||ch(tf, · )− cr(tf, · )||2 + ||µh(tf, · )− µr(tf, · )||2

)1/2
. (6.16)

The reference solution yr is assumed to approximate the unknown exact solution yex more
accurately than yh and is computed once with fourth-order finite elements and the toler-
ances RelTolt = 10−8, AbsTolt = 10−11 and RelTolx = 10−20, AbsTolx = 10−10.

For the computation of the experimental order of convergence of the spatial error we
fix the tolerances of an accurate time integration (RelTolt = 10−7, AbsTolt = 10−10)
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Figure 6.18.: Convergence analysis of the (a) L2- and (b) H1-error for uniform spatial re-
finement with fixed tolerances for the adaptive time integration.

and compute the errors of the numerical solution on a series of successively uniformly re-
fined meshes. In Figure 6.18 we plot the L2- and the H1-errors over the number of DOFs.
According to the theory of finite elements [30], our implementation shows the optimal or-
der of convergence for the finite element degrees one to four. Note, that the L2-errors for
fourth-order elements at the finest level already reach a value of 10−11 when the satura-
tion sets in. A convergence analysis of the time integration with fixed spatial tolerances
(RelTolx = 10−10, AbsTolx = 10−12) for fourth-order finite elements yields errors of
order 10−8.

With the convergence analysis based on the fully adaptively computed reference solution
we validated simultaneously the spatial adaptivity component of our solution algorithm,
because we demonstrated that the numerical solutions, computed on uniform meshes, con-
verge to the spatially adaptively computed reference solution.

To reduce the computational time of this convergence analysis, we solved the model
equations with a matrix-based implementation, where we solely replaced the GMRES
method by the LU-decomposition for the solution of the linearized systems (4.33).

Space and Time Adaptivity The high demand on spatial and temporal adaptive meth-
ods and large computational savings in terms of the number of DOFs Nx and time steps Nt

for this application problem becomes immediately clear when we look into Figure 6.19
and 6.20.

In Figure 6.19a we plot the concentration profile in the phase separated state at time
t = 0.5. Because the concentration is approximately constant except for the phase transi-
tion, a locally high resolution of the transition is advantageous. Accordingly, our solution
algorithm distributes the DOFs adaptively considering the gradient recovery estimates with
respect to both solution variables (ch, µh). In addition, the black circles in Figure 6.19a in-
dicate the refinement level n ∈ N related to the cell diameter by h = 2−n. We observe
that the mesh is locally refined precisely in the phase transition zone. Over time the phase
transition migrates through the particle and the mesh is adapted. In Figure 6.19b we plot
the number of DOFs over time, for the solution of the model equations with different finite
element degrees. We observe the three states of single and two-phase diffusion. In partic-
ular, we find that higher order methods are beneficial for saving DOFs, which is due to
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Figure 6.19.: (a) Concentration profile at the time t = 0.5 with refinement level and (b)
number of DOFs over time for the solution with different finite element de-
grees.

better approximation properties of higher order derivatives in the solution profiles, as for
example in the chemical potential profile.
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Figure 6.20.: (a) Concentration profile at initiation and decay of the phase transition. (b)
Time step size with used orders (markers) over time.

The variable-step, variable-order time integration scheme is an important key for the
efficient solution. Thereby we particularly benefit from higher order methods, which allow
even larger time step sizes at the same error tolerance, while the essential gain of efficiency
is due to the large time step sizes during the two-phase diffusion state. In Figure 6.20b we
plot the time step size and for each step the order of the used multistep method over time.
We observe that the time integration is primarily done by the fourth-order method and, as
before, identify the three regimes of single and two-phase diffusion. Moreover, the jumps
of the time step size over several orders of magnitude are related to the initiation and decay
of the phase transition, see Figure 6.20a. During two-phase diffusion up to the decay of
the phase transition we observe a decreasing time step size. This reflects the observation
that in the spherical symmetric case the phase transition migrates with increasing velocity
towards the particle center. Thus, to keep the tolerances of the time integration, smaller
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time step sizes are necessary for the accelerating process.

Preconditioning To show the performance of our proposed preconditioner (4.35) in the
application case, compared to the constant mobility version (4.45), we study the maximum
number of GMRES steps needed to solve a time step over time.

For this analysis we first solve the model equation (3.19) with linear finite elements for a
series of successively uniformly refined meshes, see Figure 6.21. Once the phase transition
is fully resolved, the number of GMRES steps for our proposed preconditioner (4.35) with
nonlinear mobility is practically independent of further mesh refinement, see Figure 6.21a.
In Figure 6.21b, for the constant mobility preconditioner (4.45), we also observe the satu-
ration of the maximum number of GMRES steps per time step but at a value, which is one
order of magnitude larger compared to our nonlinear mobility preconditioner. In particular,
over all considered uniform meshes the iteration number is higher than with our proposed
preconditioner (4.35).
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Figure 6.21.: Maximum number of GMRES steps per time step over time during the so-
lution with linear finite elements on uniformly refined meshes using (a)
the proposed preconditioner (4.35) and (b) the constant mobility precondi-
tioner (4.45).

In Figure 6.22a we see that the variation of the finite element degree has no significant
influence on the number of iteration steps for our proposed preconditioner (4.35). In par-
ticular, the maximum iteration number in the two-phase diffusion state is the same as for
different uniform refinements in Figure 6.21a. The constant mobility preconditioner (4.45)
is practically also independent on the finite element degree. However, we observe for third-
order finite elements a slightly higher number of iteration steps. This can be explained
by the fact, that the discretization with third-order finite elements distributes 1538 DOFs,
whereas the linear, quadratic and fourth-order finite elements distribute 1026 DOFs. Thus
the higher number of DOFs leads to an increased number of GMRES steps, as the above
mentioned saturation level is not yet reached.

Finally, we allow local mesh refinement with our adaptive solution algorithm from Sec-
tion 4.3 and visualize the iteration numbers for the solution with different finite element
degrees in Figure 6.23. Since our proposed preconditioner (4.35) shows in Figure 6.23a the
same performance as in the uniform refined case, we conclude the mesh independence of
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Figure 6.22.: Maximum number of GMRES steps per time step over time during the solu-
tion with different finite element degrees at the approximately same number
of DOFs using (a) the proposed preconditioner (4.35) and (b) the constant
mobility preconditioner (4.45).
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Figure 6.23.: Maximum number of GMRES steps per time step over time during the solu-
tion with different finite element degrees and adaptive mesh refinement using
(a) the proposed preconditioner (4.35) and (b) the constant mobility precon-
ditioner (4.45).

our preconditioner even for locally refined meshes. Instead, for the constant mobility pre-
conditioner (4.45) solely the adaptive fourth-order finite element method solved the model
problem until the final simulation time, with the maximum iteration number less than the
saturation level. While for the adaptive solver based on second- and third-order elements
the GMRES method failed to converge at the initiation of phase separation, the solution
with the adaptive linear finite element method exceeded a reasonable wall-clock time.

These observations are in agreement with the numerical study of the preconditioner for
the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation in Subsection 6.1.2. In particular, we note that for our
proposed preconditioner (4.35) the maximum number of GMRES steps (< 200) is smaller
than the chosen size of the Arnoldi basis (= 300) such that we avoid the restart of the
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GMRES method.

6.2.2. Azimuthal Symmetric Solution Approach
The spherical symmetry assumption was previously used to reduce the computational effort
for the numerical solution of the phase-field model (3.19). However, under this assumption
characteristic material properties, like the strong anisotropy of LFP, cannot be captured.
Therefore we assume in this subsection an azimuthal symmetric solution to reduce the
computational effort, while allowing the incorporation of anisotropic material properties.
Finally, we study the functionality of our parallel matrix-free finite element solver for the
solution of the model equations particularly with anisotropic mobility and interfacial en-
ergy coefficient.

Note, for the following experiments we increase the interfacial energy coefficient κ by
the factor ten, such that the minimal mesh width enlarges. The modification of the material
parameters is a critical issue, however, in literature the value of the interfacial energy coef-
ficient is varying, see for example [59, 150, 155]. Moreover, in this thesis we focus on the
functionality of our matrix-free finite element solver, which can in future be employed for
the simulation of more realistic application cases.

Azimuthal Symmetry Under the assumption of an azimuthal symmetric solution, we
reduce the computational domain to the two-dimensional half circle Ω =

{
x ∈ R2 : |x| ≤

1 and x1 ≥ 0
}

, see Figure B.2, where we create additionally to the curved boundary,
representing the particle surface Γext =

{
x ∈ R2 : |x| = 1 and x1 > 0

}
, an artificial

boundary in the pole axis Γ0 =
{
x ∈ R2 : |x| ≤ 1 and x1 = 0

}
. The rotation of

the computational domain around the pole axis links it to the original three-dimensional
particle domain. To preserve the azimuthal symmetry we impose homogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions at the artificial boundary on the pole axis

∇c · n = N · n = 0 on (0, tf)× Γ0. (6.17)

We translate the azimuthal symmetry into the discrete finite element formulation by using
a modified quadrature weight as discussed in Appendix B.2.2.

Isotropic Material Properties In the first experiment under the assumption of az-
imuthal symmetry we consider the isotropic case and solved the model equations numeri-
cally on a uniform mesh (ncells = 4096) with fourth-order finite elements (Nx = 131 842)
and the variable-step, variable-order time integration scheme within two days with 20 MPI
ranks on the Skylake partition. We start from the constant initial concentration c0 = 0.1
and simulate the lithiation of an electrode particle until the particle is approximately filled
at the final time tf = 0.89. Further, to obtain a more structured solution, we increase the
applied lithium flux to Next = 10C.

In Figure 6.24 we depict snapshots of the normalized concentration during the lithium
insertion. Starting from the constant initial concentration (Figure 6.24a), the phase separa-
tion is initiated by the formation of several lithium rich bubbles at the particle surface (Fig-
ure 6.24b). During a fast rearrangement stage the pure phases at the equilibrium concen-
trations cα and cβ are evolved and two lithium rich bubbles at the north and the south pole
remain. As further lithium enters, the phase transitions are migrating (Figure 6.24c) until
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(a) t = 0.000

SOC = 0.100

(b) t = 0.035

SOC = 0.135

(c) t = 0.400

SOC = 0.500

(d) t = 0.787

SOC = 0.887

(e) t = 0.890

SOC = 0.990
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Figure 6.24.: Normalized lithium concentration in an isotropic electrode particle at char-
acteristic time steps during lithium insertion. (a) Initial state. (b) Initiation of
phase separation. (c) Half filled particle. (d) Vanishing of lithium poor phase.
(e) Completely filled particle.

they meet at the equator and merge (Figure 6.24d). Finally, the lithium poor phase gets
occupied by the lithium rich phase and the phase transition decays. In the end, the particle
is completely filled by a homogeneous lithium rich phase (Figure 6.24e).

The occurrence of the lithium rich bubbles during phase separation is totally in contrast
to expected core-shell scenario in the spherical symmetric case. However, the break up of
the core-shell structure is in agreement with results reported by Zhang and Kamlah [170].

As mentioned in [173], larger lithium fluxes might recover the core-shell scenario. In-
stead, for lower lithium fluxes Next < 10C we observe a random behavior during the phase
separation stage. Initially also several lithium rich bubbles are formed at the surface, but
then some of the bubbles absorb the others until only a single bubble remains. In particular,
this behavior might be enforced by the usage of spatial adaptivity, which is the reason for
us to disable this component of our adaptive solution algorithm for these simulations.

In addition to the numerical solution we plot in Figure 6.25 the time step sizes with the
used orders and the maximum number of GMRES steps per time step.

In contrast to the spherical symmetric case, the time step size is varying strongly in phase
separation stage to accurately capture the formation and rearrangement of the lithium rich
bubbles. During the two-phase diffusion state we create large computational savings by a
large time step size. In the end the adaptive time integration scheme reduces the time step
size for the merging of the two bubbles and the final decay of the phase transition. For the
computation of the initial steps we have used the time step size τ = 10−10 and solved the
whole insertion process with 1420 time steps.

Further, our proposed matrix-free preconditioner (4.35) is also suited for the solution of
the phase-field model equations (3.19) in the higher dimensional case. For the maximum
number of GMRES steps per time step we observe in Figure 6.25b the relation to the
varying time steps size and the discussed evolution of the phase transition morphology. In
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Figure 6.25.: (a) Time step size with used order and (b) maximum number of GMRES
iterations per time step over time for the azimuthal symmetric, isotropic case.

particular, we note that the maximum number of iterations does not exceed the size of the
Arnoldi basis, so there is no need to restart the GMRES method. However, different to the
spherical symmetric case, the overall maximum number of iterations is reached during the
two-phase diffusion state.

Anisotropic Material Properties Next we come the simulation of phase separation
during lithium insertion into electrode particles with anisotropic material properties. The
model equations, discussed in Chapter 3, include already the necessary terms, such that
we only need to specify the tensor-valued mobility D and interfacial energy coefficient K.
Note, however, that we assume an azimuthal symmetric solution and thus cannot describe
the correct anisotropy of LFP with one-dimensional tunnels. Instead, we follow the gen-
eral form of the three-dimensional tensors from [134, 174] and adapt it to our azimuthal
symmetry assumption. With the scalar diffusion coefficient D > 0 and the increased in-
terfacial energy coefficient κ > 0 as for the previous isotropic case, we use the following
two-dimensional tensors for anisotropy

D̂ = D

(
1 0

0 100

)
, K̂ = κ

(
1 0

0 100

)
, (6.18)

and replace the arising integrals according to∫
Ω

∇v ·K∇w dx ⇝ 2π

∫
Ωc

(
K̂1,1∂xv∂xw + K̂2,2∂zv∂zw

)
r sin(θ) dx, (6.19)

with v, w : Ω ⊂ R3 → R, compare Appendix B.2.2.
Although this numerical experiment does not incorporate the anisotropy of LFP cor-

rectly, it is a proof of concept and demonstrates the capabilities of our matrix-free finite
element solver for the solution of the model equations (3.19) with anisotropic parameters.

As for the isotropic experiment we start from the constant initial concentration c0 = 0.1
and simulate the lithium insertion with the applied uniform flux Next = 10C until the
time tf = 0.89. With the same spatial discretization our solver takes one day with 20 MPI
ranks on the Skylake partition.
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(a) t = 0.000

SOC = 0.100

(b) t = 0.031

SOC = 0.131

(c) t = 0.403

SOC = 0.503

(d) t = 0.789
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(e) t = 0.890
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Figure 6.26.: Normalized lithium concentration in an anisotropic electrode particle at char-
acteristic time steps during lithium insertion. (a) Initial state. (b) Initiation of
phase separation. (c) Half filled particle. (d) Vanishing of lithium poor phase.
(e) Completely filled particle.

The snapshots of the normalized lithium concentration, depicted in Figure 6.26, show the
evolution of the phase transformation during lithium insertion. Opposed to the isotropic
case, the initiation of phase separation is triggered at the particle surface in the point,
where the outer normal vector points in the direction of the smallest mobility. As we as-
sume D̂1,1 ≪ D̂2,2, the phase transition emerges as orthogonal front to the x-axis (Fig-
ure 6.26b). The further lithiation drives the pure phases to their equilibrium concentrations
and push the planar phase transition front towards the center (Figure 6.26c–d) until the
phase transition decays and the particle is completely filled (Figure 6.26e).

In contrast to the isotropic case, the formation and movement of the phase transition is
governed by the strong anisotropy of the model parameters. The observation of an aligned
phase transition, which migrates into the direction of the smallest mobility, is in qualitative
agreement with the numerical experiment in Zhao et al. [174].

Furthermore, we observe that the variation of the externally applied lithium flux Next ∈
{1, 10, 100, 1000} does not influence the general phase transition morphology.

Finally, we inspect the time step sizes with the used orders and the maximum number of
GMRES steps per time step in Figure 6.27.

Compared to the isotropic case with the complex phase separation stage, the separation
process for anisotropic parameters is simplified by the triggered evolution of the phase
transition. Thus only the initiation and the decay have to be tracked with sufficiently small
time step sizes, see Figure 6.27a. The simplified phase transformation is also reflected
in the number of time steps. While the isotropic simulation was solved with 1420 steps,
the adaptive time integration uses for the anisotropic simulation 501 steps only. Thereby
both simulations used the same initial time step size τ = 10−10. In particular, we note the
similarity of the time step size profile to the spherical symmetric case.

Additionally, in Figure 6.27b we observe the relation of the maximum iteration numbers
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Figure 6.27.: (a) Time step size with used order and (b) maximum number of GMRES
iterations per time step over time for the azimuthal symmetric, anisotropic
case.

per time step to the varying time step size during the initiation and the decay of the phase
transition. Further, the maximum number is even smaller compared to the isotropic case.
Hence, we conclude for our proposed matrix-free preconditioner (4.35) the functionality,
even with anisotropic mobility.
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7. Chemical-Mechanical Coupling

The content of this chapter represents an adapted version of our article [44].
After the introduction from our article [44, Sect. 1] in Section 7.1, we present the coupled

chemical-mechanical model in a form adapted to this thesis in Section 7.2. Following, in
Section 7.3 we focus on the spatial discretization of the model equations and describe
the differences to the previously explained adaptive solution algorithm from Section 4.3.
Then in Section 7.4 we give an extended discussion of the simulation results, including the
additional Figures 7.8, 7.12 and 7.13. Finally, in Section 7.5 we summarize the key findings
as stated in the conclusion of our article [44, Sect. 5].

7.1. Introduction

The decarbonization of society requires efficient storage of energy for portable, mobile,
and stationary applications, e. g., stabilization of power grids based on fluctuating renew-
able energy sources. A promising approach for this challenge are electrochemical storage
systems in the form of batteries. For mobile applications, lithium-ion batteries are the state
of the art technology as they comprise high energy density and good cyclability [6]. Im-
proving the performance of lithium-ion batteries is thus key towards a green future.

A critical issue limiting the performance and lifetime of lithium-ion batteries is the cou-
pling of chemistry and mechanics inside the battery active particles. The lithium uptake
of the host material leads to volume mismatch inside the particles. This causes mechani-
cal stress, which eventually leads to particle fracture and thereby capacity loss [111, 158].
In turn, the mechanical stress influences the diffusion of lithium inside the host [47, 131,
157,158,160]. These effects are especially pronounced for phase separating materials, e. g.,
lithium manganese oxide spinel LixMn2O4 (LMO), lithium iron phosphate LixFePO4 (LFP)
and group IV elements (silicon, germanium and tin), which form a lithium poor and a
lithium rich phase during battery operation [56, 144, 146, 147, 149, 159, 172].

Physical models extend our understanding of the chemical-mechanical coupling and the
phase separation within the electrode particles. The Cahn–Hilliard theory [37, 38] pro-
vides a framework to consistently describe diffusion and phase separation based on a
free energy functional. By extending this free energy functional for mechanical contri-
butions, a consistent description of the chemical-mechanical coupling emerges. Several
groups implemented these models to describe the lithiation of silicon [46, 112, 113, 163],
LixMn2O4 [85,149,167,169], LixFePO4 [48,59,116,138,150,168–170] or the sodiation of
NaxFePO4 [168–170].

However, phase-field models are computationally demanding, which impedes their ap-
plication in simulations of full cells. The geometric nonlinearity of large deformations
and the higher order differential operators impose a numerical challenge. Additionally, the
quasi instantaneous formation and comparable slow migration of an almost sharp phase
transition causes a strong variation of the spatial and temporal scales. Thus, the accurate
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solution of the model equations requires a high spatial and temporal resolution and many
large linear systems to solve.

In literature similar phase-field models coupling chemical-mechanical intercalation pro-
cesses were already discussed [46,59,84,85,112,113,149,150,156,167–170,173,174]. To
overcome the numerical challenge caused by the higher order differential operators, often-
times a mixed formulation was considered, introducing a new solution variable and split-
ting the equations into two second-order equations [46, 59, 84, 85, 112, 113, 149, 150, 167–
170]. In contrast [156, 173, 174] treated the fourth-order derivative straightforward using
the isogeometric analysis. However, only marginally advanced numerical techniques like
adaptivity were used to overcome the heterogeneities in spatial and temporal scale [170].

In this work, we develop a phase-field model for phase separating electrode materials
coupling chemistry, mechanics and phase separation consistently with a common free en-
ergy functional. We consider a mixed formulation of the model equations and present a
convergent, space and time adaptive, higher order finite element solver with a fully im-
plicit, variable-step, variable-order time integration scheme. Due to the adaptive solution
algorithm we create large computational savings, which allows us to perform numerical
experiments in crucial parameter regimes efficiently.

7.2. Model Development
In this section, we derive a phase-field model to describe the chemical-mechanical coupling
in phase transforming materials. First, we discuss the different deformations of the particle.
Afterwards, we state a phase-field model accounting for the phase separation of the mate-
rial. From this phase-field model, we consistently derive equations to describe mechanics
and chemistry.

Note, in this chapter we add the mechanical coupling to the already discussed phase
separation model form Chapter 3. For completeness of the model derivation we recall
here some equations, which we already introduced for the phase separation model in Sec-
tion 3.2.

7.2.1. Deformation
During battery operation, the particle deforms from its initial (reference) configuration Ω0

to the current configuration Ω as shown in Figure 7.1. We describe this process with the de-
formation gradient F = ∂x/∂X0, which corresponds to the mapping of a point X0 ∈ Ω0

from the reference configuration to a point x ∈ Ω in the current configuration. The dis-
placement u : R≥0 ×Ω0 → Rd is incorporated in this mapping F : Rd,d → Rd,d according
to

F(∇u) = Id+∇u, (7.1)

with the identity matrix Id [30,82]. We multiplicatively split the deformation according to

F = FelFch, (7.2)

into a chemical part Fch, caused by lithium uptake of the host material, and an elastic part
Fel, caused by mechanical stress. We assume an isotropic and linear chemical expansion
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Reference
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Reference Configuration
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Figure 7.1.: The particle first deforms chemically Fch then elastically Fel, leading to the
overall deformation F.

of the host material with rising lithium content according to

Fch(c) = λch(c)Id with λch(c) =
3
√
1 + vcmaxc . (7.3)

Here, v > 0 denotes the partial molar volume of lithium inside the host material and
c = c/cmax the normalized lithium concentration, with the maximum lithium concentration
of the host material cmax. In the following subsections, we derive the balance equations in
the nondeforming reference configuration Ω0.

7.2.2. Phase-Field Model
Free Energy Density

We derive a thermodynamically consistent model based on a free energy density ψ : [0, 1]×
Rd × Rd,d → R, which guarantees a strictly positive entropy production [125]. The
free energy density consists of three parts, the chemical ψch : [0, 1] → R and interfacial
part ψint : R

d → R, already introduced in (3.2) and (3.5), and an additional part for the
elastic free energy ψel : [0, 1]×Rd,d → R [46, 59, 149, 168]

ψ(z,p,S) = ψch(z) + ψint(p) + ψel(z,S), (7.4)

where the formal arguments z ∈ [0, 1], p ∈ Rd and S ∈ Rd,d represent respectively
the normalized concentration c, the gradient of the normalized concentration ∇c and the
Jacobian of the displacement ∇u : R≥0 × Ω0 → Rd,d.

The chemical free energy density ψch has the form

ψch(c) = RTcmax

[
α1c+

α2

2
c2 + c log(c) + (1− c) log(1− c)

]
, (7.5)

equal to (3.2), depending on the normalized lithium concentration c = c/cmax with the
maximum lithium concentration of the host material cmax, the universal gas constant R and
the operation temperature T in Kelvin. The first two terms account for the energetic con-
tributions from the interaction of lithium ions with the host material (α1) and other lithium
ions (α2) [77,84,168]. The third and fourth term describes the entropic contributions based
on a solid solution approach. These interactions lead to a double well potential as illustrated
in Figure 7.2 with two stable phases α and β [84, 149, 168].
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cα cβ

ψch

Li-poor Li-poor/-rich Li-rich

Figure 7.2.: Upon lithium uptake, the particle separates into a lithium poor α-phase and a
lithium rich β-phase. The normalized lithium concentrations cα and cβ of the
respective phase is set by the minima of the double well potential.

The interfacial energy functional

ψint(∇c) =
1

2
RTcmaxκ|∇c|2, (7.6)

according to the isotropic version of (3.5), gives rise to a separation of these phases. We
recall (3.7), that the interfacial energy coefficient κ determines the magnitude of the inter-
facial energy and thereby the interface thickness s [38] according to

s = (cβ − cα)

√
κ

2△ψch
, (7.7)

with the normalized equilibrium concentrations of the lithium poor cα and lithium rich
phase cβ . The excess free energy density △ψch is defined as the difference of the nor-
malized chemical free energy density ψ = ψ/RTcmax at (cα + cβ)/2 and the normalized
chemical free energy density obtained as mixture of the α and β phases [173]

△ψch = ψch

(
cα + cβ

2

)
− 1

2

(
ψch(cα) + ψch(cβ)

)
. (7.8)

We describe the elastic energy inside the host material with an elastic approach [30, 82]

ψel(c,∇u) =
1

2
Eel(c,∇u) : CEel(c,∇u) with CEel = λ tr(Eel)Id+ 2GEel, (7.9)

where λ = 2Gν/(1− 2ν) and G = EH/
(
2(1 + ν)

)
are the Lamé constants, which depend

on the elastic modulus EH and Poisson’s ratio ν of the host material.
We define the elastic strain tensor Eel : [0, 1]×Rd,d → Rd,d as the difference of total and

stress-free chemical strain

Eel =
1

2
(C−Cch) with C = FTF and Cch = FT

chFch. (7.10)

Based on this free energy density, we proceed to derive constitutive equations to describe
the coupling of chemistry and mechanics.
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Chemistry

The lithium concentration inside the host changes over time due to a gradient in the lithium
flux N

∂tc = −∇·N . (7.11)

Note, that we assume the lithium transport to be driven by a flux N , which is defined
in the reference configuration. This assumption might be justified for materials like LFP
for which our simulations show a volume expansion of about six percent. However, this
assumption might not be valid for a more realistic description of materials like silicon,
which can undergo a volume expansion of about 300 percent, compare [46,163]. In such a
case the lithium transport has to be considered in the current configuration, which leads to
a modified lithium transport equation, as for example in [163, 174].

At the particle boundary, we apply a uniform and constant external flux Next. As de-
scribed in (3.16), we measure this flux in terms of the C-rate, which describes the hours it
takes to fully charge the particle, tcycle = 1/C-rate. The external flux in C is transformed to
SI units by

|Next|
[
molm−2 s−1

]
=

1h

3600 s

cmax

AV
Next [C] (7.12)

with the specific surface AV = S/V in m2m−3. Using the C-rate, we obtain the State of
Charge (SOC) of the particle as in (3.18) by

SOC =
1

V

∫
Ω0

c dX0 = c0 +Next [C] · t[h], (7.13)

with the normalized initial concentration c0.
Inside the particle, a gradient in the chemical potential µ drives the lithium flux according

to

N = −m(c)∇µ, (7.14)

with the isotropic mobility m : [0, 1] → R of the lithium atoms inside the host material.
Following [59], we define the mobility as

m(c) =
Dcmax

RT
c(1− c), (7.15)

with the diffusion coefficient D > 0 of lithium atoms inside the host material. This
isotropic and scalar version of the mobility is also covered by the more general expres-
sion (3.12).

We determine the chemical potential as variational derivative of the system’s free energy
Ψ =

∫
Ω0
ψ dX0 with respect to the lithium concentration c [79]

µ = ∂zψ
(
c,∇c,∇u

)
−∇·∂pψ

(
c,∇c,∇u

)
= ∂zψch(c) + ∂zψel

(
c,∇u

)
−∇·∂pψint

(
∇c
)

= RT

[
α1 + α2c+ log

(
c

1− c

)
− κ∆c

]
− v

3λch
tr(CEel),

(7.16)

where the first part coincides with the isotropic version of the chemical potential (3.13) for
the phase-field model without elasticity.
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Mechanics

Mechanical stresses arise inside the host material due to large deformations during lithia-
tion. We describe the mechanics with the momentum balance in the reference configuration
Ω0

∇·P(c,∇u) = 0, (7.17)

which neglects body and inertial forces. Here P = det(F)σF−T denotes the first Piola–
Kirchhoff stress tensor, which is the transformation of the Cauchy stress σ : R≥0 × Ω0 →
Rd,d to the reference configuration. We determine the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress ten-
sor P : [0, 1] × Rd,d → Rd,d thermodynamically consistent as the partial derivative of the
free energy with respect to the deformation gradient F [82]

P = ∂Fψ = FCEel. (7.18)

7.3. Numerical Treatment

In this section we first state the mathematical problem by summarizing all normalized
equations of the phase-field model in an initial boundary value problem. Afterwards, we
describe the discretization of the coupled chemical-mechanical model equations from Sec-
tion 7.2 with finite elements. Finally, we point out the modifications of our adaptive solution
algorithm from Section 4.3.

7.3.1. Mathematical Problem Formulation

For the statement of the mathematical problem we assume in the following the dimension-
less form of all model equations from Section 7.2. Thereby we refer to Appendix A.2 for
the precise normalization of all quantities.

The phase-field model consists of the mixed formulation of the Cahn–Hilliard equation,
which is coupled to the momentum balance equation (7.17) for the first Piola–Kirchhoff
stress tensor through the free energy density (7.4). To simplify the model equations, we
express the stress and strain tensors P, Eel as well as the deformation gradient F in terms
of the displacement u. We thus rely on the normalized concentration c, the chemical po-
tential µ and the displacement u as variables and recover the stress in a postprocessing
step.

The resulting dimensionless initial boundary value problem then reads as:

Problem 4. Let tf > 0 be the final simulation time and Ω0 ⊂ R3 be the bounded do-
main representing the reference configuration of an electrode particle. Find the normalized
lithium concentration c : [0, tf] × Ω0 → [0, 1], the chemical potential µ : [0, tf] × Ω0 → R
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and the displacement u : [0, tf]× Ω0 → R3, up to rigid body motions, satisfying

∂tc = ∇·
(
m(c)∇µ

)
in (0, tf)× Ω0,

µ = ∂zψch(c) + ∂zψel(c,∇u)− κ∆c in (0, tf)× Ω0,

∇·P(c,∇u) = 0 in (0, tf)× Ω0,

∇c · n = 0 on (0, tf)× ∂Ω0,

m(c)∇µ · n = −Next on (0, tf)× ∂Ω0,

P(c,∇u) · n = 0 on (0, tf)× ∂Ω0,

c(0, · ) = c0 in Ω0,

(7.19)

where we assume an initial condition c0 consistent with the boundary conditions.

7.3.2. Numerical Solution Method

We solve the initial boundary value problem (7.19) with a straightforwardly extended ver-
sion of our previously discussed discretization scheme, which we presented in Chapter 4 of
this thesis. Thus, we discuss here only the differences to the numerical solution algorithm
from Chapter 4.

Space and Time Discretization

To derive the spatial discrete formulation, we first multiply the partial differential equations
of (7.19) with test functions and integrate over the reference domain Ω0. Integration by
parts yields the weak formulation with the solutions c, µ ∈ V := H1(Ω0) and u ∈ V ∗ :=
H1

∗ (Ω0;R
3). The space V ∗ incorporates appropriate displacement constraints, which will

be specified later for the precise application case in Subsection 7.4.1.
For the application of the isoparametric Lagrangian finite element method [30] we re-

place the domain Ω0 of the reference configuration by a computational domain Ωh, which
we assume to be a polytop with appropriate boundary approximation of curved bound-
aries. Next, we choose an admissible mesh Th of the computational domain Ωh and assume
Vh ⊂ V and V ∗

h ⊂ V ∗ to be finite dimensional Lagrangian finite element spaces with bases{
φi ∈ Vh : i = 1, . . . , Nx

}
and

{
ξi ∈ V ∗

h : i = 1, . . . , 3Nx

}
. Now for t ∈ [0, tf] we

seek ch(t, · ) ∈ Vh ∩
{
ch ∈ [0, 1]

}
, µh(t, · ) ∈ Vh and uh(t, · ) ∈ V ∗

h to be solutions of the
spatial discrete system
(
φi, ∂tch

)
= −

(
m(ch)∇φi,∇µh

)
−
(
φi, Next

)
∂Ω0

,

0 = −
(
φj, µh

)
+
(
φj, ∂zψch(ch) + ∂zψel(ch,∇uh)

)
+ κ
(
∇φj,∇ch

)
,

0 = −
(
∇ξk,P(ch,∇uh)

)
,

(7.20)

for all i, j = 1, . . . , Nx and k = 1, . . . , 3Nx. We insert the finite element ansatz, namely
the basis representation of the solution variables

ch(t, x) =
Nx∑
i=1

ci(t)φi(x), µh(t, x) =
Nx∑
i=1

µi(t)φi(x), uh(t, x) =
3Nx∑
i=1

ui(t)ξi(x),

(7.21)
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and gather the time-dependent coefficients in a common vector-valued function

y : [0, tf] → R(2+3)Nx , t 7→ y(t) =
[
(ci(t))i, (µi(t))i, (ui(t))i

]T
, (7.22)

such that we can reformulate the spatially discrete problem (7.20) as general nonlinear
differential algebraic equation (DAE): Find y : [0, tf] → R5Nx satisfying

M∂ty = f(t,y) for t ∈ (0, tf], y(0) = y0. (7.23)

The mass matrix M of the DAE is singular with its only nonzero block entry M11 =[
(φi, φj)

]
ij

denoting the mass matrix of the finite element space Vh. The right hand side is
defined according to the weak formulation (7.20): With y related to ch, µh, uh as described,
we have f : [0, tf]×R5Nx → R5Nx

f(t,y) :=

 −Km(ch)µh −N ext

−Mµh +Ψch(ch) +Ψel(ch,∇uh) + κK1ch

−Σ(ch,∇uh)

 , (7.24)

with the matrices

M =
[
(φi, φj)

]
ij
, K1 =

[(
∇φi,∇φj

)]
ij
, Km(ch) =

[(
m(ch)∇φi,∇φj

)]
ij
, (7.25)

and the vectors for the nonlinearities and the boundary condition

Ψch(ch) =
[(
φi, ∂zψch(ch)

)]
i
, Ψel(ch,∇uh) =

[(
φi, ∂zψel(ch,∇uh)

)]
i
,

(7.26)

Σ(ch,∇uh) =
[(
∇ξi,P(ch,∇uh)

)]
i
, N ext =

[(
φi, Next

)
∂Ω0

]
i
. (7.27)

The temporal discretization of the resulting DAE (7.23) is then performed with the
NDF(k) methods, as discussed in Subsection 4.1.2.

Space and Time Adaptive Algorithm

For the numerical solution of the chemical-mechanical problem (7.19) we employ an adap-
tive solution algorithm, which is essentially identical to the Algorithm 1 discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3, however, it differs in two steps.

Firstly, in Line 2, we solve the fully discrete problem for the discrete solution yn+1. For
the solution of the nonlinear algebraic system we employ the Newton–Raphson method,
but we solve the linearized systems with the LU-decomposition instead of a precondi-
tioned GMRES method. We replace the iterative solver by the direct solver, because we
have no suitable preconditioner for the coupled problem. Consequently, to use the LU-
decomposition we have to rely on the matrix-based implementation. However, the recent
application of the deal.II matrix-free framework to solid mechanics problems, for exam-
ple in [53], suggests to develop a matrix-free solver for the coupled chemical-mechanical
problem in future.

Secondly, in Line 3, we measure the spatial regularity using a gradient recovery estima-
tor. As we solve the coupled problem (7.19) additionally for the displacement, we add the
local estimates for the displacement to the global estimate

estx :=

(∑
Q∈Th

η2Q

)1/2

with η2Q := η2Q(ch) + η2Q(µh) + η2Q(uh). (7.28)
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7.4. Numerical Experiments

In the following section we present and discuss the results of our numerical experiments
obtained with the adaptive finite element solver from Section 7.3 for the model developed
in Section 7.2. Therefore we first specify the simulation setup in Subsection 7.4.1. The
discussion of the results is then split into a physical analysis in Subsection 7.4.2 and a
numerical analysis of the efficiency in Subsection 7.4.3.

7.4.1. Simulation Setup

Throughout the numerical experiments we apply the so far generally derived formalism to
the lithiation of a LFP electrode particle [48,59,116,138,150,168–170] with the normalized
model parameters given in Table A.3.

As an exemplary particle geometry we consider a spherical electrode particle and assume
a spherical symmetric solution. Thus the three-dimensional geometry reduces to the radial
direction. A final two-dimensional example will demonstrate the capabilities and superior
efficiency of our numerical solution method.

(a)

Ω0Γ0 Γext

(b)

Γ0,y

Γ0,x

Γext

Ω0

Figure 7.3.: (a) One-dimensional radial particle domain and (b) two-dimensional quarter
domain of the cross-section of a spheroidal particle.

In the following we define the additional boundary conditions for both geometries based
on symmetry arguments and briefly discuss some further implementation details.

Spherical Symmetry The computational domain becomes the one-dimensional unit
interval Ω0 = (0, 1), representing a radial line from the particle center Γ0 = {0} to the
surface Γext = {1}, see Figure 7.3a. At the artificial boundary in the particle center we
assume a natural boundary condition for the concentration, a no-flux condition for the
lithium flux and fix the radial displacement:

∇c · n = 0, N · n = 0, u = 0 on (0, tf)× Γ0. (7.29)

We translate the spherical symmetry into the discrete finite element formulation by using
the modified quadrature weight dX0 = 4πr2 dr, compare Appendix B.2.1. Assuming
spherical symmetry and a constant initial concentration c0, an appropriate starting value
for the Newton–Raphson method at the first time step is given by c0, the constant chemical
potential µ0 = ∂zψch(c0) and the stress-free radial displacement u0(r) = r

(
λch(c0)− 1

)
.
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Spheroidal Electrode Particle We consider the quarter of the cross-section of a
spheroidal particle (quarter of an ellipse) with a fraction of the semi-axes 1 : 0.6, see
Figure 7.3b, inspired by Di Leo et al. [59]. We generate two flat boundaries Γ0,x and Γ0,y

at the semi-axes and one curved boundary Γext representing the particle surface, which we
approximate with an isoparametric mapping. On the semi-axes we assume natural bound-
ary conditions for the concentration and a vanishing lithium flux. The displacement on
the semi-axes is only allowed in the radial direction. Summing up we have the following
artificial boundary conditions

∇c · n = 0 on (0, tf)× Γ0,

N · n = 0, on (0, tf)× Γ0,

uy = 0 on (0, tf)× Γ0,x,

ux = 0 on (0, tf)× Γ0,y.
(7.30)

For this geometry we initialize the Newton–Raphson method at the first time step with the
given constant initial concentration c0 along with µ0 = 0 and u0 = 0.

Mesh Width For the accurate resolution of the phase transition we distribute at least ten
degrees of freedom (DOFs) in the interfacial zone. Following Equation (7.7) we determine
the dimensionless interface thickness s ≈ 0.02 for the normalized LFP parameters from
Table A.3. Thus we obtain the estimate h < 0.02 p/10 for the minimal mesh width, know-
ing that for a p-th order Lagrangian finite element method the approximate distance of two
DOFs is about h/p.

Solver Parameters We employ fourth-order isoparametric Lagrangian finite elements
for all numerical experiments. In addition we use for the adaptive space and time algorithm
the tolerances RelTolt = RelTolx = 10−5, AbsTolt = AbsTolx = 10−8 and the marking
parameters for local coarsening θc = 0.05 and refinement θr = 0.5. Solely for the simu-
lation to Figure 7.5 we deviate and use a uniform mesh (h = 2−7), because the strongly
varying C-rates would require different tolerances for spatial adaptivity.

Implementation We implement the numerical methods described in Section 7.3 as C++
code based on the functionalities of the finite element library deal.II [13] and the LU-
decomposition of [52]. We execute the simulations on a laptop pc with 4GB RAM and an
Intel i5-4200U CPU with 1.6GHz. For the two-dimensional simulation, we instead use a
node of a cluster with 96GB RAM and 20 Intel Xeon Silver 4114 CPUs with 2.2GHz. To
speedup the computational time, we enable shared memory parallelization for the assembly
of the system matrices, residuals and spatial estimates.

7.4.2. Chemomechanics

In this subsection, we analyze the relationship between phase separation and mechanical
stress. We start by investigating the stress evolution during lithiation. Afterwards, we look
at the development of the maximum stress inside the particle for different charging rates.
We then analyze the influence of the interface properties on the mechanical stress and
conclude with the investigation of the chemical potential during charging and discharging.
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Figure 7.4.: Concentration (top) and radial σr, tangential σϕ, and hydrostatic stresses σh

(bottom) inside the particle at three characterizing SOCs for lithium insertion.
(a/d) Initiation of phase separation. (b/e) Migration of the phase transition. (c/f)
Vanishing of the phase transition.

Lithium Insertion

In Figure 7.4, we see the normalized concentration c and the radial σr, tangential σϕ as
well as hydrostatic stress σh = 1/3σr + 2/3σϕ inside the particle during lithium insertion
with Next = 1C. We observe three different states throughout lithiation. First, for SOC ≲
0.2, the particle exhibits only a single phase and the stress magnitude is low. Second, for
0.2 ≲ SOC ≲ 0.9, the particle separates into a lithium poor phase and a lithium rich
phase. Figure 7.4a shows the emergence of both phases, which develop to the concentration
distribution shown in Figure 7.4b. Along the phase boundary, a sharp transition of the
concentration and the hydrostatic stress from tensile (lithium poor phase) to compressive
(lithium rich phase) occurs. Third, if SOC ≳ 0.9, the lithiation of the lithium poor phase
sets in and the phase boundary vanishes, as shown in Figure 7.4c. The stress in the lithium
poor part remains tensile whereas the stress in the lithium rich part vanishes.

We observe a tensile stress in the lithium rich phase and a compressive stress in the
lithium poor phase, because the different degrees of lithiation cause a volume mismatch
inside the particle. The elastic deformation compensates this trend by compressing the
lithium rich phase and expanding the lithium poor phase. This leads to a sharp drop of
the tangential stress σϕ from tensile to compressive at the interface. The radial stress σr,
in contrast, shows a continuous transition across the interface to fulfill the mechanical
equilibrium.

Comparing our results for the mechanical stress with literature, we see that the radial
and the tangential stresses are in excellent qualitative agreement with Walk et al. [149].
Likewise, the hydrostatic stress shows the same qualitative behavior as in Zhang and Kam-
lah [168–170].
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Maximum Stress

Variation of the C-rate The maximum arising stress is of interest to analyze plasticity
and fracture inside the particle. In Figure 7.5 we thus present the maximum stress for
different SOC and charging rates. Figure 7.5a shows the absolute value of the maximum
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Figure 7.5.: (a) Maximal hydrostatic stress over SOC for different lithium insertion rates
and (b) maximal hydrostatic stress in the whole particle over applied C-rate
coded with the same colors in both figures.

hydrostatic stress |σh,max| inside the particle during charging with various C-rates. Again,
we identify the three distinct states (SOC ≲ 0.2, 0.2 ≲ SOC ≲ 0.9, 0.9 ≲ SOC). For low
C-rates, the stress vanishes in the first and third state, which correspond to a purely lithium
poor, respective rich phase. In the second state, however, a large hydrostatic stress emerges
with two maxima at the single phase separation (SOC ≈ 0.2), respective formation (SOC
≈ 0.9), and a minimum in between. For higher C-rates, the end point of the simulation is
shifted towards lower SOC. Moreover, the first phase (SOC ≲ 0.2) is less homogeneous
and exhibits high stresses. In Figure 7.5b, we plot the maximum stress over the applied C-
rate. We see, that the stress approaches a constant value of |σh,total| ≈ 2.13GPa for quasi-
static charging, i. e., a vanishing C-rate. This stress is largely constant for low C-rates, but
increases to a maximum of |σh,total| ≈ 2.3GPa at Next = 100C. For higher C-rates, we first
see a decrease to |σh,total| ≈ 1.7GPa at Next = 500C, followed by a continuous increase
with rising Next.

As already discussed in Figure 7.4, inhomogeneous lithiation causes volume mismatches
and thereby mechanical stress. For single phases, the concentration is distributed evenly for
C-rates up to 100 C, because Fo ≫ 1. When the C-rate increases further, the lithium con-
centration becomes less homogeneous and thus gives rise to a hydrostatic stress, which
increases with the C-rate. Upon the initial phase separation (SOC ≈ 0.2), a large com-
pressive stress arises in the outer lithium rich phase. This stress decreases with increasing
SOC, because the size of the lithium rich phase approaches that of the lithium poor phase.
Thereby, each element of the lithium poor phase is stretched further, while each element
of the lithium rich phase is compressed less. At SOC ≈ 0.5, compressive and tensile stress
are equally large, leading to the observed minimum in Figure 7.5a. For higher SOC, the
tensile stress in the particle center is the maximum absolute stress. This stress further in-
creases with decreasing size of the lithium poor phase, until the phase ultimately vanishes
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at SOC ≈ 0.9.
The charging rate affects the maximum stress only weakly below Next = 1C (Fig-

ure 7.5b), because the phases are homogeneously lithiated due to Fo ≫ 1. The sharp
decrease in maximum stress for 100C < Next < 500C comes from the premature end of
the simulation. Thereby, the stress no longer reaches its maximum at SOC = 0.9 and thus
decreases until the compressive stress at the phase separation, SOC ≈ 0.2, is the maximum
stress. Higher charging currents Next > 500C cause larger concentration gradients in the
lithium poor phase (SOC < 0.2) causing a high hydrostatic stress in this regime.

Our results for the maximum absolute stress over SOC are in good qualitative accordance
with the results of Zhang and Kamlah [168]. Likewise, the dependence of the maximum ab-
solute stress on the charging rate accords to the work of Kamlah and co-workers [85,149].
However, we see that our solver exits prematurely above 100C, as soon as the concentra-
tion reaches its maximum at the particle surface. Although 100C are well above typically
realized C-rates, we could resolve this issue by employing Butler–Volmer boundary condi-
tions instead of a constant charging rate [59, 162].

Variation of the interfacial energy coefficient Next, we analyze how the interfacial
energy parameter κ influences the hydrostatic stress at the phase boundary. In Figure 7.6a
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Figure 7.6.: (a) Phase transition and (b) maximal arising hydrostatic stresses for varying
phase-field parameter κ coded with the same colors in both figures.

we see the dependence of the concentration profile on the interfacial energy quantified by
the parameter κ for a SOC of 0.5. We observe that the phase separation becomes more
diffuse with increasing κ up to a completely homogeneous concentration at κ/L2

0 = 2 ×
10−1. In Figure 7.6b we plot the maximum resulting stress as a function of κ. We see that
the arising stress is constant for several orders of magnitude, 1×10−5 < κ/L2

0 < 5×10−2.
For larger κ, the maximum stress sharply drops until it reaches approximately zero for
κ/L2

0 = 0.115.
The interface thickness depends on the interfacial energy coefficient according to s ∼√
κ, see Equation (7.7). The total stress |σh,total| decreases with increasing interface thick-

ness s, because the volume mismatches at more diffuse interfaces are weaker. For κ/L2
0 =

0.115, the phase separation is completely suppressed, because the energy penalty ∼ κ|∇c|2
is higher than the energy gain of the separation into two phases. In this regime, the free
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energy follows the profile shown in Figure 7.2 without undergoing the spinodal decompo-
sition [85, 167].

Our concentration profiles are in good accordance with the results of Kamlah and co-
workers [85,167] and show that the interface parameter κ is critical to determine the stress
inside the particle. However, the values for κ vary throughout literature as shown in Ta-
ble 7.1.

Three-dimensional particle simulations can so far only be performed if the setting allows
less computational expenses. Thus, larger values for κ are used to increase the interface
thickness and thereby the mesh width of the underlying mesh [59,150,173,174]. Based on
Figure 7.6b, we argue that this approach underestimates the resulting stress at the interface.

Table 7.1.: Interfacial energy coefficients for different materials.
Material Source Coeff. κ / m2 Particle scale L0 / m Interface thickness s / L0

LMO [149] 7.0× 10−18 1× 10−6 6.4× 10−3

LMO [173] 4.2× 10−14 1× 10−6 5.4× 10−1

LFP [168] 8.8× 10−18 150× 10−9 2.0× 10−2

LFP [162] 8.8× 10−18 100× 10−9 3.1× 10−2

LFP [59] 2.5× 10−16 500× 10−9 5.7× 10−2

LFP [150] 2.7× 10−17 40× 10−9 1.0× 10−1
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Figure 7.7.: Hysteresis showing different chemical potentials at the particle surface (r =
L0) during lithiation and delithiation versus the state of charge. (a) Without
mechanics and (b) with mechanics.

Now, we investigate how mechanics influences the phase separation. In Figure 7.7, we
illustrate the chemical part of the chemical potential, µch = α1 + α2c + log

(
c/(1 − c)

)
in

black and the simulated chemical potential during lithiation and delithiation in red and blue,
respectively. In Figure 7.7a, we plot the hysteresis of the chemical potential without the
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mechanical effects. During lithiation, the chemical potential follows the black curve at low
states of charge and then sharply drops to a negative value at the maximum of the chemical
potential. During delithiation, the black and the red curve coincide for high states of charge
and a sharp drop towards positive values occurs at the minimum of the chemical potential.
In Figure 7.7b, we see the effects of mechanics on the chemical potential. The sharp decline
of the chemical potential is smaller and shifted behind the maximum (lithiation) respective
minimum (delithiation). Moreover, the chemical potential decreases linearly over the state
of charge instead of remaining constant.

To understand the hysteresis, we rely on the Gibbs stability criterion resulting from the
second law of thermodynamics [25, 72, 83]

∂µ

∂c
> 0. (7.31)

First, the particle lithiates to a SOC between the lithium poor phase and the lithium rich
phase, which fulfills Equation (7.31). Once the chemical potential reaches the unstable
region ∂µ/∂c < 0, the spinodal decomposition sets in and the particle spontaneously sep-
arates into a lithium poor and a lithium rich phase [168]. For delithiation, the process is
inverted, because −c instead of c increases over time. By including mechanics into this
process, we extend the chemical potential by the elastic contributions

µel = − v

3λch
tr(CEel). (7.32)

Deriving Equation (7.32) with respect to the concentration yields

∂µel

∂c
=

(
v

3λ2ch

)2

tr
(
C(Eel + 2Cch)

)
. (7.33)

The derivative is positive, if the elastic deformation is smaller than the chemical deforma-
tion, which in our case is always fulfilled. Hence, the Gibbs stability criterion (7.31) is
valid for higher SOC, so that the spinodal decomposition is shifted to higher SOC (lithi-
ation), respective lower SOC (delithiation). After the spinodal decomposition, the elastic
part of the chemical potential, Equation (7.32) keeps rising according to Equation (7.33).
Thus, we observe a linear decline of the chemical part of the chemical potential, so that the
overall chemical potential remains constant.

7.4.3. Numerical Efficiency

So far we discussed the results of the numerical experiments from a physical point of
view. In the rest of this section we discuss the numerical aspects of the solution algorithm
presented in Section 7.3. We first validate our implemented solver numerically. Then we
compare the efficiency of the adaptive algorithm to standard methods. Finally, we employ
our adaptive solver to the two-dimensional geometry.

Solver Validation

We validate our implementation by measuring the convergence of the numerical solution
for spatial and temporal refinement, respectively. Because no exact solution is known for
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this problem, we consider the L2- and H1-errors of the solution yh = [ch, µh,uh]
T to a

reference solution yr at time tf = 0.29 (SOC = 0.3), when a phase transition is present

err :=
(
||ch(tf, · )− cr(tf, · )||2

+ ||µh(tf, · )− µr(tf, · )||2 + ||uh(tf, · )− ur(tf, · )||2
)1/2

.
(7.34)

The reference solution yr is assumed to approximate the unknown exact solution yex more
accurately than yh and is computed once with fourth-order finite elements and RelTolt =
10−8, AbsTolt = 10−11 and RelTolx = 10−20, AbsTolx = 10−11.
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Figure 7.8.: Convergence analysis of the (a) L2-error and (b) H1-error for uniform spatial
refinement with fixed tolerances for the time integration.

For the experimental order of convergence of the spatial error we fix the tolerances of an
accurate time integration (RelTolt = 10−7, AbsTolt = 10−10) and compute the errors of
the numerical solution on a series of successively uniformly refined meshes. In Figure 7.8
we plot the L2- and the H1-errors over the number of DOFs. According to the theory of
finite elements [30], our implementation shows the optimal order of convergence for the
finite element degrees one to four. Note, that the L2-errors for third- and fourth-order ele-
ments at the finest level already reach a value of 10−11 when the saturation sets in. A con-
vergence analysis of the time integration with fixed spatial tolerances (RelTolx = 10−20,
AbsTolx = 10−9) for fourth-order finite elements yields L2- and H1-errors below 10−8.
This validates our implementation.

Adaptivity

Next we discuss the efficiency of our adaptive solution algorithm by analyzing the com-
putational savings through spatial and temporal adaptivity for the simulation of lithium
insertion as in Subsection 7.4.2.

Spatial Adaptivity In Figure 7.9a we illustrate the concentration profile in a phase
separated state. Because the concentration profile is approximately constant except for the
phase transition, a locally high resolution of the transition is advantageous. Accordingly,
our algorithm distributes the DOFs adaptively considering the regularity estimator with
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7.4. Numerical Experiments

respect to all solution variables (c, µ, u). The black dots in Figure 7.9a show the refinement
level of the cells to reach a certain regularity tolerance. We observe that precisely the phase
transition zone is resolved with additional DOFs.
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Figure 7.9.: (a) Concentration profile at SOC = 0.5 with adaptive refinement level and (b)
number of DOFs over time for different finite element method degrees.

Over time the phase transition migrates through the particle and the mesh is adapted. In
Figure 7.9b we plot the number of DOFs over time for different finite element orders. We
again observe the three states of single and two-phase diffusion. In particular, we see that
higher order methods are beneficial for saving DOFs. This is due to better approximation
properties of higher order curvatures in the solution profiles, as for example in the chemical
potential profile.

We emphasize the computational savings by a comparison of the number of DOFs. For
the adaptive fourth-order method the minimal mesh width was 2−9 and 1539 DOFs were
distributed at maximum. In contrast, a linear finite element method would require at least
a uniform mesh mesh width 2−11 and 3 × (211 + 1) = 6147 DOFs to distribute the same
number of DOFs in the phase transition zone. We already reduced the maximum size of
the linear systems by at least a factor of four. Thus spatial adaptivity is one key for highly
efficient solution algorithms.

Temporal Adaptivity Another important key for the efficient solution is the adaptive
time integration. In particular, we use an error controlled adaptive change of the time step
size and the used order. Thereby we benefit from higher order methods, which allow even
larger time step sizes at the same error tolerance. In Figure 7.10a we plot the time step
size and the used order over time. We identify the three regimes of single and two-phase
diffusion as before. The time step size varies over several orders of magnitude to capture
the initiation and decay of the phase transition at the given tolerances. During two-phase
diffusion up to the decay of the phase transition we observe a decreasing time step size. This
reflects the observation that in the spherical symmetric case the phase transition migrates
with increasing velocity towards the particle center. Thus, to keep the tolerances of the time
integration, smaller time step sizes are necessary for the accelerating process.

The essential benefit from the temporal adaptivity is the use of large time step sizes
during the two-phase diffusion. This advantage is particularly reflected in the number of
time steps and the computational time. In Figure 7.10b we plot the computational times
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Figure 7.10.: (a) Time step size with used orders (markers) over time and (b) computational
wall time over the number of time steps for different time integration schemes
and finite element orders.

for the whole solution process over the number of time steps for different strategies of
time integration and finite element orders. To neglect the influence of spatial adaptivity
we used a uniform spatial discretization in all cases such that the phase transition is always
resolved with at least ten unknowns (h = 2⌊log2(p s/10)⌋). In terms of computational time and
number of time steps, the most efficient strategy is the fully adaptive algorithm changing
the time step sizes and the orders adaptively (♦). Using the backward Euler method with
an adaptive time step size (■) the computational times already increase by a factor of ten.
If we would use the minimum time step size for the backward Euler method reaching the
given tolerances (τ = 2.5 × 10−8) as uniform step size (▲), the number of time steps and
the estimated computational time would increase by a factor of ∼104, compared to the fully
adaptive strategy (♦). Hereby estimated means, that we determined the computational time
of one time step as average over 1000 steps and extrapolated this value to the total number
of time steps.

Spheroidal Electrode Particle

As proof of concept, we demonstrate the capabilities and efficiency of our adaptive solution
algorithm at the two-dimensional geometry described in Subsection 7.4.1. Even though the
theory was derived assuming three-dimensional geometries, the mathematical problem is
still valid in lower dimensions. So neglecting any additional three-dimensional symmetry
we solve the model equations in Cartesian coordinates and postpone the further study of
two- and three-dimensional particle geometries to future work.

In Figure 7.11 we see the concentration profile of the ellipse in the current configuration
at three characteristic states during lithium insertion. In accordance with Santoki et al. [124]
we observe in Figure 7.11a the initiation of the phase separation at surfaces with high
curvature. The insertion process is then followed by the migration of two traveling fronts
until they merge in the particle center. During lithiation we observe that unstable nucleation
can occur forming small domains of lithium rich phases. However, these domains vanish
after a short time and only the two stable fronts remain, see Figure 7.13b–7.13e.

In addition Figure 7.11 and 7.13 visualize the adaptive mesh. We see clearly that the
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Figure 7.11.: Concentration profile in a two-dimensional ellipsoidal particle domain at dif-
ferent SOCs with adaptive meshes.

mesh is only resolved at the phase transition, which migrates through the particle’s domain
over time. In the lithium poor and rich bulk phases, a coarser resolution can be applied.
In Figure 7.12 we depict the number of DOFs and the time step sizes with the used order
over time. During the simulation we distributed between 2.5 × 103 and 1.7 × 105 DOFs.
In contrast, a uniform mesh with the same maximum level as in the adaptive case would
have approximately 2.1 × 107 DOFs. The time step size of the ∼2400 adaptive time steps
varies between 10−8 and 10−2. A uniform time discretization with the time step size 10−8

would take approximately 108 steps. Thus we reduced the number of DOFs by a factor of
at least 102 and the number of time steps by a factor of at least 104. With the space and
time adaptive algorithm we solve this example in less than 6 hours on the cluster specified
in Section 7.4.1.
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Figure 7.12.: (a) Number of DOFs and (b) time step size with used orders (markers) over
time for the two-dimensional geometry.

Finally, in Figure 7.12 we indicate the time instances with locally small time step sizes by
gray dashed lines. Except of the state related to Figure 7.13f at time t/tcycle ≈ 0.38, we can
identify for each highlighted instance a specific event such as nucleation (Figure 7.13a–c),
decay of phase transitions (Figure 7.13d–e,h) and other topological changes (Figure 7.13g).
Note, that the first five events happens on such a small time scale, that the gray dashed lines
in Figure 7.12 are not distinguishable. The reduction of the time step size at time t/tcycle ≈
0.38 cannot be explained by a specific event due to phase transformation. It is more likely
due to the increasing time step size of the adaptive algorithm until time t/tcycle ≈ 0.38.
In order to fulfill the tolerances the time step size drops and the order is reduced. We
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emphasize here again that the purpose of this simulation is only a proof of concept for the
application of the space and time adaptive algorithm to the coupled multi-physical problem.

(a) SOC = 0.127

(b) SOC = 0.127

(c) SOC = 0.127

(d) SOC = 0.127

(e) SOC = 0.132

(f) SOC = 0.393

(g) SOC = 0.792

(h) SOC = 0.978
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Figure 7.13.: Concentration profile in a two-dimensional ellipsoidal particle domain at
SOCs with smallest adaptive time step sizes.

7.5. Summary and Conclusion
Summing up, we have developed a thermodynamically consistent phase-field model cou-
pling Cahn–Hilliard-type phase separation and finite deformations during the lithiation
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of electrode particles in lithium-ion batteries. Additionally, we have presented our im-
plemented space and time adaptive, higher order finite element solver for the numerical
simulation of the resulting model equations. For the example of lithium iron phosphate
as electrode material we have performed several simulations to investigate physical and
numerical aspects of the model and the solver.

A comparison of our simulation results with literature [46, 59, 85, 149, 167–170, 174]
showed excellent qualitative accordance. In particular, we revealed that the interfacial en-
ergy coefficient κ is critical to determine the maximum occurring stress inside an electrode
particle. However, three-dimensional phase-field simulations, as for example in [59, 173,
174], often rely on larger values of κ than for one-dimensional simulations [168–170] to
reduce the computational costs, eventually leading to underestimated stress magnitudes.

Comparing the computational time with our problem-tailored solution algorithm to a
standard implementation based on a constant step size backward Euler scheme together
with a linear finite element method implementation revealed an estimated speedup of ∼104.
We achieve this speedup, by using a space and time adaptive, higher order finite element
solver. The time adaptivity greatly decreases the simulation time by selectively resolving
the emergence and decay of the phase separation. The spatial adaptivity reduces the com-
putational costs by only locally refining the mesh at the phase transition. The advantages
of adaptive methods are especially beneficial for the two-dimensional example of a generic
spheroidal shaped electrode particle. With this analysis we hope to have demonstrated the
advantage, that adaptive methods are a powerful tool for efficient simulations.

Future works will rely on the numerical efficiency of our implementation. Thereby, it
will be possible to calculate three-dimensional phase-field problems with almost sharp in-
terfaces leading to better predictions for the arising stress. Moreover, low computational
costs of our single particle model make an implementation in full cell simulations fea-
sible. As our methodology is very general, we can also easily analyze different phase-
transforming materials and geometries.
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8. Conclusion
Summing up, we considered the phenomenon of phase separation in electrode particles of
lithium-ion batteries during lithium insertion and developed a matrix-free, parallel, adap-
tive finite element solver for the efficient numerical solution of the resulting Cahn–Hilliard-
type phase-field model equations.

In the beginning of this thesis we explained the basic working principle of lithium-ion
batteries and described the phenomenon of phase separation in possibly anisotropic elec-
trode materials. For the modeling of phase separation in electrode particles under lithium
insertion we followed the currently widely used Cahn–Hilliard-type phase-field approach
from literature and discussed the model equations in a most general formulation account-
ing for anisotropic mobilities and interfacial energy coefficients. In contrast to the classical
Cahn–Hilliard equation, we showed the violation of the mass conservation due to the in-
homogeneous Neumann boundary condition modeling the lithium insertion. For the same
reason we found that the monotonous energy decrease is no longer guaranteed. In fact,
under lithium insertion our numerical experiments even show an increase of the system’s
free energy.

For the numerical solution of the Cahn–Hilliard model equations we developed a space
and time adaptive solution algorithm based on a variable-step, variable-order time integra-
tion scheme and a gradient recovery estimator as criterion for the local mesh refinement.
Thereby we employed a p-th-order isoparametric Lagrangian finite element method for the
spatial discretization and used the NDF family of linear multistep methods for the discrete
time stepping. The transformed nonlinear algebraic systems in each time step are linearized
with Newton’s method and solved in each Newton step with a preconditioned GMRES
method. At the heart of the solver is our derived preconditioner, which incorporates the
nonlinear mobility of the Cahn–Hilliard model. In a simplified problem setting with some
additional approximations we proved mesh-independent eigenvalue estimates for the pre-
conditioned system in the constant mobility case. This result indicates the optimality of our
proposed preconditioner in the simplified setting. Furthermore, the preconditioner is appli-
cable for matrix-free computations, because the inverse application of the two blocks can
be computed by a CG method. In particular, the new aspect of our solver is the fact, that it
is implementable completely without storing matrices. For the implementation in C++ we
used the functionalities of the deal.II library and benefit particularly from the efficiency of
the matrix-free framework.

In a separated chapter we reviewed the key ideas of the matrix-free framework within
the deal.II library. With an example of a nonlinear elliptic problem we demonstrated the
strong parallel scalability of the parallel, matrix-free Newton solver based on a geometric
multigrid preconditioned CG solver for the linearized systems. The layout of the nonlinear
operator class served as basic building block for our Cahn–Hilliard solver.

Next we performed an exhaustive study on the performance and efficiency of the pre-
sented finite element solver and its components. First, we validated the solver based on the
method of manufactured solutions, where we observed the optimal orders of convergence
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for uniform spatial refinement. In terms of error over computational wall-clock time we
observed the increasing efficiency of higher order finite element methods, which is sup-
ported by the implementation with the matrix-free framework. Based on three examples
of spinodal decomposition we then studied the performance of the solver and its single
components. For a special free energy density the numerically recovered equilibrium pro-
file of the phase transition is in accordance with the given analytical expression. Further,
we demonstrated, that the variable-step, variable-order time integration reduced the num-
ber of time steps dramatically and is thus inevitable for the efficient solution. In particular,
we revealed the impact of the size of the Arnoldi basis on the number of GMRES steps.
Although the storage of a larger history of the GMRES method is expensive in terms of
memory consumption, the number of GMRES steps was significantly reduced. This shows
a further benefit of the matrix-free framework, which avoids the storage of matrices and
thus allows the storage of more Arnoldi basis vectors. Furthermore, at the example of the
classical Cahn–Hilliard equation with degenerated mobility and logarithmic free energy
we found numerically that with our proposed preconditioner the number of GMRES steps
does not depend on the size of the uniform mesh and the finite element degree. It turned out
that the incorporation of the nonlinear mobility is an essential improvement over the con-
stant mobility preconditioner in terms of the number of iterations and the computational
wall-clock time. A large scale three-dimensional simulation of spinodal decomposition
demonstrated the parallel capability of our solver and supported the optimality of our pro-
posed preconditioner. Based on an example of spinodal decomposition with smooth initial
data, we demonstrated the functionality of the spatial adaptivity. However, we note, that
the numerical solution of the Cahn–Hilliard equation is extremely sensitive to numerical
instabilities. Already small perturbations can lead to qualitatively different phase transition
morphologies during the coarsening process. Since the matrix-free framework allows the
simulation of highly uniformly resolved domains, we disabled the spatial adaptivity in a
first attempt.

Finally, we employed the developed solver for the simulation of phase separation in LFP
electrode particles under lithium insertion. In the spherical symmetric case we measured
the optimal orders of convergence by comparing the numerical solutions to an adaptively
computed reference solution. We demonstrated the high demand and large computational
savings through spatial and temporal adaptive methods. As for the classical Cahn–Hilliard
equation we showed numerically the optimality of our proposed preconditioner. Especially
for the spherical symmetric application problem we even showed the optimality on locally
refined meshes. Next we assumed an azimuthal symmetry and simulated the phase sepa-
ration during lithium insertion on a two-dimensional computational domain. We demon-
strated the functionality in the two-dimensional case and particularly showed, that our
solver can handle anisotropic mobilities and interfacial energy coefficients. In this case
we observed a phase transition morphology, which is different to the core-shell scenario
indicated by the spherical symmetric solution. In contrast, the anisotropic material param-
eters triggered the phase separation process in an aligned form. Note, that an imbalance of
the small insertion rate compared and the large diffusion coefficient leads to instabilities
in the numerical solutions at the curved particle surface boundary. Thus even for uniform
refined meshes we observed a phase separation dynamic with randomly increasing lithium
rich bubbles. To avoid an additional effect of the mesh we disabled the adaptive mesh
refinement for the two-dimensional examples.

In the last chapter of this thesis we presented our currently submitted collaborative work,
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where we combined a thermodynamically consistent mechanics theory for large deforma-
tions with the phase separation model in a common phase-field model. For this multi-
physical problem we extended our adaptive solution algorithm and obtained an efficient
matrix-based finite element solver. In our numerical experiments we discussed physical as
well as numerical aspects. Thereby we revealed the dependence of the maximal arising hy-
drostatic stress on the interfacial energy coefficient. Especially, larger values of the interfa-
cial energy coefficient leads to underestimated stresses. Under the assumption of spherical
symmetry we observed for our finite element solver of the coupled problem the optimal
orders of convergence. The comparison of different time integration strategies showed that
the variable-step, variable-order time integration algorithm outperforms standard methods,
like variable- and constant-step first-order time stepping schemes. In addition, the adaptive
mesh refinement reduced the number of DOFs significantly. Finally, a two-dimensional
example demonstrated the functionality and savings of the adaptive solver for the multi-
physical problem. Different to the azimuthal symmetric simulations, the adaptive mesh
refinement works well and reduced the amount of DOFs dramatically. The key difference
is the geometry. It is known, that the phase separation is initiated at surfaces with high cur-
vature. Thus in the quarter ellipsoidal domain the initiation of phase separation is triggered
in the corner with highest curvature of the surface, whereas in the half circle domain the
curvature is constant over the whole particle surface boundary.

Another outcome of this thesis is an implementation of the adaptive solution algorithm
as a modular C++ solver package, ready for future applications. In particular, the gradient
recovery estimator and the subroutines for the convergence analysis based on a finite ele-
ment reference solution are implemented in the style of the deal.II library, so that we could
contribute these codes to the deal.II library in future. We also highlight the so far prepared
draft of the deal.II tutorial step-66 about a nonlinear matrix-free Newton solver, which
is currently under review.

Based on this thesis a couple of future research objectives can be identified.
First of all, one could review the existence and uniqueness of a solution for the Cahn–

Hilliard-type phase-field model starting from simplified versions with constant mobility
and quartic free energy density. As pointed out, the inhomogeneous boundary condition,
modeling lithium insertion, destroys the mass-conservation and the monotonous energy
decay, which are missing key properties in the existing proofs. In particular, depending on
the boundary condition, only local existence could be expected. Further improvements of
the adaptive solution algorithm should replace the gradient recovery estimator by a reliable
a posteriori error estimator. Additional optimizations of the implementation could increase
the overall robustness of the solver. An interesting extension would also be the development
of a matrix-free preconditioner for the coupled chemical-mechanical problem.

The capabilities of an improved version of our solver could be exploited for future elec-
trode particle simulations. Thereby the influence of anisotropic materials and parameters in
crucial ranges on the phase separation dynamics in more realistic, three-dimensional par-
ticle geometries could be studied. As we considered the chemical-mechanical coupling, a
more realistic model could include a reviewed diffusion equation in the deformed configu-
ration and for large deformations also plasticity should be considered. Finally, the efficient
solution of the phase-field model allows the embedding of phase separation models in mul-
tiscale models describing the performance of battery cells.
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A. Model Parameters
In this appendix we provide the material parameters for the electrode material lithium iron
phosphate LixFePO4 (LFP) and describe their normalization based on our article [44].

A.1. Material Parameters
In Table A.1 we summarize the material parameters for LFP particles based on [168, 169]
and the references cited therein.

Table A.1.: Material parameters for LFP electrode particles.

Description Symbol Value Unit

Particle length scale L0 150× 10−9 m

Diffusion coefficient D 1× 10−14 m2 s−1

Coefficient for ψch α1 4.5 −
Coefficient for ψch α2 −9 −
Coefficient for ψint κ 8.8× 10−18 m2

Young’s modulus EH 124.5× 109 Pa

Poisson ratio ν 0.25 −
Partial molar volume v 2.9× 10−6 m3mol−1

Maximal concentration cmax 2.29× 104 molm−3

A.2. Normalization
We define the particle length scale in the reference configuration L0 as reference for the
spatial scale, the cycle time tcycle for the time scale and the maximum lithium concentra-
tion cmax as reference concentration. With the operation temperature T equal to the room
temperature Tref we normalize the energy density using RTcmax. Table A.2 summarizes the
arising dimensionless quantities.

The normalization yields three dimensionless parameters characterizing the coupled
chemical-mechanical intercalation process: The Fourier number of mass transport Fo re-
lates the diffusion time scale to the process time scale. The numbers ẼH and κ̃ relate the
mechanical and the interfacial energy scale to the chemical energy scale.

Note, that the temporal reference value tcycle, the cycle time, is defined according to the
C-rate of the applied lithium flux Next, as discussed in Subsection 3.2.2 and 7.2.2. Thus,
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Table A.2.: Normalization of basic model parameters.

t̃ = t/tcycle X̃0 = X0/L0 ũ = u/L0 c̃ = c/cmax T̃ = T/Tref

ṽ = vcmax ψ̃ = ψ/RTcmax µ̃ = µ/RT Ñ ext = Nexttcycle/L0cmax

Fo = Dtcycle/L
2
0 κ̃ = κ/L2

0 ẼH = EH/RTcmax

we finally summarize the normalized model parameters exemplary for an external lithium
flux Next corresponding to the C-rate equal to one in Table A.3. For better readability we
suppress the accentuation ∼.

Table A.3.: Normalized model parameters for LFP electrode particles.

Description Symbol Dimensionless Value

Operation temperature T 1

Particle length scale L0 1

Diffusion coefficient D 1.6× 103

Coefficient for ψch α1 4.5

Coefficient for ψch α2 −9

Coefficient for ψint κ 3.91× 10−4

Young’s modulus EH 2.19× 103

Poisson ratio ν 0.25

Partial molar volume v 6.64× 10−2

Maximal concentration cmax 1

Initial concentration (chosen) c0 1× 10−2
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B. Spherical Coordinates

Spherical coordinates are used in our electrode particle simulations. With symmetry as-
sumptions we can reduce the dimension of the computational domain. For completeness
we include the transformation of spherical coordinates we use throughout the thesis and
derive the generic form of integrals for stiffness matrices in the spherical and azimuthal
symmetric case.

B.1. Coordinate Transformation

In literature different definitions of spherical coordinates are available, which depend on the
underlying discipline. We follow [152, Sect. IV.8], which reflects the physical convention.
With spherical coordinates a point p ∈ R3 is represented by the triple (r, θ, φ) ∈ R3,
which consists of the radius r ∈ [0,∞), the polar angle θ ∈ [0, π] and the azimuthal
angle φ ∈ [0, 2π]. The spherical coordinates are mapped onto the Cartesian coordinates by

x = r sin(θ) cos(φ), y = r sin(θ) sin(φ), z = r cos(θ).

Note, that this mapping of R3 onto itself is not injective (consider for example the origin).
For the application of the transformation theorem for integrals [67, 152] we obtain a C1-
diffeomorphism between spherical and Cartesian coordinates g : B → R3, (r, θ, φ) 7→
(x, y, z) on the open set B = (0,∞)× (0, π)× (0, 2π) [152, Sect. IV.8].

In spherical coordinates the space R3 is spanned by the three unit vectors

er =

sin(θ) cos(φ)

sin(θ) sin(φ)

cos(θ)

 eθ =

cos(θ) cos(φ)

cos(θ) sin(φ)

− sin(θ)

 eφ =

− sin(φ)

cos(φ)

0

 .

The Jacobian of the coordinate transformation is given by

∇g =

sin(θ) cos(φ) r cos(θ) cos(φ) −r sin(θ) sin(φ)
sin(θ) sin(φ) r cos(θ) sin(φ) r sin(θ) cos(φ)

cos(θ) −r sin(θ) 0

 =
(
er , r eθ , r sin(θ) eφ

)
,

with its determinant J = det(∇g) representing the volume element for spherical coordi-
nates

d(x, y, z)

d(r, θ, φ)
= J(r, θ, φ) = r2 sin(θ).
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B.2. Calculus in Spherical Coordinates

Next we give formulas for the action of standard differential operators in spherical coordi-
nates.

Let u : R3 → R be a smooth scalar-valued function. The gradient of u in spherical
coordinates is

∇u =

 ∂ru
1
r
∂θu

1
r sin(θ)

∂φu

 .

Let v : R3 → R3 be a smooth vector-valued function with components v = (vr, vθ, vφ)
T.

The divergence of v is given by

∇·v =
1

r2
∂r
(
r2vr

)
+

1

r sin(θ)
∂θ
(
sin(θ)vθ

)
+

1

r sin(θ)
∂φvφ.

The Jacobian of v is

∇v =


∂rvr

1
r
∂θvr − 1

r
vθ

1
r sin(θ)

∂φvr − 1
r
vφ

∂rvθ
1
r
∂θvθ +

1
r
vr

1
r sin(θ)

∂φvθ − cot(θ)
r
vφ

∂rvφ
1
r
∂θvφ

1
r sin(θ)

∂φvφ + cot(θ)
r
vθ +

1
r
vr

 .

In the following we derive the differential operators for special kinds of symmetries.
While spherical symmetry, also known as radial symmetry, is rather standard, the reduction
to a two-dimensional formulation can be done with various assumptions. An alternative to
the here presented approach can be found in [84, 170].

B.2.1. Spherical Symmetry

Ω
spherical

symmetry Ωc

x

z

y

Figure B.1.: Dimension reduction of the three-dimensional unit ball to the one-dimensional
unit interval assuming spherical symmetry.
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B.2. Calculus in Spherical Coordinates

In the spherical symmetric case we assume no dependence in both angular directions,
i. e., fluxes and derivatives in eθ- and eφ-direction are assumed to be zero (vθ = vφ = 0,
∂θ = ∂φ = 0). Thus the above differential operators get simplified to

∇u =

∂ru0
0

 , ∇·v =
1

r2
∂r
(
r2vr

)
, ∇v =

∂rvr 0 0

0 1
r
vr 0

0 0 1
r
vr

 .

Let B = {x ∈ R3 : |x| ≤ 1} be the three-dimensional unit ball and v, w : B → R two
generic scalar-valued functions. For the assembly of a generic stiffness matrix we compute
the integral ∫

B

∇v · ∇w dx.

Transforming the integral into spherical coordinates and using the simplified gradient, we
obtain ∫

B

∇v · ∇w dx =

∫ 1

0

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0

∂rv∂rw r
2 sin(θ) dr dθ dφ

= 4π

∫ 1

0

∂rv∂rw r
2 dr.

Thus the three-dimensional domain of the unit ball is reduced to the one-dimensional unit
interval, see Figure B.1. To implement the spherical symmetric coordinate transformation
we modify in the code the quadrature weight by the factor 4πr2.

For the chemical-mechanical coupled problem we also have to assemble integrals of the
form ∫

B

∇v :∇w dx,

here with two generic vector-valued functions v, w : B → R3. As above we transform the
integral, insert the Jacobian in spherical coordinates and obtain∫

B

∇v :∇w dx =

∫ 1

0

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0

(
∂rvr∂rwr +

2

r2
vrwr

)
r2 sin(θ) dr dθ dφ

= 4π

∫ 1

0

(
∂rvr∂rwr +

2

r2
vrwr

)
r2 dr.

B.2.2. Azimuthal Symmetry
In the azimuthal symmetric case we assume no dependence only in the azimuthal angular
direction, i. e., fluxes and derivatives in eφ-direction are assumed to be zero (vφ = 0,
∂φ = 0). In other words, the geometry and the solution are invariant under rotations around
the z-axis. Thus the gradient operator gets simplified to

∇u =

 ∂ru
1
r
∂θu

0

 .
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Figure B.2.: Dimension reduction of the three-dimensional unit ball to the two-dimensional
unit half circle assuming azimuthal symmetry.

Let B = {x ∈ R3 : |x| ≤ 1} be the three-dimensional unit ball and v, w : B → R two
generic scalar-valued functions. For the assembly of a generic stiffness matrix we have to
compute the integral ∫

B

∇v · ∇w dx.

Transforming the integral into spherical coordinates and using the simplified gradient, we
obtain ∫

B

∇v · ∇w dx =

∫ 1

0

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0

(
∂rv∂rw +

1

r2
∂θv∂θw

)
r2 sin(θ) dr dθ dφ

= 2π

∫ 1

0

∫ π

0

(
∂rv∂rw +

1

r2
∂θv∂θw

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∇(r,θ)v·∇(r,θ)w

r2 sin(θ) dr dθ.

We identify the integrand as the scalar product of the two-dimensional polar coordinate
gradients ∇(r,θ)v =

(
∂rv, ∂θv/r

)T and thus can apply the inverse transformation onto the
two-dimensional unit circle B2 = {x ∈ R2 : |x| ≤ 1} in Cartesian coordinates∫

B

∇v · ∇w dx = · · · = 2π

∫
B2

(
∂xv∂xw + ∂zv∂zw

)
r sin(θ) dx,

where r = (x2 + z2)1/2 represents the radius and θ = arctan(z/x) the polar angle. Note,
that the inverse transformation from polar coordinates onto Cartesian coordinates elimi-
nates a factor r of the original integration weight for spherical coordinates.

Thus the three-dimensional unit ball is reduced to the two-dimensional half circle, see
Figure B.2. To implement the azimuthal symmetric coordinate transformation, we modify
the quadrature weight in the code by a factor of 2πr sin(θ).

Since we use the azimuthal symmetry assumption only for simulations of phase separa-
tion in Section 6.2.2, we do not need the formulas for the divergence and the Jacobian of
vector-valued functions under this assumption and can neglect them here.
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